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Holland City News.
VOL. XVI.— NO.

46.

HOLLAND,

MICE.,

of Subscription
$1.50 per year if paid in advance; $1.75 if
paid at three month*, and $2.00 if
paid at six month*. *

,

preach in the First Reformed

Church of
that place both morning and evening,

0\an«M nciu Tuesday eveninc he will dein the "burnlar proof! ll',8,'!cl“re0D
Hawaiian Islands

The "bums" must now be

adTertUlng nude known on application,
fearly i'',vertl8erB have the privilege of three they will
of

changes

17, 1887.

Rev. E. C. Ogqel left on Friday after- which escorted the remains to their last
where he will resting place in the cemetery east of the

noon for Kalamazoo, Mich

Terms

Utes

SATURDAY, DECEMBER

be

placed

city,

was a very large one.

WHOLE
If it is

NO. 799.

anything near what is claimed I

want an Interestwith you and to bring
before tho public. Please write

me

it

per-

ticularsconfidentiallyif it is genuine or

Snow

careful

is

a timely subject, cne which

forces itself upon our attention regardless

not.

It

occupies a field which baa not

been filled among

all

\

the hair growers and

i

Chicago, of our wishes or complaints. The small remediei„n'jt one is yet equal to what ia \
111.
boy loves it when he con coast or tussle
said of yours. I wish to give It investigatherein, but hates it with a cruel hatred
tion and as I said represent you if
\
Wk desire to call the attention of paIt is about time some dramatic atlracwhen ho has to shovel it from a deeply
will
gitfe
mo
favorable
interesti
and
terms.
rents, who desire to purchase presents for
tion was booked for our Opera House. It
drifted walk. The rosy cheeked damsel
Yours, etc.,
their children, that S. R. Crandell has a
has been several months since anything of
glVcs it her sweetest smiles when sleighlarge assortment of toys which be is sellthe kind has been in Holland.
riding or tobogganing, but frowns oming very cheap; also many useful articles,
Nrw York, Dec. 10, 1887.
inously when she has to wade through it
One week from to-morrow is Christmas as well as ornaments for decorationof
In reading tho N. Y. World I see where
and plant her littletwinkling feet in deep
and with our next issue the News will, in homes, etc. He has a new advertisement
your cow ha s given milk, where you canand almost unwadablo drifts. The lumhonor of the holidays, present its readers in this issue.
not use it, -only for to make hair grow and
berman smiles from ear to ear when it fa
—
with a handsome holiday supplement.
The young men of the city need not cilltates logging, but when it becomes too I thought it would be no harm to find out
"y w
if it would make a person’s hair grow on
All our business men, and especially stop long to think where to spend the long deep his scowls become deeper than the
their head. I am a littlebsld on my head,
the merchants of the city, speak and are winter evenings when wo have such a snow and twice as chilly. And so it goes.
and would like to try It, You can send by
much in favor of the city authorites plac- comfortableand pleasant Public Reading Humanity judges it by Us own little needs express.
ing and running an electric light plant in Room as the young men and ladies of the and wishes, and almost expects the Lord
Hoping this may prove satisfactory,I
Y. M. C. A. and the Y. W. C. A. have to consult its narrow notions before disHolland.
Yours Truly,
furnished in the hall over Jonkman & tributing his snowy gifts. It is beautiful
The irrepressiblecigar manufacturer, Dykema’s clothing store.
always, and those are happiestwho ad— —
J. M. Van der Ven, called on the News
mire its whiteness without growling hourNew York, Dec. 10, 1887.
this week and left some of his excellent
Messrs. 0. ureyman & Son say that
ly at the little drawbackswhich are part
Mr. D. B. Liesman,
cigars for the “prints” to consume. since using that spring water on the eleand parcel of the gift.
Dear Slr:—I notice that a newspaper
Thanks, wo “putT.”
phant in their show window they have
...
\
correspondent
writes to a New York paper
-«•*had to have the animal “clipped” once a
At the musical and literary entertaiti that there is a well on your farm having
Prof. Nykkrk nas returned from a week. The growth of hair is perfectly
meat to he given next Tuesday in connec) properties to induce tho growth of hair. If
three weeks’ sojourn among friends at wonderful but no more so than their large
tion with the Bazaar the followingpro- there is any truth iu tho story might I
Roaeland, III. He is much improved in display of holiday goods, the prices on
gramme \yill he presented:
trouble you to write mo what you know
health and will shortly he enabled to re- which have been “clipped” down to the
Vocal Solo ......... Miss Kiltie Doosburg. >f it, perhaps some money could ho made
sume his duties at the College.
lowest notch.
Piano Duct, Misses Calk King and Kittle
y having it bottled and put on the marBrouwer.
The earnest workers of the Methodist A number of our enterprising citizens Vocal Solo, ....... Mr. T. W. MuUenburg. iet. Reply at your earliest convenience,

Notices of Births,Marriagei, and Deaths pub- cage" which the city aulhorities
lished wlthont charge for subscribers.
placed in the new jail this
I3P"AII advertising bills collectablequarterly.

havJ

week. T

-D lhe Fir8t ^eformctl Ctiurcli °f

•

you

$u«stoe0ji

fEwate.

Christmas!
The

choicest Beef and Tur*
keva can be found at the market of
floeat

46-2t

and

Db Kraaker & Dr Koster.

Toys!
JohnPe8sink& Brother have decided
to sell their stock of

Toys

at a great sacri-

fice In order to make room for other
goods, and because they desire to go out
of the toy business. Call early and secure
the best bargains. Jno. Pessink & Bro..

Messrs. De Kraaker & De Koster have
made extra arrangementsso ns to bo able
to have for sale at their market next week
the choicest and finest Beef and Turkeys
in the land. If you want something real
nice call. Dr Kraaker & De Koster.
For your Meat and Turkeys for Christmas call on
40
Dr Kraaker & De Koster.

2t

Just received a large line of

Jersey Gloves, in black

and

colors, at the Millinery Store of
L. & S. Van den Brrge

40-

Kid and
assorted

& Co.

V

---

-

remain,

-

—

-

-

—

—

Church, will hold their next social at the have declared themselves willing to take

LOCAL ITEMS.

residence of

—

—

Mr. Daniel Bortsch on

some stock

In an oil or gas well, or in

Piano Duet, Misses Kittle Doesburg and

any

d

oblige, Youri

Very Truly,

Lillie Jones.

Speech, “The RevolutionaryRisin,” Mr.
John Van der Meulon.
Allegan Democrat. —"We have known
Vocal Duet, Misses Maggie Boone an(\
itor Rogers for years and believe him to
Maggie Pfanstiehl.
a sober, reliable man. If it were not
Violin Duet, Messrs. W. Breyman and B.
f( * this knowledge we should suppose he
J. De Vries.
Vocal Duet with Guitar, Misses Martha h d made a mistake and filled bli pipe
and Emma Zeeb.
w th basbesh Instead of killikioick,and
Speech, “An Oration on the Labor Ques- tl ) story a fabricationof a befuddled
tlon,’’ Mr. Wm. Slegeman.
Raalte, Bfteppel and “Carl” Van RaaK
b ain.”
The Chicago train was one hour and
Choral Song, .............. Church Choir.
Tur
handsome
new
residence
of
Mr.
went
hunting
a
few
miles
east
of
the
city
a half late last Thursday afternoon.
Whitehall Forum.— "We alwaya did beThe programmewill commence promptC. J. De Roo, on Ninth street, is about and relumed in the evenidg with som
ive
iu tho free and unbiased use of
atR o’clock, The sale of useful and
Read the Business Locals of Messrs. completed, and ho expects to move into it
twenty-five squirrels,two rabbits and
ater,
but when it comes to drinking
ancy articles and refreshments will take
De Kraaker & De Koster in this issue.
on Monday. He will have about as cozy few. partridge. They say that they killed |p|ace during lho enllre eveDiog| except /*lcr whu wnuwera in.ii we ooject.
ater with whiskers in, it
object,
C. Blom.Jr., has moved into his new and inviting a home as there is in the city. twelve squirrelsin fifteen minutes. TbeJwi1nelhe programmeis belug performed^ ^Through the influenoe of the editor of the
editor of the News was kindly rcraemnm.T.Awn n.-rv
store and will open up for business to-day.
Holland
City News we were ih..uuj
Inveigled
Mrs. A. B. Wright, of Kansas City,
|
bered with enough game to furnish us
into
testing
some
of
the
wonderful
spring
So
far
this
fail
we
have
had
but
little
nee Minnie Kleyn, arrived here last TuesMiss Kittir Hhrold, of Grand Rapids,
with the best supper wo have had foi
water
while
on
onr
way
to
Chicago
ft
snow
to
blockade
our
sidewalks,
but
you
spent Sunday with her parents in this day evening to spend the holidays with some time.
short
time
ago.
As
a
result
we
came
near
can depend upon it that there will bo sevher parents and to attend tne marriage of
city.
missing th( train. Don’t care for any
her brother, Mr. Leonard Kleyn, at Evart,
Last Wednesday, December 14, was the eral feet of tho “beautiful”between now
Mr. John Duursema,of Fremont, was Mich.
more. No thanks.”
fifteenth birthday of Miss Minnie Hunt and the first of April. It is claimed by
shaking hands with old friends here this
many
that
the
only
objection
that
they
SCIENTIFIC EXPLANATION.
The new residence now in coursed and the occasion was observed by the
week.
have to Holland as a place of residence
oung
lady
with
a
party,
at
her
homo
on
“Professor,
did you see that story about
erection for Mr. T. Keppel on the come
The rooms over the Nrws office are of Tenth and Fish streets is rapidly as
lighth street. Between thirty and forty of during the winter is that for several that spring in Michigan which makes long
awaitinga good tenant. Inquire at this suming fine proportions and will shortly he f ler
young girl friends were in attendance months the sidewalks are almost impassa- hair grow on pigs and other animals aft
er y0UDg £lrl frleDd8 were ln atl0D(lance
ble. This is, to a large extent, true, aud soon as they drink from Itf’
office.
finished. It will be a handsome Vdwel-/BIld eDjoyed a very Pleasantand haPPy
steps should be taken to have at least the
time
which
will
be
long
remembered
by
"Yes, I read it.”
Dr. A. G. Mantingh, of Graafshap, ling when completed.
them.
The
News
was presented with walks on several of our principal thor“Well, how do you account lor that
has received his appointment as pension
Dispatches record the arrest and fining a generous supply of good things to eat oughfares kept free from snow. Other
wonderfoi
phenomenon?”
examiner.
of an ex-governor, mayor, and several for which Miss Minnie has our thanks.
neighboring towns, smaller than Holland,
“I think it was caused by the conjuncdo It every year. If the members of the
Mr. Jos. Fixtkr, of Milwankee, Wis., prominent citizensin a western city for
tion of some two such elements aa a vivid
was in Holland this week attendingto his not cleaning snow from ofl the sidewalks. There are in Ottawa County twenty- Council feel that they legallyhave no au- Imagination and an unscrupulouscharacThis would he a good thing in Holland. eight saloons, fourteen of which are in thority lo require it, let there be a united
various interests here.
ter.”—
Newt.

-

Thirty-eight paupers occupy the Ot- Wednesday evening, December 21. The scheme that would boom Holland. We do
not believe that Holland needs very much
public generally are invited to attend.
tawa County poor house. •
booming of this nature, but then some
The sale of the Kickapoo remedies, such venture might relieve the monotony
Look in Breyman & Son’s show window next Monday.
Sagwa, Indian Oil, Indian Cough Cure,
of the winter months a\id give the people
etc., still continues to be great at the drug
something to talk about.
Don’t run against a chimney sweeper,
-*•—
store .of Dr. W. Van Putten and it seems
he’s liable to bring soot against you.
Last
wey^Triday
Messrs. A. C. Vi
as if the cures it effects are wonderful.

•

-

-----

- —

—

----

-

—

-

--

v*™

-

-
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Ter Board of Education of the City of
Holland want a quantity of green wood.

Wake

-

-

up ye slothfhl officials.
-----

Grand Haven, three

Capt. F. R. Brouwer and son Henry,

In Coopersville, four

in Holland City, two in Spring Lake, one

effort on

No

the part of private individuals.

doubt many would contributetheir

De Standaard.—"lt the water of

Lies-

or
claimed
for
it
Jenison and Zeeland. The county treas- through snow and slush. Regardless of
Thr snow of Sunday and the subse- turned to Holland on Thursday from Ash- ury is enriched from this source by $8,290 any personal benefits it would be an act we lake the liberty to recommend to Bro.
quent thaw has made the roads leading to land, Wis. Tho Captain reports having from licensespaid. It will be seen that of public enterprise that would meet with Verwey, of De Orondwt, of Holland,
had a very good season with his boats at
Mich., a liberal use of the same. It would
the city in a very bad condition.
Grand Haven with its 5,500 inhabitants commendation from abroad.
the Northern Wisconsin Resorts.
. give him for the general election, which
supports one-half the number, while Hol~
•mmm—
The Masons of this city will observe
will undoubtedly be very hot, a more digOF NATIONAL IMPORTANCE.
At a meeting of the Macatawa Park land City, with 4,000 inhabitants and with
8t. John's Day, December 27, with an
nified appearance and assist to produce
a rapid growth, both in population and
oyster[8upper at their hall in Post’s block. Association held this week, it was decided
More Interest Manifested In th wool, over which article our brother, with
to proceed with the construction of a pa- wealth, supportsbut four. My what a
“Bald Headed" Spring, than In
an eye on President Cleveland’s message,
8. Wksselius, attorney, of, Grand vilion and waterworks system at once. dry community Grand Haven must be.
the Coming Campaign.
decidedly nneaay. If wool can be
Rapids, visited this city on Tuesday to No definite actfon has as yet been taken
produced
by the use of water then a high
We
have
heard
of
white
elephants,
There are eveuts occurring in every
adjust au insurance loss for a client here. in regard to the building of a new hotel.
tariff
ia certainly superfluous.”
her
elephants,
baby
elephants,
etc., hut we
community, which, if reportedin a local
Mb. and Mrs. C. Vinkr were
paper, would create a commotion little now have a hairy elephant on our bands
“They have diacovered a spring near
« «
..... “”i Harman V. 8. Peek, who gradua’edV" r ~ ' , " " - --------------- ----- that we would like to dispose of at lias
Holland that will cause hair to sprout ophappy recipienu on Monday morning, De.»rroin Hope College in June and enteredVre,‘medof- What 10 report aDd what
than cost, or give away to anyone who
cembcr 12, 1887, of a little baby daughter/ the TheologicalSeminary at Sew Bran J001 10 report i8 what ofl0n P€rPlexe8 lhe
on a billiard ball, aud ft cow and calf
would agree to extend kind treatment.
:al editor. He is often most unjustly
ducked in it were covered with whiskers
wick
in
September,
has
abandoned h
Mr. and Mrs. J. Nyland, of Grand
accused
of
cowardice
and
favoritism, Our intentions in publishing the “Liis- eight feet long within twenty-fourhoura.
Haven, were in the city this week renew- studies for the present to accept a positlo
when all the time he ia looking toward man spring article”were well meant, tyit The marble topped string of bald hektia
ing old acquaintances and visiting old offered him in Japan. He is now on his
the good reputation of the town where his the contents have aroused such geueiil
See notice in another column.

and his brother Mr. John Brouwer,

each in Berlin, West Chester, Nunica, mite rather than bo compelled to wade

re-

man’s spring really possesses the wool,

hair, growing properties

"

-

.

j

. m

that will be marching Into town aa soon

way to that country.

friends.

lot is

cast. The local editor from neces-

interest that

we

aye consideringseriously

as the news gets out, will indicatethftt
Last Monday the chilled steel “cage” sity almost constantly stands between two the establishment of a bureau of informs:
something besidea the Dutch has taken
ment and Bazaar next Tuesday is already for the new jail arrived and was put In fires, and whatever way he turns be Is tion. The reproductionof the account in the Michigan Holland.”— Ztefwtt Newt.
/
large. We expect to see the Opera House place, under the direction of a workman sure to be unjustly accused. This is one such papers aa the Chicago Newt, New'

The

sale of tickets for the entertain-

crowded.

from the manufactory,on Tuesday and
Wednesday. Offenders against the law
must now be careful for the “cage” is

of the pleasures (?) of the newspaper busi-

York

World, Detroit Tribune, Philadel-

CHURCH ITEMS.

/
r
l

Grand Papidi
Hope Reformed Church:— Services at
Telegram-Herald, and many other papers
10:80 a. m. and 7:30 p. m. Sunday
deavoringto form a Club with the intention
proof against escape.
The funeral of Mrs, Cappon, wife of too numerous to mention, has produced Shhool at 19 m. Yonng People’s meeting
of giving a scries of social dances daring
Mr. Isaac Cappon, of the Cappon and such a revival of youthful ambitiona at, 6:80 p. m. Rev. Thomas Walker
the winter.
Next Thursday morning Mr. Leonard
Bertsch Leather Company, who died among bald heads that our correspond- Jones, pastor. Subjects: Morning, “SpiritKleyn of this city will be united in marual greatness of every Christian.” Even
All ladles making articlesfor the Baence from all sections of the country baa
ingi'^be open door.” Congregational
rl.g..o Mi.. Jennie M.drt.rn. nf Twi SHlner
,Wee\F?“y’W“
zaar are requested to send them to the
in the Third Reformed Church on increased so rapidly aa to necessitatethe singing./' Opening anthems by the choir.
Mich.
The young couple will take a w _ _
house of Mrs. Prof. Chas. Scott not later
last Monday afternoon. The church was employment of a private secretary. We Praise and prayer meeting Thursday at
ding tour of three weeks’ duration, when
than Monday evening.
crowded to its utmost capacity with give in this issue some extracts and letters 7:80 p. m. All are welcome.
they will return to this city and make
Methodist E. Church:— Services at
friends and relatives of the deceased, who such as we have room for. To publish
Last Saturday night and Sunday con- Holland their futuro home.
them all would fill up the entire papers 10:80 a. m. and 7:30 p. m. Sunday
was
held
in
high
esteem
by
this
entire
siderablesnow fell and on Monday (he
School at 12 m. Prayer meeting ThursBy the way goods are being brought lo- community as a wife, mother, and friend, D. B. Lies— man has alio received let
Lfcground was covered with a liberal quantiday evening at 7:30. BnbJ
to the city by the railroad company our Rev. D. Broek opened the fnneral services ten which have been forwarded to us with ng. “Haters of God’s
ty of “open winter.”
tradesmen and merchants are stocking up with a prayer and Rev. Dr. Steffens,of authority to publish.
“Jonah’s solemn vow wh
Read the Business Local of John Pes- with an unusual amount of holiday goods. the TheologicalSeminary, and Rev. Dr.
All are welcome sod the
Chicago, Dec. 9, 1887.
sink & Bro. They intend closing out Look over our advertisements and patron- Scott, President of Hope College, deli?
Y.
D. B. Liesman, Esq.,
their stock of toys and will sell very ize home merchants who hare a word to ered addresses replete with kind and symThi young people of the

city

are en-

phia Preu, Chicago Timet,

ness.

“fj"1

_

W
i

Dear Sir:—

cheap in order

to

do

so.

say in the columns of tho

News.

pathetic word*.

The

I see

funeral
i

qmM

by

a

have a

notice in

follatid

4»a

fw.

CUERENT ETENTS.

fourteen miles from Wessington, Dak.,
was destroyed by fire, and Mrs. Harris
and six children were burned to death.
Mr. Harris and one daughter escaped.

EAST.

to

send men

in

these at tns presenttime to en-

NATIONAL LAW-MAKERSent thatlt issaggetted, and with the thought

What la Being Done by the Ha*

the theory upon which over *60,000,000,and
probably *75,000,000, has been spent aluco
tlonal Legislature.
the close of the war. It is time to stop
Jfc and be contentonly with the best If evIk the House of Representatives,
on the 8th
ery dollar is made to oouut upon something
of real value, waste will stop, aud not before "
Inst, the Speaker announcedthe Committee
The rest of the report Is devoted to a detailed
on Mileage, as follows : Rogers (Ark.),Boldoa
description of the condition and situation of the
several vessels belonging to our navy, to the re- (N. Y.), Howard (Ind.), Burnett (Mass.), and.
ceipts ana expenditures of the department (a Felton (Cal.). Various resolutionsto amend
balance of SlOi./Vjtf.'iS
on hand and available on the rules were introducedand referred to the
Intelligence Gathered
by state that It is in your provinceto-day to decide ulars of the affair:
Doc. I), > to estimates and appropriationsfor Committee on Rules, when it shall be appointwhether free speech and lawful assemblase
next year (over *11,000,000 less than for the cur- ed. The House then adjourned until Monday,
H. J. Johnson, the postal clerk on duty at the
‘
Wire from Every Quarter
should be destroyedin this country. The sen5i^i^ear)’ 1°
9ale811Da(*® of naval vessels, to , *bo 12th, After the reading of the journal and
time,
says
that
as
the
train
was
moving
out
of
tenoe which your houor is about to pronounce
irx speed of vessels the presentationof a few departmeS cJmof the Nation.
Geneva
Station
he
saw
three
rough-looking
men
will be engrafted upon the history of the United
auu WJ wports.of
rojiuriB OI VII
U
the
“oUoaof Mr. FarStates. Punishment inflictedupon an innocent board the engine and he knew something was Admiral and the several bureaus of the deman and brought about by prejudiceand per- wrong, so he blew out the lights in his com- portment.
Many bills wore introducedin the Senate on
jury la rather an honor than a shame to the partment and locked the doors. The express
A Washington special to the Chicago the 12th Inst, and referred, among them the
Also a Few News Sandwiches from sufferer— one who suffers for hiaopinion’ssake. messengerdid the same thing. The three
robberswore armed with Winchester rifles and Infer Ocean says:
I again protest my innocence of guilt of the offollowing: By Mr. Beck, for the retirement of
lands Beyond the Broad
fense for whieh I stand convicted, and appeal
flred several shots through* thewfudows^They ro 1 amfroaphfmfln f
1'1>h®nr Commission United States legal tender and national bank
to your honor to make use of such discretion as
Ocean.
lies wltnin your power.
then used a pickax, and Johnson fired one shot Hntimritv for
e*nd' ^ere is good notes of small denomination,aud the issue of
through the window, which was answered by a ?n
“tatement that attempts colu certificatesin lien of gold and silver cerThe Rathbone Jb Sard Stove Works, at volley. The express mesenger opened
have tificates. By Mr. Dolph, to provide for fortiflcatiousand otner seaooust dofenses. By Mr
light . was struck
Albany, N. Y., were destroyed by fire. his doors,, when
and a search by the robberswas begun. JohnEdmunds,to provide for the establishmentof
The loss is estimated at $30,000.
son doesn’t know accurately,but thinks the on understanding, but Sir Charles Tup- a postal telegraph. By Mr. Bowen, for the
must have got *10,0(Ju.The leader was per is obdurate "and is not willing to on- free coinage of silver. By Mr. ManderA New Yobk telegram says that appli- robbers
soii, granting a pension to every solmuch asitated. The
opened the
FRANCE.
The conductor
condu
ua
Uior and sailor who is incapacitated for
cation was made to Judge Lawrence in the door and was flred on. There was a panic
ing
to
agree.
Sir
Charles
Tapper,
ir
----upper,
in
fact,
is
among the passengers,who seemed paralyzed
toe performanceof manual labor and for penPresidentCarnot Is for Peace-The New Min- Supreme Court for the admission to bail with fear. Groat excitement prevailsin the classed
nmi J,., y U a8?0iiat®.8 nn irreconcilable, sion* to dependent relatives of deceased soland
they
acknowledge
to
those
In
official
relaregion
of
the
robbery.
After
the
robbery
ofistry.
of Johann Most, in whose case an appeal
i
,R or8; lH® 8&ia k® introducedthla
ficers were soon on the ground, and two of
hill at the unanimous request of the Grand
The formation of the Tirard Ministry has been taken from the judgment of the them
had a running fight with the robbers for
1 Vt0 t0T th« admission
of the State of Dakota and the organizationof
was brought about by the threat of M. Car- Court of General Sessions. The applica- about a mile and a half. One robber lost his
.w_b08r®.be8fc .infonnad upon the sub- the Territory of Lin°c^ “ B^M^SSaJm-FS
hat and cartridge-box.Another was wounded,
tion was granted, and Most was released on
ject erenowof the opinion that ao fares our
not to resign if M. Tirard refused to go
$5,000 bail. Mrs. Hoffman became his as shown by blood along the trail. The men administrationgoes the subject will end by a a j ension to the widow of Gen. John A. Loganwere all mounted. The officers were pursuing
al80/or.®_con,tltutlonal
amendment in rolaahead with the task. It is now called surety.
them with bloodhounds,aud are scouring tiro ^““^dation by the President to Con- tion to bigamy and polygamy. By Mr. Blair—
gress that a joint resolution shall be passed au- For a constitutionalamendment extending
“Carnot’s cabinet.” The organ of M. Clemcountry
in
every
direction.
A Pittsburgh telegram says that Presithorirdng the Executiveto refer all questionsas
tlio right of suffrage; nix, for the reenceau and other radical organs make vio- dent Smith, of the Flint-glass Workers'
Cruse Rodekiquez was hanged at
Mbitration?)retaUOn°f tl10 treaty ot 1818 to lief of women enrolled us army nurses. By Mr
lurpio— For the admission of the States of
lent attacks on the new Government, which Association,has ordered a general strike
Uvalde, Texas, for the murder of Pancho
The recent trouble with the Anarchists Washingtonand Dakota. By Mr. Hoar-For
it is expected will collapse after the holi- of the tableware workmen. The strike is
Garcia. He protestedhis innocence on
the oreotionof u monument to the negro soldays. President Carnot in his message to against the rules and scale adopted by the the trap. Roderiquez had been a brave in Chicago nnd the prosecutionof John diers killed in the war. By Senator Plumbic make it an offense punishable by fine'
the Chambers says: “The Government de- manufacturers.The strike affects 1,400 soldierin several Mexican revolutions,and Most in New York, says a Washington teland imprisonmentfor any railroad, sleepsires to give consideration to measures af- men and causes a suspension of work in
was highly esteemed by his commanders. egram, has suggested the preparation of a ing-car,telegraph, or express company to
fecting labor, public hygiene, and national nineteen factories.
He asked that he might be shot by a file of bill, which will be introduced in the House offer any Congressman or other Governthrift, and it especially wishes to study
men, saying that he had always been a sol- or Representatives by the Hon. George E. ment employe any free pass or reduction
from the ordinary rates charged, or for any
how to improve the financial condition, to
dier, and wanted to die a soldier’sdeath. Adams of Chicago, providingfor the exgovernment employe to accept or use such a
effect an equilibriumbetween revenue
pulsion
of
dangerous
aliens
ft
To the last he refused to wear the black
from the ter- piss. Mr. Hale offered a preamble and resoluJohn Abensdorf, whose two trials at cap, and was hanged without it.
and expenditure, and to simplify the adritory of the United States.
tion providing for tho appointment of a select
committee of seven to examine fully Into the
ministrative and judicial systems. The Sioux City, Iowa, for the murder of Rev.
present conditionof the civil servicein all
government is also desirous to give a large Mr. Haddock have excited widespreadinPOLITICS.
iu branches: to ascertain whether appointshare of attention to the land and sea forces. terest, has been acquitted on the second
ments have been based on merit and qnalfThe next Republican National Conven- ficationtor distributed as partisan favors, and
It is for the Chambers,” continues the trial.
Contrary to usual custom, the annual
as to the participation of government officiala
message, “to endow the government with
A Chicago telegram of Saturday last report of the Secretary of the Treasury tion will be held in Chicago, Jnne 19 next in political conventionaand elections. In the
power to execute this programme, which
House of Representatives,Speaker Carlisle,
This
decision
was
reached
by
the
National
was no sent to Congress this year until
will secure for the country a lasting era of says: The Infer Ocean of this morning
having called Mr. Crisp <Go.) to the chair, stepl
Committee
in
Washington
last
week.
The
red down upon tho floor aud addressed the
peaceful and fruitful activity,and thus prints the following special telegram from the day after the President’s message had
been read. It is a very iengtny paper, and final vote by which the result was reached House as follows: “It la well known that
give Europe a pledge of the ardent desire Washington:
we have space for only a short synopsis. was as follows: Chicago, 25; Omaha, 1; there ia a contest pending which makes it
of France to strengthenthe general peace
Stephen B. Elkins has just returned from the
improper for me, aa presiding officer of the
and assist in the development of good re- Wart where he has been on other business. The report shows that the receipts of the Cincinnati, 13; Minneapolis, 8. A Wash- Houae, to appointtho Committeeon Elections.
ington dispatch says:
Government
for
the
last
fiscal
vear
were
That
business,
it
Is
ascertained,
had
immediate
I have left the chair, therefore,for the
lations between the Powers.” Themesrelation to the poliUcal fortunes of Mr. Blaine $371,403,277, and the expenditures$315,Every conceivable argument against Chicago purpose of asking the House to excuse me.
sage was well received.
to that section,one of the objects of which is to 835,428. There was an increase in the was used. Combinations were attempted,but
from the performance of that duty and take
consider the propriety of securing a Republican
through the superior skill and adroit manage- such proceedings in this matter as its judgreceipts
of
$34,963,550
over
those
of
the
morning newspaper in .Chicago,
ment of Chicaao’srepresentatives,
everyone ment may dictate.I have no suggestionto
RUINED. Protectionist
which shall advocate Mr. Blaine's nomination preceding year, and the expenditures were of whom worked with earnestness,the others make except to aav that the formationof the
for the Presidency. Possibly this more- increased by $25,449,041. The revenues for were driven from the field, and that city was committees of the Honse wiU be facilitatedby
An Acre of Land Over the Mine Said to Have xnent would not have been brought the present year are estimated at $383,. triumphant The Cincinnati and Minneapolis
“a^?i-Po«®d of at tho earliest
uit the convenienceof mempeople worked the hardest. Philadelphia
Caved In.
u, Lli?hfc
f°r the editorials
which have recently appeared in the Chi- 000,000, and the expenditures at $316,817,- did not make much of a struggleafter all bers. On motion of Mr. Holman, a resolution
A New York special says: “Reports cago Tribune in the first instanceapproving 785. The Secretary advises a rednetion of Those who _ supported her, or many of was adopted providing for the election of the
Chicago, fifteenmembers of the committee.
received at the Metal Exchange regarding the tariff message of President Cleveland,sec- the customs duties on the lines suggested them at least, really favored Chici
* - fight
" ' ‘ was a feint to obtain
ond in announcing that that newspaper cannot in the President’smessage. The Secretary
thoir
the work of the fire in the famous Calumet upport Mr. Blaine nor any one else for the
more liberal promises in regard to hotel and
Lay of the Mlustrel.
Presidency upon the platform which Mr. gives three ways in which the receipts and headquarters facilities and rates than might
and Hecla copper mines were of a most Blaine
has laid down in the interview expendituresof the Governmentmay be otherwisehave been obUined. There are peoSad was the song the minstrel sung,
ple who assort that this is really the secret to
discouraging nature. According to these just cabled from Paris. Some of the made about equal:
in the light of the waning moon, and
members of the National Committee were
the whole business. Tney sav that if Chicago
1.
The
purchase
of
the
interest
bearing
debt
reports the fire has so extended as to de- Primely advised that no matter what
hod been allowed to run away with the conven- his voice waa cracked and his kneea
stroy the supports in the main shaft, and the Tribune might do, there, would be soon a of the Goxernnient. 2. Larger expendituresby tion without a show of a fight the hotels there
Government
for other purposes than the purwere sprung, and his eyes far out of
the walls and about an acre of the mine Republican protectionistorgan in Chicago chase of bonds, so that they shall each year would have been at libertyto moke any
which would support Mr. Blaine, both as a man
charges
they
pleased,
while
now
tbev
are
their
socket hung, and he howled a
have caved in. Fire and flames are now
and a protectionist, and one of Mr. Blaine’s equal the taxation of that year. 3. Reduction bound not to increase their regularrates.’
dirge in a foreign tongue, and his lyre
bursting up from &U parts of the mine, and chief lieutenantssaid to-day, after reading of the revenue from taxation to the amount
required to meet necessary expenses.
The London correspondent of the New was out of tune. I softly unchained
all hope of saving the property is now said
the telegraph editorialin which the an- Iactually
cannot believe that Congress will adopt the
to be given hp. A new shaft, from 3,200 nouncement was mode that the Tribune second expedient,viz.: The enlargement of York World, whose relations with Mr.
the brindle dog, and loaded the old
would not support Mr. Blaine: “It does
to 3,600 feet in depth, will now be required
not matter much anyway whom the Tribune Government expenses simply to expend money Blaine are confidential,and who always shotgun ; while he scraped his lyre in
to put the ruin in working order, and this
will support. Mr. Blaine will be sup- raised by taxationwhen the public weal doe's speaks by the card when he talks of that the damp nnd fog, and sung of a fairy
not otherwisecall for the expenditure.
ported for the nomination in Chicago by a Kewill be a process requiring two or three
gentleman, telegraphs to his paper the innubiican protectionist
nrnt**t.inniB* _____
newspaper."
These
publlcon
r-r...
As to the ihird plan, Mr. Fairchild says: teresting informationthat, since the mes- who drove a frog, nnd held a court in
years.”
suggestions, dropped to some e‘xtentunder the
a somber beg, by the light of a midReduction of the revenue from taxation is
breath, mean this: J. a Clarkson,of Iowa, of the only fit remedy for the evils which threaten sage of PresidentCleveland. Mr. Blaine
night sun. “No fairies for me,” I softly
Ives Arrested.
the pes Moines Reouter, and a syndicate of the country. This may be accomplishedin va- has decided to become a candidate for the
said, “so singer, you’ll change vour
Henry S. Ives, the brilliantbut erratic which it is said Mr. Bteven B. Elkins, Mr. rious ways. One is to reduce or abolish internal- Presidency.
Runnels, of Iowa, and several capitalists are revenue taxation. In favor of this is the fact
tune; you must sing a ballad Of death
financier, has been arrested in New York
heads, have securedan option for the purchase that in a small port of the Southern States the
Henry George has definitely decided
instead, of ghosts in purple and ghosts
on a charge of converting to his own use a of the Chicago Times newspaper, that option internal tax on liquors and tobacco is thought not to be a candidate for the Presidency
being an assignment,if it may belso termed, of to bo oppressive and is odious to the people of
in red, of regions where wander tho
draft for $100,000 which came into his
those regions, and the further fact that by its next year, and not to put ihe Labor party
phantom
dead, and there are no stars
to
otherporties
417
roported
10
hav®
boen
slven
possession as trustee for the Cincinnati,
reductionthe expenses of ita collection might into the cajnpaign.In an interview at New
or moon.” He tuned his harp to a disHamilton and Dayton Railroad. His bail,
be
somewhat
reduced.
The
chief
cause
for
the
The jury in the Harper case at CincinYork he declared that he was not in favor
which was fixed at $25,000, was furnished nati found the defendant guilty as charged prejudice against this tax seems to be that as of going into a national campaign for a mal lay, that chilled all the blood I
there
was
no
such
tax
before
the
war
for
the
by his sister.
number of causes, but particularlybecause owned, and he sung: “There is a land
in the indictment, and he was sentenced to Union it is looked upon os a reminder of the
measures adopted to raise money to carry on of the expense of a national campaign. He in tho far away, wiiere never is gleamHeavy Failure.
ten years’ imprisonment in the peniten- the war, and which ought not to be continued is in favor of any party which will declare ing the light of the day, where the
D. DeC astro A Co., of New York, tiary. A Cincinnati telegram thus describes in time of peace. Taxation there must be. in favor of free trade.
goblins damp and the specters stay,
The choice is between kinds of taxation ; each
shipping and commission merchants, failed the closing scene of the trial:
man can decide for himself, if he will examine
and the wind with their shrieks is
Judge Koge asked if the defendant had any- the subject free from prejudice, which is the
general.
for about $1,000,000, three-fourths of thing
toned. The ghost of the pallid dude
to say before sentence was pronounced
least burdensome for him, for his family, and
which is due in Houth and Central Ameri- upon him. Mr. Blackburnarose aud an- for his neighbors,and which is in the end
is there, bereft of its gilded cane; it
John*
Green
A
Co.,
wholesale
dryca. The assets are heavy.
nounced that the defendant wished to speak better for his whole country. That inhas no oil for its yellow hair, it has ne
ternal taxation of spirits and tobacco goods merchantsof London, Ontario, have
tTi?U8b bl,u
to 8fty thftt bo bttd nothing to
glasses to eye the fair, and it can not
add to what had been said, except to thank the began during the war is not a reason why
Minor Telegrams.
court for its fair and impartial treatment,and it should be done away with, if it be in itself failed. Their liabilities are estimatedat stand on tho street and stare, so the
$150,000.
Three children who were locked up at to ask that the court be as mercifulas the cir- wise. So the fact that the rates of customs taxdude is bowed in pain. The dude ia
cumstances and the law would permit. The
were raised during the same war for highMr. Clark, Clerk of the Honse of chained to a sad-eyed ghost that used
home by their parents near Point Pleasant, court directed Harper to stand up. It ation
er than ever before in our history, and have been
most distressingscene. The continued until now, ought not to determine Representatives appointeda man named to be wild for gore, that followed the
W. Va., were burned to death in the house, was
strong
stood erect, with tears the manner of their treatment; this should
which was entirely destroyed by fire. This coursing down his cheeks, but no other sign rather depend upon what is just and expedient Robinson to succeed Smith, of Michigan, teaching of Spies and Most, and tried
is the third case of the kind that has of emotion save his blanched face. Behind his at the present time. Neither passion, prejudice, as Journal Clerk, and it is alleged he the law and the courts to roast, and
chair, with bowed bead, sat his wife, in an nor sentimentalityshould nave place in the made the change to secure the support of
happened in that vicinity within a year.
was later strung to a towering post,
agony that had no better manifestationthan considerationof questions of taxation. As to
The so-called national party among the the wringingof her bands. Tears did not come the expense of collecting the internal revenue, Indiana Democrats. He denies the charge and clamored for blood no more.” I
absolutely.
__
to her relief. Miss Matthews, far more demon- 1 suggestthat an amalgamation of the customs
loosed the dog on the minstrel there,
Cherokees which has been left out in the strative, still suppressed sobs, and in her and internal revenue systems is entirely
REPORTS.
and I fired my gun in the damp ; and
cold by the Downing men has appealed to own distress reached over to try to com- feasible, and that thereby a large number of
fort her sister with
touch. So they offices might be abolished, and that the expieces of harp flew in the air, and stogy
the United States Government.A Com- sat, while the court, with impreslvesol- pense of the whole system might be made not
NEW YORK.
boots and wads of hair, and all that
missioner will be sent from Washington to emnity, recited the usual form of sen- to exceed that of an efficientenforcementof CATTLK ........... .......... f i 7= (ffl s 5Q
hoos ..............
:c5o IS:”
was left of the minstrel fair was rolled
investigateand adjust the dispate over the tence, saying that the evidence left no doubt the customs laws. • • * But It Is not well
Wheat-No.
1
White
.............
02
93
of the defendant’sguilt and that the offense either to abolish or reduce internal-revenue
recent election.
in
a postage stamp.— Lincoln JourNo.
2
Red
.........
.
.90^
merited the highest penalty of the law, which taxation. It is a tax upon whisky, beer, and
nal
While drunk, at Claremont. Vt, Joel the Court would impose-ten years In the Ohio tobacco, things which are in very small
Penitentiary—with the order that the Marshal measure necessaryto the health or happiness
Crowther, aged twenty-two,choked his convey him thither at once. Still no outcry. of mankind. If they ore necessary to Pou— New Mess ................15.00 <310.00
Hints to Housekeepers,
CHICAGO.
Mr. Harper sat down. Tnrning to his wife, any unfortunateman, they are far loss
mother to death.
To extinguish the flames from kerotheir lips met, her hands were around his neck, necessary even to him than ore a thou- Cattle— Choice to Prime Steers 5.50 & 0.25
Good ...................4.00 (4 4.75
A courageous young woman of Cabell nia arms ehcompassedher. The silence in sand other articles which the Government
sene, use flour profusely upon thorn.
the court-roomwas awful. Jurors wept, worn- taxes. This tax is the least burdensome, the
ouf01?01011 to Fa,r ....... S-50 0 *0°
Condty, West Virginia,shot a negro burgTo clean a spice-mill,grind a handful
Hoos-Shipping
Grades
.........
4.75
&
6.50
en and men all over the court-room wero least unjust of all the taxes which the Governof raw rice through it.
broken ment lays or can lay upon the people ; it should
lar, who had effectedan entrance into her in toars. The silence
........
3’75
&
4-w
'
.8i
by Mr. Blackburn making
last re- not be abolished, nor should it be reduced if, Wheat— No. 2 Red Winter .......
Pickles should never be kept in glazed
father’s house, as he was trying to make quest from the Court. That was that with due regard to the existing conditions of Cobn-No 2. ...................... 49 0 .50
ware, as the vinegar forms a poisonous
his escape through a window. The shot the order for immediateImprisonmentbe sus- labor and capital, saffloient reduction can be Oats— No. 2 ................... {Sou <* mu
Creamery....'..
‘.30
compound with tho glazing.
was fired at random, but fortunatelyit pen- pended, and gave as a reason that there was made in the taxation of necessary articles BoTTEB-Choice
Fine Dairy .............. 20
24
much business to be attendedto by Mr. Harper, which are in the daily use of all the people.
etrated the fellow’s brain.
Glass spoons for pickles,are something
Cheese— Full Cream, new
.’12K
to which his wife was closely concerned,and It
The report shows that the ciroalationof Eaos— Fresh ...................... 90
21'a new, and with them comes the informawould be exceedinglydifficult to attend to it the standard
tanaard silver dollar is growing in Potatoes—Choice, per bu ........80 & '.85
tion that they are imported.
The Senate Committee on Privileges and unless Mr. Harper conld remain here for a few popularity, having increased $10,464,9C5 Pork— Mess
. ............. 14.25 014.75
days. But the court was relentless. Judge
Electionsinvestigatedthe West Virginia con- Sage said there would be an opportunityfor his during the past year.
Willow furniturethat has not been
,6
tested-eleotion case, on the 13th inst., and de- wife to see him in Columbus, and he repeated
stained or painted, can be washed with
Fboh Secretary Whitney’s annual report
dded unanimously to report In favor of Mr. the order to the Marshal to convey him thither.
salt and water and a brush; dry thoroughly
Faulkner s claim to the vacant seat Mr Inbefore exposing it to dust.
The death is reported from Whatcom, we glean that—
..................... .. 0 .62
naUs Introduced bills to remove the limitation
Appropriationsfor the Navy Departmentfor
Washington
Territory,
of
the
Rev.
I.
8.
to the payment of arrears of pensions and
the last fiscal year amounted to tU,18Q,Ouo,and
Two ounces of soda dissolved in a
®lw”
granting arrears to certain cases to those pen- Kalloch, who has long been a prominent the balance available at the end of that period
quart of hot water will make a ready and
sioned by special acts of Congress. Mr. Culwaa *1134,800, which had boen reduced by Deo. 1
useful solution for cleaning old painted
lom introduced a bill to equalize the rate figure on the Pacific coast. He was elected to 8164,500. The appropriations for the current Oats— C».h ........ .W: ..........
111*
work, preparatoryto repainting. The
fl*cal
year amount to (26,182,000,
and the estiMayor
of
San
Francisco
on
the
working«Lr“IO,n,8- ,ni*fixe8 tl?e p®n,l0n for loss of
sldht or disability requiring regular medical
....... TOLEDO""
mixture in tho above proportionshould bo
men
s ticket in 1879. Daring the campaign mates for the year ending June 30,1880,to*23,attendance at *72 per month. Mr. Cullom also
427,000. All the unarmored vessels au- Wheat— Cash ........ .77. .... .83)6® .81
applied when warm, and the woodwork
introduceda blU to establish the United States he was shot by Charles DeYoung, at that thorized by Congressare completed or in CoBN-Cash ......................
.53
.53)4
atterward washed with water to remove all
postal telegraph, and anotherto define and extime editor of the Chronicle, the dispute course of construction.They and the Oats— Cash ......................
.31)60 .88)6 traces of tho soda.
tend the powers of the InterstateCommerce growing out of a number of personal contract cost of their hulls and machinery
DETROIT.
Commission. Senator Jones, of Arkansas in- attacks made by bqth parties. A few are: The dispatch vessel Dolphin, *315, •
troduced a bill to open the great Sioux reserva000; the protected crusier Boston, *010,000; H°os, ....................
A chair high enough for one to sit in
4.2? &
tion in Nebraska to settlementSenator Dawes months later Kalloch’sson went to the the protected cruiser Atlanta, *017,000;the proand use one’s arms freely in cooking
totroduced a bill taxing manufacturersand Chronicle office and shot DeYoung dead, tected cruiserChicago, *880,003 ; the protected ^-NoivwhiL,:::::::::;::4:00 ® 4'-7S
.83)60
manipulations, is the most sensible yet indealers In adulteratedlard, and requiringIt to
and was afterward acquitted of the charge cruiser Charleston,*1,017,000; the protected Cohn— No. 2. ............
.53 <4
vented for woman. No man ever stands to*
be stamped. The Senate Committee on Agricruiser Baltimore, *1,325.000; gunboat No. 1 oats-no.2 white
.34 &
of murder. At the close of his term of (cruiser),*i55,000;gunboat No. 2 'cruisor), *247,.
culture will give a hearing on this aabject in
perform any work that he can do in a sitCINCINNATI.
January. The Finance Committee made a favor- office as Mayor, Kalloch moved to Wash- 000; the protectedcruiser Newark, 81,248,000; Wheat-No. 2 Bed ..............
.85*0 .86* ting position.Woman is ever last to acprotected
cruiser
No.
4,
tl,350,uuu;
protocted
able report on the Morrill bill to refund to
Territory,where he had since reCo bn— No. 2 .........
.54*4 .55* cept an easier method.
cruiser No. 5, 81,428,100;gunboat No. 8 (cruiser), Oats-No. 2 ..........
the direct taxes Imposed by the act
34 0 .35
of 1861. The aggregateis about *15,000,000.The
BOB*- -Mess ..................
Poa^-Mess
... is'.so 016.00
Kid gloves can be nicely cleaned by
A Chicago dispatch says: “The buildbill was placed on the calendar. The Senate
Liymloua ..............
5.50 0 6.75
putting them on the hand and rubbing the
voted to continue Senator Cockrell’* select
committeeto inquire into the executive de- ing at the northwest corner of Adams two armored vessels authorized by Congress
soiled parta with benzine. If much soiled,
..........
4.25 0 5.03
fke^tMd Fifth avenue, which was owned one is now beinfcbuilt by William John In En- Hoos ................. **> ........ 6.00
they can be entirelywashed in the benzine,
«n 6.75
gland. The completionof the double-tarreted Wheat-No. l Hard.... 7777.*.
.83*0 .90* and dried in the open air to remove the
duced a bill to regulate the holding of Con- by Edwin H. Sheldon, and occupied by monitors will be delayed mitil the Bethlehem Corn-No. 2 Yellow ............
.69*0 .00* odor.
jmsiMal^^electionsin South Carolina, 1 helps, Dodge A Palmer, wholesaleboot plant can furnish the armor. Of coast and
INDIANAPOLIS!
. Mississippi,and Louisiana. The and shoe dealers, was completely ruined by harbor defense,for which Congressappropri..................
3.60
0 4.75
Ostrich feathers can be curled at home
House unanimousiy adopted a resolution fire Monday night. The loss on the build- ated *2,000,000,the Secretary says littlehas
.....................
...... M» f *.*>
been done. The Secretary does not believe in
offered by Mr. Cannon (111.) declaringthat the
by holding them over the top of a hot stove
ing is nlaced at $115,000; insurance, $85,- repairing the single-tarretodmonitors end
following named gentlemenshould constitute
MU or range, not near enough to bum, withPalmer estimate nsmg them for coast defense. "An examina- WHSiislNi: j' iiid.V '.V.‘.V.'."'.82
the Committee on Elections: Messrs. Crisp 000. Phelps, Dodge
drawing for a moment, then repeating
their
loss
at
$600,000,
and
say
that
it
is
tion
of
their
characteristics,"
he
save,
rinnjto). . O’FeiraU, Outhwalte, Barry,
-g !
again and again.
b, Heard, Johnson (N. C.>, O’Neill (Ind.),
about covered by the insurance. Adjacent “shows that outside of the ships in our
own navy no antagonistconld probably
Rowell. Honk, Cooper, Lyman, Johnson property was damaged to the
4.75
®5.2!>
extent of
To remove stains from marble, take ox
found against which tbev could
~ I«. Speaker Carlisle thenTdiFair..
...... ..... 4.00 & 4.50
stand for a moment They wore good vessels
gall, a wineglassfnl of turpentine, and mix
Common.....
3.00
0
3.50
^ere to irtd^ thti c° 3m m it*tea? 16(1 The farm residence of Michael Harris, for their time, but are entirely obsolete," and Hogs .......
into a paste with pipe-day. Pnt the paste
5.25 0 5.7.i
be adds: "I* would be littleless than murder
4.03 0 175
ohxep ..... ..
.......
on the stain and let it remain several nays.

HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.

THE NEWS,

In

SOUTH.
has been denied a new
trial, and sentenced to imprisonment in
A passenger train on the St. Louis,
the penitentiaryfor one year. He made a
Arkansas, and Texas Railroad was stopped
grandiloquentappeal to the court before
about midday between Texarkana and
sentence was passed, in which he said:
With all respect to your honor, I consider it my Hope by three train robbers and the exduty to reply to yonr question, “why sentence press car rifled of its valuables.A Texshould not he pronoancodoa Johann Most," to arkana dispatch gives the following particJohann Most
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CHRISTMAS

teen to remove (he pipe from his lips jfor
moment and smile grimly to himself lik<
who hears a complimentintended
inicmlod'for

LULL ART.

Sleep, baby, Bleep, tbe mother Bings ;
Heaven’# angola kneel and fold their wirjs
Bleep, br by, Bleep!

•

‘With swathes of scented hay thy bed
By Mary’s band at eve was spread.
Sleep, baby, sleep :

./

and hastened to acknowledgeit. But Mrs.
Callahan had no sooner set foot on the ladder
than a heavy hand fell on her shoulder, and
grnifvoicesounded into hy bean.

;

At midnight came the shepherds, they
seraphswakened by the way.
Sleep, baby, sleep!

.And three kings from tho East afar
£re dawn came, guided by the star.
Sle p, baby, sleep !
"They brought thee gifts of gold and genu,
Pure Orient pearls, rich diadems.
Bleep, baby, sleep!

But thou who liest slumbering there
Art king of kings, earth, ocean, air.
Bleep, baby, sleep !

!

—John Addington Symonds.

THE FAMOUS FEUD;
OB,

THE STRANGE FORTUNES OF WAR.
Jl Christmas Story by Flora Haines

Longhead.

O’Qfady to give as good as the

The two mothers watched the battle with
pride in the prowess of hor offspring. Neither
attempted to interfere. It was salve for a se•cret grievance that each nourished in her
heart, For upward of a year their two eldest
had suspended hostilities.Nay, more. Tim
and Annie exchanged shy glances of sympathy
and affection wheuever they met, They had
been seen walking together across the Hollow
at night. Annie, a pretty, blue-eyed little crealure, who was really modest and ladylike, had
lifted up her voice in defenceof the Callahans
in her mother’shouse. Tim, a sturdy young
fellow, who had spent the best days of his
jouth dodging tho police authorities and the
Industrial School, but had turned out a very
•decent machinist after all, had left the paternal mansion the night before, slamming the
•door behind him. in resentmentof some slighting allusion to the O’Gradys. The neighbors
•were beginning to say that it was a pity snch
a likely young couple should bo kept apart by
family differences; but tho parents preserved
ttn uncompromiring front.
Bo absorbed were both women in watching
Iho outcome of the combat that they did not
at first observe a crowd that had gathered
further down the street,nor the people running thitherfrom all quarters. Evidently
aomething of interest was transpiring; possibly
a fire. The Callahans and the O’Gradys,
young and old, never miased a fire if they
could help it. With ono accord the two women
stapled for the scene of excitement, and as
Mrs. O’Grady’s short limbs were somewhat
more agile than Mrs. Callahan’slonger ones,
they kept well abreast, and never paused until
they had reached the outskirts of the everincreasing crowd. Then Mrs. Callahan stopped
with prophetic instinct, one hand pressed
closely to her panting breast.

a

—Mayor Hayden, of Jackson, presented
rack member of the police force with • fat

Tbe peasants of Champory

hutyoonsultation with an

oially genial

of the court.

and

a

nro
,0

pretty

jn

i

expressionof propriety,and, fumbling with
her belt, strove to arrauge the folds of her
wrapper.
In the midst of her awkward strugglea
mantle seemed to descend upon her from the
heavens.Gazbig in astonishment over one
shoulder, she found herself arrayed in all the
glory of the Paisely shawl. Looking np, she
saw her enemy awed into silenceby the
strange turn events had taken, looking down
upon her with quite a new expression, and she
realized that it was no chance impulse that
had prompted her to divest herself of the garment, but tender womanly consideration.
“I don’t need it." whisperedMrs. Callahan.
Then she quite broke uown. “Oh, Norah
O’Grady!" Catching the latter’s little nervous
hand between her large, strong ones, she
sobbed over her in penitence and compassion.
There was a cry from those wlo stood about

growing restless.
“Darling," she said, in gentlest accents,
“our betrothalhas been very sweet, has it
not?"
“It has, it has, indeed, my own."
“But it has been very long, don’t you

think?"

J

“Yes, it has been pretty middlin’long," he
rejoined.
“I was thinking, dearest,”she continued,
playing with his watch chain and casting down
her eves, “that our betrothalis nearly old
enough now to go out and work for its living.
Couldn’twe have it learn a trade, or get it a
clerkship, or pnt it out at interest, or do something with it so that we might realize something on it? It has been hanging abont home
so long, burning gas and coal, and now it is
nearly full-grown. It seems like a shame to
have It doing nothing so long."

the ladder.
“Here he comes?”

“It’s the satin lining for the table scarf

Fm

making for Mrs. Crabapplo. Sho sent me a
bureau cover last year with common silenia,
inanimate weight was tbe only response. Two
of the worikngmen swung themselvesdown
the ladder until only their heads and shoulders were visible, and cripping the rope,
they brought the heavy burden into position
to be raised.
1
“Now, bovs!"
Slowly and more carefully than before they
pnlled upon the rope. When Norah O’Grady
saw the lifelessform she sprang forward with

'

a little cry.

A week later two convalescents
sat up in bed
and demanded to be dressed.Bridget Callahan
wa8 PreParinK 40 8° hastened to obey her husband’s behest with a
willing heart and trembling hands. Norah
In the first excitement of their appearance O’Grady scolded and expostnlsted, but to no
of the scene neither of the women Lad no- effect.O'Grady stormed and swore, and went
ticed a big, muscular fellow, wearing a flashy angrily off without his breakfast, putting in
checked salt with an air of awkaid rakish- his appeaarnco at the police court fully ten
ness, who stood on tho bulk of fresh earth minutes before his antagonist.
but a few paces away, smoking a short pipe
He had actually got in a savage plea of
and gazing speculativelyinto tbe black pit “Guilty,an’ it plase tout honor!" when the
below, as the woman’s shrill cry of denun- plaintiffappeared on the scene. The two men
ciation reached his ears he might have been met for the first time since the day when Calla- J

down.

Are Not Given to
[London Queen. J

MICHIGAN AFFAIRS.

and
Marrying,

are espe*
turkey.
pleasant; every one
She loo' rdnp and recognizedhim, and her
“Nolle prosequi," announced the latter in a
—The Van Bureu County Teachers’Asyou meet has a bonjour for you, and
face grev .od as a lobsterwith contending careless tone.
they
never
think
of
asking
more
than
sociation
will meet at Hartford, Dee. 9
emotions.
“Case dismissed. CaU the next," said the
the value of their excellentcream and
and 10.
“Ob, it’s yon, Patrick O’Grady, is it?" she Judge.
asked, in a shrill voice. “Let go of me. Oh,
O’Grady had to be twice informed before he milk. They are not a murrving peo—Menominee reportersare brilliant, one
yon worthlessloafer! You good-for-nothing, comprehendedtbe turn affairshad taken.
ple, and there are very few children to
do-nothing,dog-poisoning r-rascal! Let me Then he left reluctantly, unhappy and dissatof
them who wears a $l,000-diamondpin
go to save my man. My man, whose isfied. The fact that he had laid his enemy be seen. In one of their possessions
being
unusually so.
littlefinger is worth more than your whole
under the heaviest obligations to himself had there were eighty-fiveunmarried woIszy body. Oh, Bill, Bill!" And she broke only served to whet his zest in the role of in- men. Astonished at such a number of
—The convicts of tho Jackeoa Prieon
out in a fresh storm of sobbing;but sho suf- jured innocence, which he had boon ready to
old maids in n small community,I in- disposed of six hundred pounds of chicken
fered herself to be led back without further enact. He had been making ready his powers
quired if the young men sought" brides
protest.
on ThanksgivingDay.
of oratory all the way down town, rehearsing
Meanwhi'e the man she had so bitterly de- tbe pedigreeof the game cocks Callahan's dog from a distance. The answer was:
-A bed of fire-clay,fifteen feet thick
nounced, but to whom she had, nevertheless, had slain, counting his decimatedflock of M0h, no; they do not.often marry at all.
yielded an unwilling obedience, felt a light ducks, raking up a score of old injuries They live at home with their parents
and only three feet from the surface,was
touch upon his shoulder, and turned to face which ho meant to rehearse if an opportunity
there are not chalets enough for them
recently fonnd on tbe farm of H. A. Hayhis wife. His eye# asked a question, and her was presented. He went out of court crestto make a separfo niena/je, nor land den, of Spring Arbor.
0)es answered.
fallen. Somebody awaited him outside the
enough to feed more mouths." There“All right, if you say so, my girl."
door.
Fire bioke out in the Babcock cornIn an instant his attitudehad changed.
“O'Chradyl” said Callahan, in a voice at
fore this village bids fair to decrease in
New life seemed infuied into him. Hia huge, once conciliatory, pleading, argumen*“*,,T“ population.
planter building at Adrian, recently, and
brawny frame, but the moment before a tor- holdingout his hana at the same time.
The Cure has an immense influence before the firemen had finished the inside
pid. inert mass, became the embodiment of
If O’Grady had been the man who had lain
was pretty badly demoralized. The lose is
activity and force. The sluggishblood bound- at the bottom of the cesspool and Callahan and does not allow his people to beg.
ed through his veins. Reoollectiousof old the man who had saved him, he would have He disapproves of gay colors. Hence not less than $2,500.
times, when he had been a miner on the Corn- struck aside the profferedhand. But all at
the women’s hats are mostly trimmed
stock and had fought the miner's battles once it came to him that one who confersa
Louis White, a convict received at
with black, and he has put quite a veto
with foul sir and fire damp, came back to him. favor has obligations far more binding than
Jackson Prison, Sept. 17, 1886, on a three
on
dancing.
When
servants’
balls
are
Ho flung off his coat and unbuttoned his col- those of the recipient.The man who hid
lar, baring his huge, muscular body.
once done a noble and unselfishact has a got up in the hotels he begs that tho years’ sentencefrom Menominee County
“Some rope!" he shouted.
character to maintain. It is the old principle
young men will not give their hands in for burglary, has been taken to tho Insane
of noblesse oblige, among high and low, rich
the dance to tho stranger. He does not
A coil of rope fell at his feet. He caught up and poor.
Asylum at Ionia. White is violently ina hose, hanging over a bed of mortar close by,
They walked down tho stairs together, and think it necessary to caution the young sane.
and turned a spray of water into the dark pit, out into the street. For a long timo they did women. A few days ago a young
r ,,
_
at the same time saturatinghis handkerchief
notspeak a word. Then Callahan timidly re- said to be the prettiestin the village,
* K Smlth * Co., stono contractors,
with tho water and binding it tightly about his marked:
died of consumption aud was buried of ' 0De8vi^e»
n Urge supply
mouth and nostrils. Then, with the rope
“They do say our Tim beooortin’av yon#
knotted around him, a word to the men wno Annie."
two days afterward.It was a
8,000
season’s contracts,
were to pay it out, and a parting kiss to his
O'Grady smoked his pipe for some seconds sight to see the funeral procession come From twenty to forty teams have been at
wife, ho stepped upon the ladder and com- withoutreplying. Then he took it deliberstdown the village. The bearers wore work for the past few weeks, and from 100
menced the oesocut.
ely from his mouth.
four young men with white ribbons and to :ioo
Norah O’Grady,ber heart wrung with terror,
loads have been drown in every
“Tim’s a likely lad."
favors, and the women all wore white day.
stood on the brink and saw him go. To hi#
That evening Tim Calahan walked up to the
muslin veils— the same which they had
death, she thought,and tried to frame some front door of the O’Grady cottage. Annie
prayer for him, but her white lips refusedto O’Grady, her face a genuine April of smiles worn on the tele of the Assumption of
—Tho nine members of the Salvation
move. Standing there, on the thresholdof and tears,was there to receive him; and in the ^ irgin, when all the people, men Army, of Jackson,who were arrestedfor
what she felt must be the tragedy of her life, this merry Christmasseason there are no
and women, attended service in the disturbing the peace, were tried recently.
sho became suddenly aware of the curious eyes happier neighbors than tho Callahans and
church,
and with the Cure
at their Tho men were nneu
bent upon her and of the absurd spectacle she til# O’Gradvs.
fined c*
$2 enon,
each, ana
and the
, ’ ,T
~
tne
presentedin her calico wrapper and with the
head, walked through the village,chant- women were discharged under snsponded
in nr an/I /vnvrvirwv
Hill.
mt
child's hat on her head. She knew that she
\ng
and carrying a banner. The little
The Solution of It,
Hentence. Tho case was appealed to tht
had sent he- husband to his doom, and she
church
was
full
during
the
funeral
must not leave the placo where she could see
Circuit Court.
They had been engaged only fifteen years, service, the women kneeling to the loft,
his dead body when the men pulled it up; but
but
it seemed a long time to her, and she was
—The annual meeting of the Michigan
she tried to settle tbe jaunty hat into some
the men to the right of tbe aisle, the
Callahan neld

^

1

Women

“Guilty, roor honor."

“But, my love’’—
“And just think," she interrnpted,“in six
years more it will have a vote. I don't care so
An instant later, O’Grady’sherculeanfigure
much abont myself [raising her eyes), but pa
appeared,bearingin his arras a slender young
and ma are kicking like a steer. What would
fellow who tried to stand, and would have
yon suggest?"
fallen had not strong arms come to his aid.
“We might get married."
A shout went up.
“That’s so. I never thought of that."
“It’s Williamsr
They are going to marry Christmas.— Texas
A gray-haired woman came forward, and
Si/tings. ,
half-led, half-supported
her son away.
The next time O’Grady appeared,he stumA Christinas Story.
bled and fell, as he was relievedof his inanimate burden. A whisper ran around.
Not long ago two young ladies, intimate
“It’s Walp1’ "
friends, who had always been accustomed to
They laid i on the ground.
A girl stole .unidlv out from the crowd, and exchange presents, and both of whom were at
wept over her dead lover. All eyes turned the time unusually short of money, made a
questiqnally upon O’Grady who was leaning compact.
At first they intended to give each other
up against a box, pale and shaky, making a
weak gesture of protest as the swaying of tho nothing; bat, as the generous season ap“It’« the sewer. Something's happenedin enrious threatenedto shut off tho air from proached its climax, their feelings revolted,
the sewer: an’ my Bill’s a-goin’ to wurk there
him. Then he arose and falteredtoward the and they agreed instead to expend on each
the raornin’.”
mortar-box where tho hose was playing. He had other only an equal stipulatedsum, qnite
North O’Grady cave an exclamationof dis- loosed the handkerchieifrom his mouth and small, in order that the day should not pass
gust. The idea of one of the Callahan crowd nose, and now untied it with tremblinghands. withoutsome remembrance. When they met
being singled our for any special disaster was • “He’s going to give it up," some one said.
Christmas night, one said to the other:—
“Your present was just what I wanted, but
so absurd on the face of it that tho very sugO’Grady heard the words, and was reminded
gestion awoke in her a sense of impatience.
that he had already done all that could be vou broke your promise.I know it cost more
“An’ what’s happened?" she said, in a deba- expected of any man; that if he stopped now, than you engaged to spend."
tive tone, accenting th second word, address- he would still be a hero in the eyes of those
“It didn't," was the reply; “but what yon
ing a man who stood at her elbow.
who were looking on; that neither duty nor gave me did, certainly, and it waa not fair to
“Bank caved in. Me-i under it."
reason demandedhis return to the poisonous make me feel so mean !’’
“No, some men fell into an old cesspool that den from which he had escaped, but he
Each gift had cost exactly the prescribed
they uncovered.”
looked toward the quarter from which the sum. A little extra patience had suppliedall
Bridget Callahan did not wait to hear more, words had come, and repliedwith a savago else necessary, and the two girls enjoyed tho
but pushed her way through the croud. Norah sneer: “Not much."
triumph of solving a practicalproblem, as
O'Grady, without waiting to think, or reason
He stoppedjust long enough to take a coolt well as of pleasing each other. They consider
that it was none of her concern, followedin invigorating dr ught from tbe nozzle of the their presents of that year the most successful
her enemy’s wake. In spite of oaths, and re- hose and to saturate the handkerchief again,
they ever madosistance, and angry •words, they threaded their, before binding it across his face. He called
The Children's Day.
Wtp the margin of a narrow circle,wh re for another length of rope and, as he instructDaubs of l oscly heaped eanu surrounded a
ed the men to haul up at a given signal, they
yawning black hole. There they learnedthe
knew that his strengthwas giving out. Then
•details «.f what had happened. In extending
There are children in this great land to-day
he leaped upon the ladder and descended,
the system of sewerage along the street, an
hand over h »nd, with the swiftness of ono whose hearts are not as light as the season
cld cesspool had been uncovered and three
who is about to take a desperaterisk. No ono should warrant. They have no stockings, or
men had been sent down to examine it; two in the pure, wholesome air above could guess none bat empty ones. Let those who dwell in
cf th in had bo»ton & quick retreat, but the
what it was to plunge into this noisome hole, the high places of the earth remember these
third had succumbed to tne foul gases generlowly ones, and realize that a portion of the
the reeking repository of filth and corrnption,
ated there. Two successiveattempts had from which poisonousgases exhaled,blotting Christinasplenty is their due. Do not go
been made by other workm n to rescue him, out the light of day that essayed to creep forth, O rich man! from the jolly seen#* of
but neither of the men who w. nt down after
through th.< narrow opening above, making it your own happy nurseryand forget tho boothim returned. Three men lay dead or dying
black and the urchin on your way. Let the
impossiblefor so much as the flame of a canat the foot of tho ladder, and no workman dle to survive. Nor did O’Grady find any children of rich and poor alike remember the
•could he sound foolhardyenough to venture
day as a time of merriment, and the world at
comfort in the reflectioti that he w<s doing a
down.
large will be just so much the better.
magnanimous and gallantdeed, risking his
In all this we do not advocate, of course, a
‘•An’ who were the men that went down?’
life to save his enemy. To him, Callahan had
general distributionof paint* d candies or a
asked BiidgetCallahan.
from the first lost personalityand identity.
“Walsh and William was the men that went He was simply a fellow-beingsuffering, fail- free scattering of toy pistols among tbe juvenile commnnity,but we do hope that generlast. Bill Callahan was the first/'
ing, dying!
“Mo husban an' the father of seven chilAs O’Grady reached the lower rung of the osity and common sense will unite to give tho
dren. A man that is as honest as the day is adder and stoopedto the foul ooze below, thel little ones a truly happy Christmas Day.
It takes so little to make a child happy that
long; that never lost a dav’i worruk in his horrible vapors seemed to rise like spectral
Jife. May tho Lord ^n' all his blessed an’ forms, crushinghis chest in a vice-like em- it is a sad pity when any young faces miss the
glad glow of Christmas time.
SaRahau tB
pUy °n mer *ailed Bridget brace. His eyes were blinded,something
roared, ki his ears like tho thunder of incomEven in her wildest cry of grief she managed ing breakers. Sightless, deafened, choking,
Charms of Christmas Time.
to sting tho woman who stood silently before he groped about him, and found what he
her, and Norah O’Grady felt the thrust and sought.
“How marvelous this charm of Christmas
winced • under it. No one had ever accused
The men above felt a faint pull on the rope time," said a lady to her husband. “There is
Patrick0 Grady of being honest, and as for O'Grady had carried in his hands, and hauled something in the very air that thrillsand kindoing a day s work-sinoe the day some eight it in with a will. A moment later Callahan, dles and ennobles. How can any one deny the
or ten years since, when O’Grady had aban- unconscious,but with his chest hearing in
divine origin of the day in the faoe of this
doned the calling of an hostler and taken np slow, convulsive movements, lav stretched upon universalkindly feeling, this ‘good will totho profession of a ward politician, he had tho ground beside them. Everybody looked to wards men,' that can only bo heaven-born?"
never condescended to soil his hands with a
O’Grady’sresolute face and broad should“Yes, indeed," he replied. “What is it you
•day s manual labor.
have there, ray dear?"

with the sound of her lamentations,now
pleading,os's sobbing, now railing at those
about her.
“An’ are ve men, an’ stand there idle, with
three poor fellows perishin* so near, an’ not a
hand that lifts to save him ! tihame on ye for
weak hearted cowards
For the love of
-heaven, boys! Oh, ye lazy vagabones! Let a
woman show ye your doty !” And quick as a
flash, before any one could anticipateher
movement,in spite of her corpulent and
•clumsy figure,she had swung herselfover

PEASANTS OP CHAMPEBT.
A Swiss Village Whose Young Men

girl,
“

To say that the O’Orady’s and Callahans
•were enemies but feebly expressesit. For
years the feud between them had been kept,
fuel being added to it in ono way or another
•overy week. The men quarrelled every time
they met, and as they lived neighbors this
was very often— tho women quarreled, and as
for the children the O’Grady’s and the Callahanq were in one continual fight. Indeed, so
far had this feud gone on at the time our
ttory opens, Tim Callahan had sued Patrick
O’Grady in the courts.
One day & youthfulCallahanwas discovered
in the act of belaboringa young O’Grady with
a five gallon oil can, while'a bloody nose and
^ scratch on tho assailant’s face attested the

^

frightful death by his

;

Bleep, babv, sleep ! The shepherds sing ;
'Through heaven, through earth, hosannas

Calla^ °*

had been drawn back from the law# of a
enemy. O'Grady would
not look toward him now, but repeated his
gea, rather more loudly and decidedly than
flan

offioial

.

Whom

ring.
Sleep, baby, sleep

a

and

I fancy that when sho sees this four-dollar
lining she will feel cheap enough."

A Hnrr.— Parents who are at a loss what to
give their sons for birthday presents may be
glad to get this list,said to be prepared by an
eleven-year-old boy whos« mother asked him
to mak« a list of the things he most desired
on his birthday: “1. Pair roller skates. 2.
One reading book; large print. 8. Some ice
cream. 4. Coke. 5. One nice pen-holderand
pen. 6. One big rubber, about nfteen cents. 7.
One velocipede,wooden. 8. One bicycle,
wooden. 9. Two or three b ttles of colored
inks. 10. A little bookcase. 11. A big 24-inoh
ruler. 12. A nice pencil. 13. Some history
book. 14. A canary bird and cage."
AT THE OBAHOB.

. Shepherds

at the grange
Where the Babe was born,
Sang with many a change
Christmas carols until men,

u ___

a.

placed in the middle, covered ShorthornCattle Breeders’ Associatiou will
with flowers and surrounded by lighted bo held at Lansing, December 21. Tbe
candles. At one period of the service change is made to give the members of tho
the women all filed round in proces"~u~ "**
Sheep Breeders’ Association,which holds

coffin

L°S

-**'7.;''™

ch°“
tho

20,h’

;r:;nK ,h0
*° -•
lowered the grave was filled in by
nd both meetmgfi ftt ono ^P*
four young men, and the mound shaped —The Ludington, Wells & Van Sohaick
by them, the poor girl’s godmother re- Company, of Menominee, now has about
maming to

superintend and put the
portrait of the
girl adorns the shop windows, riding on
a mule like a man, and with the primitive wide trousers which the women
wear in the mountains. There are
or three general shops or “stores,”
where every variety of article can
purchased, from large hats and gauze
veils to woolen goods and English bisfinishing

touches. The

th* V

22,000,000feet of old logs in the boom and
scattered alnnir
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probablv r, ooiMion f«I* «
Profabl^o.000,0(K) feet during the winter,
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the woods, while there
season is farther ad-

the

vanced.
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‘he M#n,lte0 Rnrer drlve
fl01H0edfor t0'8 Beoeon, and the men paid
off. The “sack" is at the “old house” near

As a rule ladies come to these moun- ,be *outh line of Browntown. From the
unprovidedwith suit- sorting gap to that point the river is pretty

tain places quite

h

7

w?

dretT ,wi^

wel1 filled with

andgcfttnh
np
rock
moun— have °a ,
bad /nil rru„„
Then they

on and catch on a
the fiist
tain path they descend, often riakinn
lan/i fall.
a
_____ t
..
boota~
so
thin that tho stones literally cut them
to pieces, and they have to resort to
the native shoemaker, who will make
them a strong pair of high laced-up
boots for about 14 francs. A plain
woolen skirt, not gored, is the most
useful dress. It should bo not so tight
as to. impede progress,nor so heavy os
to fatigue the wearer, and there will be
nothing in it to catch or tear. A full
flannel bodice and belt at the waist, to
which latter a few useful articlesshould
be attached (knife, scissors,pins, etc.),
and a largo hat, which will dispense
with a sunshade, are also desirable, as
it is uncomfortableto have ti hold a
parasol in one hand and pick your way
with an alpenstock in the other.
__ *.
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todToIW^TL0

nett; S. W., C. P.

tary, C.

H. Levens; S. D., Joe. Sackett; J.

Roberts; Tyler, John Webster;
Representativeto Grand Lodge, C. H.
Levens.

—The Presidentand. Secretary of the
SoutheasternMichigan G. A. R. Association have issued a call for a meeting of the
Executive Committee,to be hekkiu Adrian
on Friday, Dec. 30, 1887, at 1 p. m., for
the purpose of locatingtbe place

rPtmeBt'
business as may properly come before the
committee.
— John W. Brooks, Manager of the
troit

of

De-

Corset Company, and very recently

-

occupying a similar position in Chicago,
started for New York lately

—

from

Detroit.

In clearing
out his
valise, preparatory
O
—
j to
packing

it,

he threw on the floor some poi-

sonons pills taken by him while suffering

„to J101 recently from neuralgia. After Mr. Brooks

and uses little words which are

0“

and fixing

the
of noming
holding mo
tho next annual onme time
ume oi

•»

S

McEnally; J. W., C. E.

I)., L. N.

•

del.,?,1.t.ed

_

Case; Treasurer, Geo, D. Harding; Secre-

J

irne<l r*?!i°d

..

c™ti™6d

—The annual electionof officers of LaLodge No. 16 F. and A. M., of
Jonesville,has been held, and the following officers chosen: W. M., C. O. Bur-

Ise kind folks regard a man;
ll1"1 they
,71
these
read our books as if we were Fielding,
aud so forth. The other night some
men were talking of Dickens and 13ulwer as if they were equal to Shakespeare, and I was pleased to find mvsolf pleased at hearing them praised.
Dio prettiest girl in Philadelphia,poor
soul,
has read Vanity Fair twelve
---V —
¥ *V
\J times.
UliJUn.
I paid her a great big complimentyesterday, about her good looks of course,

f^nVnn

tt,* .

fayette

Thackeray and the American Girls.
'

a reasonable estimate

about 60,000,000 feet,

the 'ortin88aP win >>«
as long as the weather permits.

.

i

r™

WnrV

^

nomb0r
-f

put8 the

off

much

s:

plUl and d,ed the next dfty-

Uin

dwrr

Btf

buJrm orJoneBVllf° b7 Mr8‘
1,re8identof ,bo Ileli0f of Michigan.
The organization is to be called Henry

Boston is to be put under mv charge to
next
go to a marrioge
marriage at Washington"next
week. We are to travel togetherall the
way alone— only, only I’m not going.
Young people when they are engaged
here, make tours alone; fancy what the
British Mrs. Grundy would say at such
an idea!

-

-rr

f0mzed

^

Baxter Corps No.

127,

and the following

been elected and installed:
President, Mrs. Addie Earl; Senior Vice
President, Mrs. Lilian Wade; Junior Vice
officershave

!

ing. Lord ! Lord, how pretty she was
McEnally! Chaplain.Mrs. Oliver Merril;
There
hundreds
of MMX/44
each every---- are --—
V J- Conductor, Mrs. Geo. Askew; Assistant
where, airy-looking little beings, with Conductor,Mrs. Mary Macomber; Guard,
magnolia— no, not magnolia, what is Mrs, Martha A. Barber; Assistant Guard,
that white flower yon make bouquets Mrs. Ellen Bliss.
of, Camilla or oamelia?— complexions,
—The Circuit Court at Adrian is occuand lasting not much longer.— Ncrihpied with an appeal snit wherein Hamilton
ner’s Magazine.
College is a party. A Tecnmseh man,
What His Visits Were Like,
among other beqnests, left $1,000 to found
a scholarship or chair in the college,and

up

lbe

his hand and glancing affectionately
of onc0rtft,otyand of 4110 impossibilityol
at William Henry, who was sweet on the
fulfilling the conditions ol

An-

the will. One provision makes the gift
what is to be known as tbe Nicholas
“How so?” inquired the prospective scholarship or Nicholas endowment, and
son-in-law.
the heirs believethe will is vulnerable, but
“Well, they commenced on a weekly,
tbe trusteesof the college claim that, like
then they grew to a tri- weekly; the
tbe
regents of the university,they are a
next change was to a semi- weekly; still
law
unto themselves, and that with them
later, we were favored with an evening
edition, and now it has progressed to nothing is impossible. It is a Presbyterian
both a morning and on evening issue.” college,and the lawyers on both stdat are
—Sunday National.
of that faith.
old gentleman’s daughter, Felicia
gelira.

form

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

mt

For Sole it i Bargain

yours run on. You think
it is a light thing. But It may run into
WILLIAM H. ROGERS, Editor. catarrh. Or into pneumonia. Or con*
sumption.
Saturday, Deo. 17, 1887.
Catarrh la disgusting. Pneumonia is
dangerous. Consumptionis death itself.
The breathing apparatusmust be kept
All persons interested in the cause of
healthy and clear of all obstructions and
•equal rights and the study of political offensive matter. Otherwise there Is
economy are requested to be present at trouble ahead.
All the diseases of these parts, head,
the Land and Labor Club rooms next
nose, throat, bronchial tubes and lungs,
Tuesday evening, December 20, 1887.
can be delightfullyaud entirely cured by
H. E. Graham, Sec'y.
the use of Boschee's German Syrup, If
you don’t know this already, thousands
List of lettersremaining in the post and thousands of people can tell you.
office at Holland, Mich., Dec. 15th, 1887: They have been cured by it, and “know
(Herman Browers,P. W. Faulkner, John how it is, themselves.” Bottle only 75
McKinnon, Miss Clara A. Noltoo, Henry cents. Ask any druggist.
Optholt, L. M. Snyder, S. C. Stuart, Wm.

Stratton.
Van

P.

^ „

Cherry Pectoral,seasonably taken,

figure. Inquire

of

INC

is a

SON,

we

Dealers in

Clocks,

and Plated Ware,

Solid

CARD OF THANKS.

_

_

The followingmarriage licenses have in need are friends indeed. Tbe donors
been issued to parties from this section please accept our humble thanksA. P. Stegknga,
recently: Derk Pouwels, Holland, age
Martha A. Steoenoa.
59, Mrs.Tryntje Sterken, Jamestown, age
56; Johannes Dykema, Hollaed, age 50^ ycroru|oas humors, erysipelas, canker,
Mrs. Willemlna Oxner, Holland, age 45; and catarrh, can be cured by taking
Peter Hoffman, Jr., Holland,age 20, Etta Ayer’s Sarsaparilla “I have used this
Scbutmaat,Fillmore, age 21; Henry De medicine in my family, for scrofula, and
know, if it Is taken persistently,it will
Vries, Holland, age 22, Diena Nibbelink,
eradicate this terrible disease.’’— W, F.
Holland, age 20.
Fowler, M. D., Greenville, Tenn.
.....

Whenever you

-

for 1888,

Go

-

Honest

BEST S3.00 SHOE

A

The entertainmentand

line of beautiful Hats, Fancy
I have the

GRAY
for

full

§fui lUvertismcnts.

variety of useful and

be

offered for

sale.

Cake, coffee, and fresh-made candies,
will be served to those wishing to purchase. The musical and literary programme to be presented on that occasion,
Is full of bright and entertaining selec-

gramme

commence promptly

will

at 8

On Eighth

SHOE

Whisp Holders, Xmas Sou-

NO.

46,

Oct.

offers for

Toilet and Sachet Powders,
Fancy Soaps, and Cosmetics,

You

of Stamping

sure to please.

Patterns in the City,
Call and see me when in want of anything In the
above jlnea.

YATES

dred dollars by this time but are disap-

pointed.

We

sums

week:

this

have received the following

A. Bteketee.....
............. $ 1 00
M. Mohr ..........................
1 00
A. Van Putten, ...................
50
W. Wyatt, ........................ 50
Myrtle Wyatt .....................
10
Sadie Wyatt ...................... 10
Martha Baker, .........
10
.

.

.

Holland, Mich., Nov.

H. NiBbelink,

J.

Cor. Eighth aud River Streets.

1887.

16,

HOLLAND, MICH.

Ninth Street.

KEEKHOF,

J.

3 XV©eli.s

JEWELRY,
CLOCKS,

make Grand Rapids a

PRETTY TOYS,

will also ask the

•and Harbors to send tor Capt.

Lockwood,of Grand

committee informationas

to

the need of

improving Baugatuck harbor.
Society Elections.
local tent

Macabees of

of the Knights of the

this city held

Monday evening for tbe

a meeting last

FANCY GOODS,
GLOVES,

LOW PRICES!
Call and see us and

you

don’t see what
. yen want ask for it.
if

S. R.

Holland, Mich., Dec.

lowing is the result: Commander, C. D.
Wise; Lieutenant Commander, U. MUin;

Record Keeper, W. A. Holley; Finance
Keeper, J. B. Brown; Prelate, J. A.
Mabbs; Sergeant, John De Jong; 1st MasGuards, J. Ostenban; 2nd Master of

^Guards, J.Van Often; Master at Anns,
R. Batemi; Sentinel, C. Van der Heuvel;

(500

CRANDELL.

16,

188.

262, G. A. R., was held in the Post

and

R6om

,n

T1FFP
l/JUlil

W.

Van Patten; Chaplain, Rev. H. D. Jordan; Adjutant, J. Grootenhuis;Quartermaster, R. Van den Berge; Officerof the
Guard, W. Blom.

N T

ii

A,
Successor to

H.

All

WYKHUYSEN
Dealer in

exist in thous-

offlnns^T) ut are surpassedby
the marvels of Invention. Those
w ho are In need of profitablework
that can be done while living at home ihould at
once scnfl their addressto Ilallett<fe Co., Portland, Maine, and receive free, fall information
how either sex, of all ages, can earn from 35 to
$25 per day and upwards whereverthey live. You
are started free. Capital not required. Some
have made over $50 In a singleday at this work.

WATCHES, —

REWARD!

will pay the above reward for any case of
liver complaint,dyspepsia,sick headache, Indigestion.constipation or costiveness we cannot
cure with West’s VegetableLlyer Pills, when the
directions are strictlycomplied with.
purely vegetable,and never fall to give satisfaction. Large boxes contai o log 80 sugar coated
pills, 25c. For sale by all druggists.Beware of
counterfeits and imitations.The genuine manufactured only by JOHN C. WEST & CO., 802 W.
Madison street, Chicago, III.

U
Rogers’ Knives, Forks and

MIMK WtASOWa WMVl

Spoons.

Each Iwuo consists of Tkn Laror Paqb-70 wide
columns—of solid rending nutter. It is much
the largest paper.
I.-It lathe only paper In the Northwest which receives by direct wire at Its own office, the deepatches of both the great newe-gsthcring
organisations, the Aesodated Press and the United
Press; hence In the completenese
of Ite General
News It far outstrips all others.
f.— Special attention Is paid to MichiganNews, all
1.—

large assortment of Gold,

Silver and Steel Spectacles,

parts

Lumber Yard. Repairing of every desProprietor.

cription done promptly
and carefully.

Mortgage Sale.
T\EFAULT

made
U
payment
mortgage made
Ten Have and Fanny Ten

In the conditions
by Henry J.
have, his wife, of Olive,
Ottawa County, Michigan, to John C. Post, of
Holland, Michigan, dated July second, A. 0., 1885,
and which mortgage was recordedon September
twenty- fourth. A. D. 1885, In the office of the Register of Deeds of Ottawa county, In liber 26 of
mortgages on page 501; upon which mortgage
there Is claimed to be dne at the dale of this notice,
one hundred and twenty-twodollars for principal
and interestof said mortgage and the farther sum
ol fifteen dollarsand fifty renta for taxes paid by
of

having been
of a

HENRY

K

therefore,hereby given that by virtue of the powe:
of sale In aald mortgagecontained, and thestatuti
in such cue made and provided, said mortgigi
will be foreclosedby a sale at public vendue or tni

AM PERM AN. Foremao Bash

Store next door to

aud Door Departmeut.

84-181

JOHN

C. POST, Mortgagee.

News

Office.

of

the State receiving due attention.

A.-IU Market Reports and Quotationsare always
accurate and to be relied upon.
5.— A specialnew fenfare Is Its splendidAgrfculturnl Department,ably conductedand of
great value to Fanners and Gardeners.
9.— It Is a faithful exponent of public affairs; Its
• editorialsand brilliantspecial articlesare written by brainy and progressive men.
T.— ItsLttersry features are unequalled,it abounds
In serialand short stories, poetry,travels,wit
and humor, pleading miscellany, the Household,
pusxles.etc.‘‘ -something to Interestevery memi.

U. A.

STEVENSON.

-‘o

ber of the

-Those who toko It regardIt as an ever welcome
friend and counselor,a paper that should bo
found in every home. We refer you to any of
Its S3, (ft) Michigansubscribers.
9.— It gives more for the money than any other
paper, tbe price being only
8.

TUEADORE BOSMAN,
ing, Matching and

Foreman PlanLumber Depl.

Holland, Mich., Aug. 4,

1887.

27-lyr.

SPOONEII PAT, CDLLAR
A Complete Stock

Cannot Choke a Horse.
Adjusts Itselfto any Horses Neck.
Has two rows of Stitching.

of

BASH. DOORS, MOULDINGS,

&c.,

Will hold

Hames In

and

Oils.

Genuine unlext stamped
with our "Trade-Mark.

ASK YOUR HARNE8SUAKER FOR THKM.

SS

those who

RICHLY

Promptly done at Reascnabie Prices.
Holland.Mkh.. Nov.

quired; you, reader, can do it as well a» any one.
Write to ua at ones for foil particulars,which we
mall free. Addreia Stinson & Co.. Portland, Maine.

WORK
25,

1887.

NOW.

OFFER.

For 99.00 you can have Thr Wruxt Fan Prrss
and Thr AmericanAoricultcrist,each for one
year, and yonr choice of one of two cloth-lK>und
books, vis., “ Profitsin PoutTBY,” 100 Illustrations,
or “ Farm Appuaxors,'’m Illustrations. The value
of (he three publications is |3.M>.Mailed post paid.
BT Bend for PremiumList and Sample Copy.
Addree* THE FREE PRESS CO.,
Detroit, Mich.

then act; they will
find honorable employment that
will not take them from their
homes and familiea.The profits are large and

enre for every indnstrlonsperson, many have
made and are now making several hundred dollnrn
a month/ It ia eaay tor any one to make $5 and
upwards per day. who In willing to work. Either
acx, young or old; capital not needed; we atari
yon. Everytnlngnew. No special ability re-

CUSTOM

ONI DOLLAR A VIAW.
If you do not take It, SUBSCRIBE

A GREAT

place.

NdM

mortgaged premisesto pay tbe amonnt dne on

premises to be sola being; All that certain parcel
of land situated in Olive, Ottawa connty, Michigan
and described as follows,to-wit : Tbe north west
quarter of the north cast quarter of section thirtyone (81) in town six, north of range fifteen west,
forty acres.
Dated, September 21, 1887.

THE WEEKLY

No other paper Ii m well adapted to the w«nti of
Michigan Readers.

Eye Glasses, Etc.

B. L. Scott,

—

Detroit Free Press

A
—AND—

That Bait of fiaily Paper*,

Clocks and Jewelry,

succeed

follows: Commander, aald mortgage, with interest and coats of fore- Glass, Putty, Paints
and sale; said sale to take place on
Jas. L. Fairbanks; Senior Vice Com- closure
Decmbbb Twenty- Sixth, A. D. 1887, at one
mander, Dirk MIedema; Junior Vice o'clockin the afternoonol said day, at tbe
front door of the Ottawa County Court Bonse
Commander, Louis De Krakcr; Officer of at Grand Haven. Michigan. The mortgaged
the Day, C. W. Bennett; Surgeon,Dr.

C.

same.

Rough & Dressed Lumber,

resulted as

K FOX, _
Franklin Square

JOHN KERKHOF.
’87. 34-3m

40-tf.

Picket, George Lillie.

Last Wednesday evening tbe annual
election of A. C. Van Raalte Post, No.

RICHARD

Holland Mich.. Sent. 19

Good Horses and Carriages of all kinds and a
Hearse for funerals can be obtained at
my place of business.
Attentionand courteoustreatmentcan be rolled upon.
Thankful for past favors I ask a continuan
of
J. U. NIBBELINK.
Holland, Mich., January20 1887.

We

purpose of elect-

ing officers for the ensuing year. Tbe fol-

ter of

UNDERTAKING
firet-class

CUFFS,

D. W.

Rapids, to give the

1

have addeo to my business that of

CASKETS, COFFINS, ETC.

COLLARS,

He

Committee on Rivers

ONE DOLLAR.
Liberal discoont allowed to postmasters, agents
and clubs. Sample copies mailed free.
Addressall oraers to

VASES,

port of

veyor of customs at a salary of $1,200.

POLICE GAZETTE

The
will be mailed,
securely wrapped, to any address lu the United
States for three months on receiptof

and keep constantly on band

delivery and for tbe appointmentof a sur-

The

I

HOSIERY,

and a public building fer And many other things too numerous to
mention and all sold at astonishingly
for tbe collectors of customs for

$100,000; to

Points and Pipe of

WORK BOXES,

a site

Improvements and signal service,to cost

1

MICH.

ALBUMS,

deep, from Grand Rapids to Lake Michi-

Grand Haven, superintendents of harbor

Raaltc’s Store.)

Special attention given to the making and
• repairing of

TOILET-MANICURES,

wide by 12

the district of Michigan, postmaster at

Van

all kinds furnished.

,$66 75

for a water route, 60 feet

offices

Pump

STABLE,

HANGING LAMPS,
GLASSWARE,

$ 3 30
acknowledged, 63 45

CongressmanFord will soon introduce
the followingbills: For $10,000 appropriation to complete the survey and esti-

gan; for

and Feed

Livery, Sale,

ishing Goods.

SLEDS,

Total.

mate

Furn-

(Officeat B.

HOLLAND, -

..

e

Amount previously

ARTICLES, and

KANE,

MRS. R. B. BEST,

Proprietor of Ninth Street

HOUSEHOLD

&

42-3m.

St.,

can obtain NOVELTIES of all kinds
as well as useful

which we offer at prices

sale at tbe lowest prices.

Largest Selection

1886.

20,

and Hat Brushes, Perfumes,

all of

EIGHTH STREET.
K. HEROLD.

Holland, Mich.

Prayer Books,

venirs, Bibles,

o’clock.

The “Overweg Fund” is slowly, very
slowly, increasing.We had hoped to see
the amount a goodly sum over one hum

Odor Cases, Key Racks,

Stamped Linen Goods

Ladies. Call and see them.

neatly donea

BAZAAR

Doors will be open at 6 o’clock. Pro-

BROS.’

Repairing promptly and

CRANDELL’S

cents; children under twelve years 10 cts.

Celebrated

Which she

-AIT

tions. Tickets of admission are only 15

Wirt,

Plushes, Arresene, Chinilles and

given by the ladies of Hope Church next
Opera House, will be

fatj

rials far

All the latest Designs and Novelties,

40-

Bazaar, to be

lar and Cuff Boxes, Game

Hymnals, Tooth, Hair, Cloth

in the city, always on hand.

Feathers, and a great variety of Hat Ornaments and Trimmingsat
L. & S. Van den Berge & Co.

smallest of Email pink-eyedpotatoes.

fancy articleswill

Mrs. R. B. Best

—

—

Glove, Handkerchief, Col-

ers,
.

Boxes,

Prices.

Hold-

Scrap Books and Music
novel-

and vicinitythat she has just received
a large ussortmeutof

Call.
-

the very

Dressing Cases of all kinds,

Wishes to announce to the ladies of HollandCity

N. W. Ogden pays the market price for
churches is as lean, lank, limp, Corn and Rye at his mill on Lake Shore.
unlovelyand lop-sided as a cheek which Custom grinding on Tuesdays and Satur41-2m
is all toothache. Listen to such men days.

A

-

presents!

at other

of attractions.

AT

firing over the fence

them down as

and be assured of

O. BREYMAN.
Holland Mich., Aun. 18 1887.

Honest Goods

to C. A. Stevenson’sjewelry store
for your holiday
45 4t

abuse others. The Christian who wastes

at the

purchases

and make good Frames, and Fine Mirrors,

E. HEROLD’S. We have some very fine

and denomination is right and commendable, but that does not Involve the right to

Tuesday

Call early

good bargains.

3t

quietly, but set

and will be pleased to see the Portfolios,Music and Work
of Hollaud and vicinity
at any time. We are selling Boxes, Toy Books, Blocks and
Goops cheaper than ever and Games, Photograph and Autointend to give customers their
graph Albums, Photograph
money’s worth.
people

ties in Jewelr

A nice wool felt for 85 cents. Trimmed
hats 25 per cent off. A nice assort ment of
diminutivereligious oyster upon a very
cloaks to be sold at cost.
small half shell. Pride in his own church 44
Mrs. D. M. Gee & Co.

amraunitionin

-

AT

Fancy Inkstands and

We have just occupied ouf Cases, Writing Desks and
new store on the corner or
Market and Eighth Streets, Secretaries,Tourists’ Cases and

Great Bargains in Hats.

set

once ns a cull Christian,a

at

.Boots and Shoes
-

line of

Weights, Cigar and Cigarette

member

hear a church

abusing other churches than bis own,
him down

THE FINEST

the

Spectacles, Etc.

Invention

We

of

Holiday trade, viz: Diaries

learn through private letters re-

Has revolutionized the world
during the last half century.
ceived In this city Irom different ones in
Not least among the wonders
of inventiveprogress is a
Allegan that there is more excitement Olive Center, Mich., Dec. 15, 1887.method and system of work that can he performed
than ever there over the oil well. There
hereby wish to tender our heartfelt all over Ine country without separating the workers from their homes. Pay liberal;any one can
is now quite a strong flow of gas which thanks to tbe many American friends in
do the work; either sex, young or old; no special
Ottawa Station and Olive Center and vi- ability
required. Capital not needed; you are
forces itself through oil and brine for a
cinity for their friendly courtesies shown started free. Cat this out and return to us and we
depth of twelve hundred feet which, when us in providing for necessaries during the will send you free something of great valno and
ignited burns a brilliant flame six or seven sickness of five of our children at one Importance to you, that will start you In business,
which will bring you in more money right away
time, and for which necessaries we were than anything else In the world. Grand Outfit
feet in height
at that time unable to provide. Friends free. AddressTrue & Co., Augusta, Maine.

to our usual

dition

1887. Eighth Street.

«-lyr.

the patronage

Pure Drugs, etc., we offer the

laws,

HARRINGTON,

solicit

purchasing public. In ad-

JEWELRY,

bo beat.
E. J.

BREYHAN k

0.

Look at my 98c. Underwear.

Holland, Mich. Nov. 10,

complete stock of Holiday
Goods ever offered in this city

I

For the next thirty daya I will sell mv itock of
Clothing, Genta' FurnishingGoods, Underwear,
etc., etc. at greatly reduced prices.

It can’t

Having opened the most

New Goods!

Closing Out Sale
OF CLOTH

Announcement

-AND-

HARRINGTON.

E. J.

certain specific.

We

all his

HEW STOKE

!

Eighty lota on SixteenthStreet, jnat south of
First Avenue. They will be sold at a very low

For throat and lung troubles Ayer's

Putten, P. M.

J. G.

let that cold of

TnJust tan
and
ize

Down

to

Mate”

other Popular Ballads,in book form,
of Sheet Music. Sent, poit-pald,for

OirZT

0890

FOUR CENTS.

Stamps taken.

AMERICAN PUBLISHING CO.
Fairmount Ave., Philadelphia Pa.

..

For

News.

the Holland City

gristsare alreadV In. ItwIH be but a few days
before tbe machinerywill be put In motion.

Chicago Letter.

Hr. Ogden, ol DistrictNo. 6, Ventura, was hero
Wednesday In search of a school teacher. Ha;
succeededIn contracting with Rctta Merritt to

Cdicago, Dec. 5, 1887.
almost feel ashamed

I

other letter as

it

to

send you an-

has been so lon^atime

sihee my last, but feeling I have neg-

many

lected your

have been blessed—

the neighborhoodare supposed to have been ex-

address them an-

posed, and the school la being butalimlyattended

and see if it may not
t)e profitableboth to them and myself.
Since my last letter I have "been thro’
othpr rude epistle,

the Mill,” and have been out of the city a

goodly share of the time, visitiug among
other places the beautiful city of Bloom-

habitation of 25,000 souls— and is quite a
center of trade. Situated in the midst of
the best portion of the State for agricul-

nected with the balance of creationby

&

four lines of railroads,the Chicago

from Chicago

Al-

to St. Louis,

Bloomington; the Illinois Central,running directlyNorth and South; the In-

&

Western, running

from Columbus, Ohio, to Burlington,
Iowa; and the Lake Erie & Western,
whose line connects Bloomingtonwith
Sandusky, Ohio, and which is being extended to Peoria. Thus situated,it

is not

wondered that the

place has a fair

reputation and a growing

commerce. Tile

o&C

Honer' 9

to 10c

of two
cables

drawn from the

eel in the

walks,

and

forced to believe that this Immediate vi-

cinityaffordsmore famous hunters than can be

down by a

« C™rS

the

no

innlh5
B>8m

5!
^

since.
a sound of

"There was

-

revelry by

night” and she had a card but couldn’t
go, all on account of neuralgia. Her favorite dude, however, had a level head,
and, instead of a bouquet, bought) Salvation Oil. They went, and were happy

and

a

for

Avers Cathartic

con-

covery of physical
vigor.

refer me to those streets, with the

and the quiet, peaceful surroundings
I was not a member of the Benedict club
—so that I might lure some fair damsel

out to lake a stroll ’ueath those inviting
canopies and thro’ the more than enticing

Hrnnk.

pathways whore one migh.-.ihe

Teaay

H

Is

now occupiedby

-

m!d
k

is

T

1JeP*rtm®nU of induetrialproffreea, publiahed in any country. It eontainethe namee of
*1’ Pa^ntJ*< "od title of every Inventionpatented
rou have an invention to patent write to

Handbookabout patent* mailed free.

NeW

Pills will assist In the re-

buoyancy and mental

Manufacturesand

THECAPPON &

E. Werkman,

BEST WAflONS

BERTSCfl LEATHER CO

—

AND

t,ood,,, Confuc,lonI

$•' "holesaleand

retail

VA CiuS^Ti.h

Tuba

White Aih fliSr

V!" 'Pon|,0rial Parlors Eighth
lr® 8‘ Hair dreM,nK Promptly

VAL™’
S^eJts

have recentlycommenced the manufacture of

proPr,ctorsof Holland
y’ manufactUrer8of

J?"M0alor ,n Parm topi®

To 'vhich

Boots and Shoes.
J' M» Manufacturesthe best

„

pr.t tT,1.?

iS

posslblo work In that line, both vtSth
ron shoes either of hand O' machine make. I
believe that all should patronize homo trade when
they can boas well served and I would ask that
flnest

or.

ter,*ood,ri*1 b“fM“
I also

manufacture

and have them constantly on hand.

Clothing.

Meat Markets.

W

t

DU?ho?cefteSt
FrC8h ard JSa,t and
cnoice steaks a|wny* on hand. River street.

Highest price paid for
kinds of Furs.

KUiIhBJnA:Me8!!lcand
re,an dMler h' fresh,
a V Halt and smoked moat*. No, .38 Eighth 81.

M VAN^ER VEER,

VAu-.2iUm?:?
on h.nd

VAN

RKN MERGE

L.

*

FLIBIUN*

J'

1887.

18,

Just Received

Millinery.

B^vS-Ql5;l0,<lCM;sXb«'lestabUshmeK

Holland, Mich. Jan.

all

First

^EWh

Commission Merchant.
F. Ss A. M.
A Regular Communicationof Unity Lodge,

a,"r’

J. D., the cheapeet place in the city

Head the followingMr. C. H. Morris,
them. Fo^CifenU aT|1dCa!e;sVnDa,t
flllCdl 8m°kC
^
8 foes, River etreet.
Newark, Ark., says: "Was down with
BROS., dealer* In Boots and
Abscess of Lungs, and friends and physicians pronounced me an Incurable Con- Eighth street.
^ a8!lortm‘!Dt "lw»y" on band. ^Yr ?treoCtaltardl a'U
sumptive. Began taking Dr. King’s New
Merchant Tailors.
Discovery for Consumption, am now at SPIjlETSMA8., manufacthrcrof and dealer in
M«,,*aDd hboes. The oldest Boot and Shoe
my third bottle, and able to ovenee the ir
House In the city. Eighth street. ol *na nnoe J^RUSSE BROS., Merchant Tailors.
work ou my farm. It is the finest mediBank.
cine ever made.”
Marble Works.
Jesse Middle wart, Decator, Ohio, says:
H°exAiD
CIJY
RANK
foreign and domestic
"Had it not been for Dr. King’s New Dis- AA exchange bought and sold. Collections
DEmKbEmL R' N-’ dea,or ,n Cranlte and
covery for Consumption I would have promptlyattended to. Eighth street.
died of Lung Troubles.

__

1

Express Wagons,

mac,1*u®'y.Cor. River and

Ninth

ti

BOfifilES.

Platform, Combination &

BAMT^’
d

(he

sells

Proprietors,

Barbers.

attended to

FLIEMAN

J.

'

a coal-

mine which suppliesthe place with a
large amount of the article consumed.

mB^hVnlr*^
lhM b,,t wy d«»otedytoacience
mechanfca, inventiona,endneerinBwork*, and

Eighth ,

a sou.

Just at the edge of tbe place

,U "'“d publiehed in the worli

Lumber, Lath, Shingles, and Brick, Sixth street

O

foliage. It

Scientlfio.
solicitor!

trade-marka,oopr-

undenltendi***8°f ,U°h * DOtt°*eTarjr

l0, offlce’ Vau der
Eighth street.

Tpm it. Sample bettlea free
___
r.
Try
at Yales &
R0^„AN- JMerebant Tailor, keopn the
"Go on for ever.”
Kane’s In ibis city, and at A. Da Kruif’s,
Clothlp^lpci’y00 Kjghth^itrw'>"'1
The residence of the late Renator David Zeeland.
lONKMAN &
«k DYKEMA, dealer in ReadyMade Cio
Davis is located here, and is a very haodAyer’s Sarsaparillamakes the blond Eighth
th^treet*
Street.^ Dg’ aUd Genl81 Wishing Ooods,
Bome, substantial, stone building sur- pure, rich, and vitalizing.Sold by all
V°HnThiW'’ Ta,l0l;-1ReD0Vl*nngand repairing
rounded by a spacious park, which is druggists.
street
h °S a 8pecla,,>, che»P “'‘d good. River
—
street.
thickly studded with handsome shade
ann’/j Brook.
aou’s

7'"Vroe publiebereof the
Amencen continue toaet aa

saateas
ThZ

•
River.

A

thro’ the tree tops of the electric light

.

Oermany, and all other pountnea Their eiporU
onoqualed and their (aoilitieeare unm-

,0°

bBw

glimmer

»,

’

P“et' 1*lock. c°™' K'Bl'lh and

TJELDRR,

thereto. This almost made me wish that

.

P0aiC”nAtl.W.ftnd ^“nscllor at Law.

Is Consumption Incurable?

trouble.

lover’s walk,

After Forty inn*
-ipenanee in the
preparationof more
then One Hundred

for Patent!, oaveata,

Wagon and Carriage Mannfacrof? blacksmithshop. Also manufaeturcr of Ox Yokes. River street. -.

nnOENlX PLANING MILL. R.

A clear bead is indicativeof good health
and regular habits. When the body is
languid, and the mind works sluggishly,

side-

The residencestreets are lined on both
sides with trees,

I

TRUEMAN.

°rver—

ViV’

trivance so that fresh carbons could be
supplied with very little or

Manufactories, Mills, Shops, Etc.

Corn Meal
Corn* "helled
,60c. Flour,
state. For putting In the time and relating in- $4.20; Fine Corn Meal, |I100 lbs., $1.40; Feed, I)
!?;00:i ay’ ,J @ $10; Middlings, « 100 fci*
credible stories concerningthis favorite pastime
9.>c, Oats, a.cts.; Pearl Barley, ft 100 lbs., $6.00;wo defy competition. Wednesday morning there
7ir-,n8a’i>.?,,ni0^hy8?ed’ $'2-60;Whesf- *hlte’
was a company formed here composed of three ear’ 45cd FU U‘
L‘nc4l8ter Rod* 78c; Com
veteran hunters, one amateur, and two hounds.
Now for "Andrew’s" bensfltwe will say that the i Buck wheat, BOc; Bran, * 100 lbs.,$1; Barley, «
second hound was a newcomer and put up at the
«
$5 00; Corn
Si 00
Corn' "helled,60c; Flour,
Baxter house. Well this company faced south|4.W) Fine corn meal, ft 100 lbs.,SI 60- Feed V
westward, startingout the honnds very frolicsome.
MmS?’00’ P®cd- *
1.20; Hay ,* |l 2,00;
100 lbs,. 03; Oafs. 38 cents.
About 4:10 p. ra. a part of the company returned Middlings,
£ ' .pr,‘ctlcal Machinist, Mill and
RnrnnS. . ReP" o, R HPeClaltj Shop
Oil
tired, hungry, footsore,and wet too, and last but
*
,lro'“c: T'molhT' Bovonthstreet, near
not least no game and one dog lost. The new,
strange, borrowed hound, losing all interest in
TTOLLAND MANUFACTURING COMPANY;
Milin t* n i/ii K,,in,er8’^oneral Manager. Windthe hunt suddenly startedIn the direction of the
§U.St«fS5
Mills, Tanks, etc., a specialty,
Liesman Spring and the most ferventefforts failed
to attracther attention and sho has not be«n seen
UNTLEY, JA8., Arcnltect, Builder,and ConAttorneysand Justices.
*
°fl C8 D
and ^rory on
River etreti
Attorney at Law. Collections
"ClUNK."
- —
Veen

same dimensions in

found in territory of the

VAnHt0M'yKL^N*

tops of two poles

could be let

I

can’t keep supplied.”

the middle, on

ground at the edge of the

and Sale Stable;

Grain, Feed, Etc.
(WHOLESALE.)
(lotrected every Friday by IF. H JUaeh.)
Buckwheat, GOc; Bran. V 100 lbs.,95c; Barley

Bakeries.

the intersection

at

streets, directly in

Onions, 70c; Potatoea

J

once more.

very pleasing. The

lamps were suspended

;

Apples 60c; Beans. $«.«3; Butter JOc; Egos
22c. lioney,12c; Onions,80; Potatoes, 85 cents.

C

was

K /-DJrv Proprietor of Dot-

.

70c.

to

The broprietora of tbe Tarboro' South- Foty iuU-pv , „
streets are lighted by electric lights, and enter, Tarboro, N. C., writes: "Dr. Bull’s t
Fresh K^ad
fast our druggists
druggists ery. etc., Eighth sfreet.
being the first city I ever saw thus illumi- Cough Byrup goes so fust
nated, the effect

by B. J. Harrington.)

Diwtun}.

with its Kansas city branch starting from

diana, Bloomington

are

jwry rndav

AppUs, 60c, Beans. t*.93; Butter, 18 cu.

present in consequence.

We

Livery and Sale StaWee.

(WHOLMAL*.)

^

ington, Illinois. This place claims an in-

ture and stock raising, and being con-

at

Produce. Etc.

(porrtcUd

William Pierce has been confinedto the house
the past week with measles. Severs! persons In

1 shall attempt to again

to bo

commence

„

.

readers to long— prob-

ably they think they

ton, running

teach the winter term In said district to

Monday, after Christmas

,

8. & cu., Millinery

A Large Stock of

tLTy. (SrElK aSl'KjS

No. 191, F. & A. M., will be held at Masoriic Hall

But

Ifl one

essential— yea, veryllmportant

matter— the absence of pretty girls,
only too true.

weeks, and

I

it 1b

During my stay of

saw

five

a great deal in that time,

I did not see over a

dozen pretty

girls in

the whole place. Just think what a place

would be

it

to live in for

one who was an

ardent admirer of feminine beauty.

Holland with

its

Why

three thousand souls can

hundred points
and then double discount her in pretty
give this city of 25,000 a

6, ___

Holland, Mich., at 7 o’clock,on Wednesday
evenings, Jan. 5, Feb. 2, March 9, April
24 and December

27th.

Huntley. W. M.

A.

Drugs and

- -

Medicines.

Photographers.

BUSS,S *YVUN0’ 11081 oab'p®t

-

”

and

photo..

DRESS GOODS,

ma a n he c.,tv- Ca:i
them. Views
taken outside on short notice. Eighth street.

!-

O. Brbyvan, Sec'y.

KEarL^M;1;:a k,nd" of work In the photoexecuted with care and disand DomeatlcClgl'ra.mPOrtCd
‘,“V“n,' K,!J Wc'1- n*trhK r M
E. 0. tTiL
Sze h' Cabinet Phre? coi!I*land c",arPf'd ‘o any
Crescent Tent, No. 63, meets in Odd Fellows
M‘ ?»M ProPr*0,°r of First
d°Z- °‘IICry °°
Hall at 7 :3t) p. m., on the First and Third Monday
of each month. All Sir Knightsare cordiallyin- compoonded’day o?
vited to attend. Cheapest Life Insurance Order
Physicians.

Flannels, Blankets,

^i

MDoMsrePer

S^Ward^r L

known.

Gtiit’s

fling

Gils,

Full particularsgiven on application.

L. D. Daldus, Commander.

yarns, fur caps,

K

W. A. Holley, R.

girls. So, ye young men of Holland, you
had best "catch on to”
there

ia

a

good thing while

who can see

you who
have been accustomed to so much of the
beautifulfor these many years, comes
along, and before you can say Jack R b
insou, away they go with your prettiest,
nicest,

better than you,

Dry Goods and

TnUnn

Chicago and West Michigan Railway. 1)ertsch, d..
Taking Effect Sunday,

• I fear I have already intruded upon
of

your yalued space then I should

have done, so promising you another attempt for next week which I trust
be belter than

this one, for

Chrystal.

most useful artidles that we
famous household remedy
the babv, Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup. It

One
for

of the

of is that

costs only 25 cents a bottle.

.

No one can adequately describe the
suffering imposed by dyspepsia.It
darkens life’s pathway and makes existence almost unbearable;but Laxador
will not only alleviate the tortures of dyspepsia, but will cure the disease. Price
only 25
;r

cents.

Dry Good*. FanC;

G.

dealer in Dry Goods,

No-

m

12

IstltoTn ^

street

ter

opp. Union School

always on

bnildlng.

hand. River

stseet,

’

cor. Ninth.

Drv Goods, Groceries,
Provisions, etc. Double Brick btore, Eighth

street.

FROM CHICAGO TO HOLLAND.

p in.

55
10
00
55
07
00

O LOM
aa and

YTAN DER HAAR,

^

...„_.Grocerie8’
street.

B,!K:

p.

Caps, Flour, Provisions,etc. River street.

?•

m

Proprietor of the Phcenlx

and complete and kept

Watches and Jewelry.

__

fresh by

frequentinvoices.
G.

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

Holland.Mich.. Oct

15.

1887.

B., proprietor of Second Hand

Bantams!
Tho best of bargains

Miscellaneous.

in

Pap
CAH/IFIETS,

Furnitnre, Wall

FROM GRAND RAPIDS TO HOLLAND.
a.m. p.m. ptm. p.m.
9 On 12 80 11 00 5 15

Furniture.

9 42
11 42 5 55
Holland ..............9 50 1 15 11 50 0 10

full

HUriL2' AH,,ldealcr w'n®8- Liquors, and
e"0ariuti “°“mKlr,tw*r'1’ l'‘ro,! •oor‘

__

6 10
6 35
8 10

3 13
3 55 9 45 5 45 10 40

.

OUT AROUND.

A
^Elfi7t;.D.l1lqn”.:f'Rr,^^?'l!*r'o,
•ll

II.. general dealer in fine Eighth slreet dCllCr 10 8lOVe3’ T,uwaro’ e,c
Oysters in season. Eighth

p.m. a.m.ip.m.

-GROCERIES-

proprietor of the ** Rose Bud Saloon"
dealer in liquors and cigars, River street.

BTAN.A,

4 45
25 7 50
2 50 11 10
3 12 1210
4 3o 3 05
1

a ka

........

m. to

Second Hand Store.

FROM HOLLAND TO GRAND RAPIDS
Mali. Exp Exp. Exp. Fr’t.

Grano Rapids

a.

C.,

9 10

1210

p.m. p.m. a.m. a.m.
o 05 900 t4 45 950

',our8: 10.80

Saloons.
“

CTEKETEE A., dealer In

V

p.m. p.m. a.m. p.m.

8
8
7
7
8
9

°^<;e

Our block of

Bangor ...............
1J 52 2 17 1 21 9 20
Benton Harbor ...... 1 20 300 2 a-) 1200
New Buffalo .......... 2 45 4 00 3 40 3 10
Chicago ............. 556 6 40 6 40

Chicago ............ 9 00
New Buffalo ........ 11 85
Benton Harbor ....... 12 30
Bangor ...............1 45
Grand Junction ...... 2 05
Holland ............. 8 05

Van Patten & Sons.

^•.HomeopathicPhysician

a.m. p.m. pirn. a.m.
L.

1

know

m

dealer

"Rd Famishing Good*. Rtah.h

r>OOT «fc KRAMER,

a.m. p.m. P+m. a.m.
Holland .............10 00 1 15 1200 4 45
Grand Junction ...... 1130 2 05 1 06 8 05

will say— more anon.

Will

iflo-r

Grooeries.

Ni’t
Mail Exp. Exp. Mix.

TOWNS.

will

the nonce, I

O

Oct. 2, 1887.

FROM HOLLAND TO CHlCAGp.

and most bewitchinggirls: "Make

hay while tbe sun shines.”
more

|ai( floatK

an opportunity, ere some outsider

Picture Frames, and Oi

FROM HOLLAND TO MUSKEGON.
Olive Venter*
Aler. Arnold baa sold bis place one mile east of
the Centre.
Chas. Norton will preach here Sunday evening,
Dec. 18, at 6:30 o'clock.

Wood

9 55 8 05
Grand Haven ....... 10 35 8 43
1C 4ii 8 47
MuBkegon”,3rd street 11 05 4 15

and bolts are now being cat by the farm-

30 6 10
0 30 650
9 45
6 40 6 55 9 50
7 15 785 10 15

Flour Mills.

The Stegenga family are polling through with

215

12

Grand Haven........ 220
Holland ..............3 00

12

Ferrysburg ..........

32 8 15 9 0.)
85 8 20 9 05
1 10 855

cept some Inconvenience.

Mr. Brockway preached to a small congregation
at tbe school home last Sunday and will continue
here every two weeks as heretofore.

P,tn
Holland ............. 3 05
Fillmore .......
3 10
Hamilton .......... 3 311
Allegan ............ 4 03

er

1003

TTANTERS

......

10 12

1045

...

FROM ALLEGAN TO HOLLAND

m

* SONS,

dealers In general hard•

Eighth

Dn.

Offlce.

......

caused by over-exertion of the brain, se '-abase or
•f/'AN DER VEEN, E., dealer in stoves, hardover-indulgence-Each box couts'cs o eirooih's
ware, cntlery,etc. Tin and sheet iron ware.
treatment.$1.00 a box, or six boxea for $6.00,
Corner River and Eighth street.
sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price.

V

..... ......

Hotels.
Tickets to all points In the United States and

Canada.
W. A.

in the old postofilcebuilding

,pecl>1^-

E. C. West’s Nerve and Brain Treat\JTAN OORT. J. B., dealer In General Hardware, nent. a guaranteed specificfor Hysteria, DizziStoves. Paints, Oils, Glass, etc., Eighth ness, Convulsions, Fits, NervooaNenralgia,
Hodstreet, opp. Post
*
ache, Nervous Prostration caused by tbe use of
alcohol or tobacco, Wakeiulness,Mental DeptesLANDEGEND. T., Sheet Metal Worker. sion, Softening of the Brain resulting in insanity
galvanized Iron cornices, ho. air furnaces. and leading to misery, decay and dr th, Premature Old Age, Barrenness, Loss of power la either
Sf hthttiSt 8161,11 fltl,I1K,
ll0a punipa’ sex. Involnntary Losses and Spermatorrhoea

V

OF

on

Street.

CALL AND SEE US AND LEARI

OUR PRICES.

W°0d

new

Competent hands are being engagedto aid in repairing and runningthe grist mill here, and some

R.

yAN

The large tract of low land lying southwest of
ditch running wesi from the "Sawyer.”

new

Wm.Verbeei

T

$••••

be obtainedat the

--

Mills. Dally capacity, 800 barrels.

Hardware.

9 50

may

FURNITURE STORi

a.m

Mix.
a.m. p.m. a.m.
Allegan .............. 8 55 500 1125
The roads in this vicinity,which have been ex- Hamilton ............ 926 5 85 1215
rumore .............. 9 35 543 12 30
cellent all the fall, are now almoat Impassable.
Holland ............. 9 53 600 12 57
Teaming for the present Is suspended.
p m.
the •’Centre" is being drained at present by a

Wealth!

10 48

FROM HOLLAND TO ALLEGAN.
.....

the measles without serious results thus far, ex-

is

p.m. p.m. p.m. a.m. p.tm
1 50 1210 755 8 35 10 15

stranger from Traverse Olty Is expected to

speak at the school bonaa Wednesdayevening,
December 21.

Health

t5

FROM MUSKEGON TO HOLLAND.
Muskegon, 3rd street

ers who have timber left.

A

Paintings,

a m. p.m. a.m. p.m. p. m.

George Tackleterryis home from Sulllxan.

cThPE^VER^Tri^cManagpr8.8,
F.G. CHURCHILL Station Apent.

pITY HOTEL, Geo.

N. Williams,Proprietor.
VJ The only first-class hotel in the city. Ia located In the business center of the town and haa
one of tbe largest and best sample rooms In the
state, Free bns In connection with the hotel.

WE GUARANTEE

SIX

BOXES

To enre any case. With each order received by os
for six boxes accompanied with $5.00, we will
send the purchaser our writtenguarantee to refund the money If the treatmentdoes not effect
a care. Guarantees Issued only by YATES A
KANE, Druggists, Sole Agents, Holland, Mlcb.

We keep

everything kept

a first-class store and
is

no trouble

i

it

show^

to

our stock.
9

WM. VERBEEK.
Holland,Mich., May

10,

1887;

10-ly

OPINIONS OF THE MESSAGE.

WASHINGTON'.
! * *

Views of Senators and Congrewnen

-Comments of

%j

Different

Newspapers.
-

------

Republican,Democratic

and Mugwump

Sentiment as to the Effect of the
Document.

CONGRESSIONAL OPINIONS.

Jt can hardly be that the President
nas not at this juncture influence enough to
secure the union of the Democrats in the House
upon a measure of revenue reduction and tariff

all fines and penaltiesor

,

i

Workings

of the InterstateCommerce

Commercial-Advertiser,
Mugwump.)
by Mr. Cullom.
PresidentCleveland's concise, able, and raanto the newly assembled
fiftieth Congress cannot fail to make a proround aensaUon.The novelty in form and the RestrictingImuiigrallou— Surplus Disunconventionaltone of the message, as well as
tribution-Senator Fanrell’s
®J®r*badowing importance of
toe single topic it considers,will attract the
Banking: Bill.
universal attention of the nation to the docu“e“t- ,w,a,are “ot mistaken it will have a de-

tv.1

lD 4110

*utur® of

Partio

l®giB-

(Washington telegram.]

(Philadelphia Press, Rep.)

Senator Cullom says that he intends to
Both Side* Pleased— Expressions of Sena- *uA ^““d thanks to PresidentClevelandfor
tors and Representatives.
the bold, manly, and unequivocalavowal of his introduce a bill at the first opportunity
Both political parties express satisfaction extreme free-trade purposes. And a thousand amending the interstatecommerce law in
muu defeat!
uuiesu for
xor the
we false,
raise,d
dangerous.
with its utteranceson the tariff. The Demo- rebukes and
crats are pleased with its bold declarations in and destructivepolicy which he thus frankly Bome importantparticulars. I asked him
favor of tariff revisionand the reduction of
S.'
1
thought about tho report of the
customs duties, regarding its utterancesas a

'

Promotion of Secretary

Lamar Necessitates Sev-

THE WORLD OF SPORT.,

eral

Changes.

Matters of Major and Minor
Importance

in

Portraits

Base-ball

and

of the

Circles.

Biographical Sketches

New Members of

q.

the Ministry.

The All-important Umpire Question-Bob Carruth-

l.

cth.

ers.

,

to beSretorv nf thra^LCharle8 81 Fairchild, to

wh*t

[CHICAGO CORRESPONDENCE.]

Maynard, to to Assistant Secretary of the

high public issue, all the condemnation of utter coxhmfesion.
Robert Carruthers,the famous pitcher of
ruinous heresy It is a surprise in its method,
“1 have read
carefully,” be replied, the Browns, has returned to Chicago from
and a stili creator surprise in its matter. It
comes like the sudden, echoingboom of a great “and in the main its findings are sound. I
St. Louis, but at last account* had yet not
gun signaling a crucial fight ou unexpected
ground. In ite immediateflash of light and think the commissionhas shown itself to signed a contract to pitch for Brooklyn
in its broad bearings it looms up as one of the
most momentous political events since the be more capable than the publio antici- next season. When asked by a Chicago rewould
issue between the two parties,and places war. It plants the President and his party pated it would be when it was first organ- porter, however, whiih club
the Democrats squarely in favor of a pol- squarely on free trade ; it clarifiesthe next ized. The deoisionsof the Commissioners probably play with next season he said:
w*borderingon free trade and inimical to the Presidential battle os by a lightning stroke ; it
“I think tfith Brooklyn."
have been about as near right as the degreat industrial interests of the countrv. Sen- makes free trade vs. protection the over“Would you rather go there than to Ciucisionsof courts ordinarilyare, and I
ators Hiscock and Evarts and other New York shadowing issue ; it dwarfs and dismissesall
Republicansare confident that the message will other questions ; it clears away all cowardly satisfied that they are more in the interest cinnati?"
ftnci lowing subterfuges ; It ends all
insure a Republican victory in that State next
My preferenceis Cincinnati,but
pitifulpersonal bespattering, and it summons of the people than they would be if the
tall, and Senator Sherman believesit will deVon der Ahe will not release
to Cinquestion
involved
in
them
had
been
dethe
American
people
to
decide
the
supreme
moralise the Democratic party in Ohio. Mr.
cinnati."
Randall would say nothingabout the document question whether the grand protective system cided by ordinary judicial tribunals, for the
“How do you know?”
until he had had opportonityto give it careful which has built up our splendid industries
reason that the Commissioners are not rereadingand study, but his manner indicates shall be overthrown or not.
“He told me so. He said that he would
stricted by rules of evidence from cettinff
[Cincinnati Times- Star, Rep.j
that the message goes much faither in the di
at the
8 refuse any offer Cincinnati might make
recuon of tariff reform than ho expected. Judg<
While criticisingtho oositiou of the President
“Then you are satisfied with the results and that $20,000 would be no inducement.”
Kelley regards it as a weak argument for break- on this (juostioD,we must express our admira“Then you will go to Brooklyn?"
ing down the present tariff system, many of its tion for his bold and decisive stand. It compels
of the law as far as it has gone?”
wntonee* sounding like the frequent utterances his party to take a position which means some“Yes, the value of the Commissionhas *i <,Yef\4J lhilik 1 'viU 8ign there vrithin
of Mills and Morrison in the House and Beck in roing. They can no longer skulk around bebeen demonstrated beyond controversy, as the next three days. 1 would have signed
the Senate.
hind glitteringphrases which meau nothing.
ot. Louis had it not been for
mothwell as the importance of the law, and its
[Washington special to Chicago Tribune.]
[Cincinnati Telegram, Rep.j
In the House, alter the reading of the mesdefects are not so great as I anticipated. er s strenuous objections,and I, of course
It is easy to see that Mr. Cleveland expects to
eage. leading Democrats expressed themselves bo tho Democratic candidate next year from It was merely an experiment^ but, though I could not disregard her wishes.”
pointedly as follows :
the way in which bo bows and smiles first to am an interested observer, I judge that it
d^eB 8he object 10 your going to
. 8&ld : "G00*1. elegant,it could not one side anil then to the other of the tariff conbo better.
has been generallysatisfactory. I knew it Brooklyn?
troversy. The message would uot attract atten“I guess she thinks the company down
Mr. Springer said: -That is a good one. He tion as a state paper hod it come from the head was not a perfect bill,
had a great
hitt the nail on the head every time. We have of a department instead of from the President.
many
misgivings when it passed, but it has there is a little too fast for my health. You
our platform.*
It will not add to Mr. Cleveland's reputation as
I am far from strong,’’ said Bob
run easier and been
more effective
Mr. Townsheud said : ‘Elegant,elegant,
a statesman,hut it will strengthenhis chances
'
than I anticipated,which, it is onlv fair to with a
boats them all It oould not be better We are of renomination,which ho probably cares a
going to stand by him, and we are going to win." great deal more about,
say, was largely due to the industry of the
v”10 WOn t k®'6 mucb °f a team
Seuey, of Ohio, said, laconically:
Commission and the common-sense appliplatform of principles upon irhiob they can appeal to the country for a continuance of publio
confidence and support, while for diametrically opposite reasons the Republicans profess to
be pleased with it Republican leaders nay
the messag# removes all doubt touching the
attitude of the administration
and the dominant
party on the tariff question, clearly defines the
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Baltimore American, Bop.]
The President evidentlybases his political cation of its provisions. It has not proved
“Oh, yes. He showed me a list of the
hopes for the future on tariff reduction, ana oppressive, but has been as beneficial to men that he expected would make up his
the whole campaign has, as far as a message
regular team next year. They are King
the railway companiesas to the public.”
d° 8°» been precipitated on that portentous
Hudson, Knouff and Devlin as pitchers’
REGULATING IMMIGRATION.
[BaltimoreAfnerican,Dem.]
There seems to be a very strong senti- Milligan and Boyle, catchers; Comiskey!
It is clear, cogent, and miauBweranle, as a
ment in favor of restrictingimmigration, Nicholsonand Latham on bases; Robinson
demonstration of the nature and importance
at short; O’Neil, Mann and Holliday ffi the
o. the duty now resting upon the legislative and half a dozen or more bills have been
branch of the Government of relieving tho introduced into the Senate for that pur- outfield. Then he has two or three good
treasury of its embarrassments It is ad- pose, nearly all of them being in the line new men."
dressed to tho people as well ns to Congress, as that proposed by Senator Palmer.
“What show will St. Louis have next
and wiu.no doubt, receive due attention from
Among others was one from Mr. Farwell, season?”
both.
“Not the walk-over we had this year. If
of Dlinois, which provides that every imBaltimoreHerald, Ind.l
Mr. Cleveland's plea for a reduced tariff is
migrant coming to the United States,be- I could go down to Cincinnati I think Mulboth ingenious aud forcible. His arguments fore he is allowed to land, shall produce a lane, Smith and myself could do our share
are calculated to make a profound impression
certificateof good characterfrom the toward making tho rest of them hustle to
on the country, whatever be their effect on ConRross. It Is quite plain that the message is the United States Consul of the districtfrom keep up with Cincinnati. But I guess I
productof a conferenceamong loading Demo- which he comes, as evidence to show that won’t be there. If Byrne sticks to the
crats, and that it is designed to serve as the
he is capable of self-support It looks $o,U00, A on der Ahe sticks to his expressed
aone-tidedand prejudiceddiscussion chief campaign document of 1888.
of financial theories," said Mr. Cannon, of DUvery much as if some such bill would be- determination not to let me play in Cin(BaltimoreNows, Dem.1
come a law at this session, and it is cer- cinnati,and my mother gives her consent
This makes up the Presidential Issue for next
we h‘T0 ever
year, which will be distinctly and definitely tain to be passed by the Senate, although to my going East, I will put my name to a
"It makes the issue for the Democratic party,
between protection and tariff reform.
Brooklyn contractbefore many hours."
it will meet with greater oppositionin the
afraid to make it themselves," re[St Louis Post-Dispatch,
Ind. Dem.l
marked Mr. Adams, of Illinois.
House.
A question of growing importance among
The practicability of Mr. Cleveland’sscheme
g00(1 protectionmessage,"
prolessional base-ball clubs is that of seMR. FARWELL’8 BANK BILL
said Mr; Jehu Baker, the successor of Col. Mor- or tax reduction depends so much on the aa•TAMKS W. HYATT.
Mr. Farwell has introduced a bill, which curing good and capable umpires. It is
°Vh# confl*oting lecal interests representrison. It did not go as far toward free trade as
pretty well understood In well-informedpolitied in Congress that any bill which passes both
Morrison would have
‘
has already been published and widely being demonstrated more and more every cal
circles that the Cabinet chsnges heroin
^ie DemocraticSenators, almost to a man, houses must be a “give and take" compromise commented on, authorizing national banks year that the smooth progress of a game proposed had been determined uion by tbo
said the message suited them exactly. Among between these conflicting interests,if it is
depends
more
upon
the
manner
in
which
I residont some weeks in advance, the anthe RepubUcanSenators there is a large round that some tf them ore deaf to to deposit railway, State and municipal an umpire renders his decisions aud en- nouncement
of the appointments created no
pereentage of protectionists, and their views Mr. Cleveland's admonitions on the sub- bonds instead of United States bonds to
It has been said that Mr Lamar will
Puttlng the general welfare secure their circulation. Speaking of this force* the roles than upon any one else Buroris®.
were Miored accordingly, bui ‘hey all praised
oither to promptly confirmedor else a long aud
the President for defining himself clearly. a^v® to1 local and particular interest, bill and the criticismupon it, Mr.' Farwell connectedwith the game. Several base- stubborn fight win to made against him. what
Senator Farwell thought the message and that the tobaccotax will have to go with
ball men were discussing this question the
reasonsthe Presidenthas to think he oan conwas well enough in its way as an ap- some of the more iniquitoustariff taxes, Mr said that he believed it proposed the only other day in Spalding’s Chicago store, and trol enough Republican Senators to insuro an
“method
by which the country can have a
C
um?
wil1
b®
precluded
Irom
vetoing
such
fr*\ trade. but he
can only to guessed at.
didnt think the Republicans were readv a bill by what he has said of the necessityof circulating medium after the payment of among them was Harry Palnur, the Chi- With Faulkner of West
Virginiaout, theDemto travel that way. Senator Cullom looked getting rid of the surplus. He has his prefer- the public debt, and that the safeguards cago base- ball writer. “The position of an
ocrata have not their fall strength by one vote,
growing down the glove and invit- ence as to methods, and expressesit frankly, throini around the bill are unquestionably umpire,” said Palmer, “in a championship but they do not seem uneasy.
ing the Republicans to take it up. which he but apparentlyrealizes the fact that even an
LUCIUS Q. C. LAMAR.
game between clubs of such reputation and
was in favor of doing. SenatorAllison thought inferior and very objectionablemethod of tax sufficient, because the committee to pass
Mr
Lamar
was born at Oxford, Putnam
importance
as
that
enjoyed
by
those
of
reduction
is
better
than
none.
upon the bonds furnished as a security for
the President was right in insisting that taxaCounty Go.. Sept. 17, 1825. and received his
tion must be reduced, but he did not think it
circolationwill consistof the Secretary of either of the big organizations is without early schooling in his native town. He gradua[St Louis Republican,Dem.]
would be done with a leaning to free trade.
The message will have a good effect on Con- the Treasury, the Treasurer of the United doubt the moat important to be filled upon tod at Emory College,Georgia, in 18i5. He
Senator Spooner regarded the message as an gress and tho country. We believe it will do
a ball field. A competent man can handle studied law at Meoon, Ga., and was admitted
admirable free-trade essay. Senator Frye said much to simulate Congress to frame and pass a States and the Comptrollerof the Curto the bar in L>47. He moved to Oxford, Miss.,
rency."
almost any class or grade of players in such
it was good for 5.010 votes in Maine, while Sen- fair and wise reduction-of-revenue
bill and disin 1819, and was electedAdjunct Professor oi
ator Riscock thought the Republicans could courage the factiousoppositionwhich has deAir. Farwell has also introduced a bill to manner as will insure the smooth progress
Mathematicsin the Mississippi Htate Unlvercarry New York by 30,000 if the Democrats feated two such blUs in the last two Congresses.
remove the tax on oleomargarine and to of the game, while an incompetent, rattle- ®fry* H® resigned in I8i0, and wont to Covingmade Cleveland’s message their platform.
[Boston Journal, Hep ]
ton,
Ga., whore ho devoted himself to the pracheaded, or unscrupulous man can create
We do not approve the President'srecom- require the manufacturers of that article to chaos, disorder, and disgraceful quarrels tice of law. In 1853 he was electedto the
editorial comment.
roendatlons,but we may frankly say that we place upon every package a label showing
GeorgiaLegislature, and In the following year
at will.
like the tone of his message, especiallytho Us character.
re turned to Mississippi, where ho settled on a
How the Document is Viewed by Differ- seriousness with which he urges upon the at“One thing that makes me hot, " con- plantation in LafayetteCounty. He was electMr. Farwell introducedanother bill to
tcutiou of Congress the problem of the surplus
ent Newspapers.
repeal the tax upon domestic and the duty tinued Palmer, is the failure of club man- ed to the Thirty-fifth and Thirty-sixthConand the tariff. His discussionof the tariff as
gresses, and resigned in 18.0. He entered
agers to back up and sustain the action of
[Chicago Tribune, Rep.]
the cause of existing difficultiesis dlsaTmoint- upon importedtobacco; also to repeal the
the Confederatearmy in 1881, as LieuThe message is able and statesmanlike ; lum- ing in the narrowness of its views aud the duty on sugar and give a bounty of 1-5 to umpires in demandingrespect from playtenant Colonel of the NineteenthMissisincus in style; perspicuousin statement;clear fallacy of its logic.
ers
and
enforcing
the
rules
upon
the
field.
Hippi
Volunteers, and was soon promoted
2-5 cents per pound on cane and beet sugar
in its reasoning ; and irrefutable in its con?lu[Boston Transcript. Mugwump.]
[believe that there was many a fine im- to tue Colonelcy. In 18M ho was sent to Rusmanufacturedin the United States.
ultras. It is moderate protection doctrine such
sia by the Confederate Go\ eminent on an
No one can doubt that PresidentCleveland
b^n ®x®mPRfl®d more than once in tho
Another bill introduced by Mr. Farwell posed last year which was never collected Importantdiplomaticmission. He returnedto
public utterancesof both the great political possesses civic courage, whatever else he may provides for the recallingand recoining of or heard from afterward. A player who Mississippiat the clone of tho war, and in 1866
lack, after readinghis message. This document
was elected Professor of Political Economy
discusses with great clearness and plainnessa the standard silver dollar into a coin con- receives a high salary and plays an imporIt rises above party lines and presents a comaud Social Science in the university 0f the State.
mon basis of patriotic statesmanshipon which subjectof vital interest to all departments of tainiug 511 grains. The holders of silver tant position may get the big head, for in- A year later he was transferred to tho ProfoaRepublicansand Democrats are bound by every industry. He does not appear in this message bullion may have it coined on the same stance, and once he attains thht degree of
sorshlpof Law. He was electedto the Fortyconsiderationof the public welfare and of p<; as the reckless disturber of trade or as heading terms that gold bullion is now coined.
mental deformity it is safe to bet that he th rd Congress and re-electedto the Forty1 tical expediencyto stahd together. Tho posi- a crusade aga nst manufactures,and it is evifourth.
In the winter of ISlo-’i?he was elected
never loses an opportunity to bluster and
TO DISTRIBUTE THE SUBPLUS.
tion taken in the previous Congressbv the Min- dent that he would readily sign any tariff bill
to tho Senate, where he served until h
apSenator Aldrich, of Rhode Island, has bullv ami make a spectacle of himself tor
nesota delegation and some other Republicans that would avert future fluancial disasters and
pointment as Secretary of the Interior He was
must be stoutly maintained by the Republican relieve the countryfrom a portion of its burden introduced a very important financial meas- the benefit of the grand stand— and, I may a widower until a few months ago, when he
aide of the House at this session or they, and of taxation.
ure, which is the result of several confer- add for the information of these fellows— married a Georgia widow who had been bis
(Boston Traveler, Rep.]
ences between the Secretary of the Treas- much to the dingtist of the grand stand. sweetheart In tneir youth, and has no fortune
whicl‘ lhe^rei’re‘®“t.
He furnishesconclusiveproof of his eurren- ury and himself. This bill is intended to ‘Me?’ he will say to the umpire; ‘Me? Jess outside his officialsalary. He lives quietly,
[Philadelphia Times, Ind.]
and often passes intimate friends unrocoguizod
dertothe free-traders.Possibly this maybe'
WhUe the President urges the thoroughre- the price of his renomlnation,but he makes up distributethe surplus in the Treasury, ‘and wait till de game is over, cull, an’ I’ll set- when he is in a brown study,
vision of tariff duties he is most emphatic in
tle
wid
you.’
Now,
if
I
was
an
umpire,
I
CHARLKS 8. FAIRCHILD.
gives
the
Secretary
absolute
authority
to
the issue squarely-so squarely that he will
demanding that our manufacturesshall bo doubtless yet flud it to be a dear price.
Charles S. Fairchild was boro at Cazenovia,
expend the surplus both by the purchase would tine a man so fast and heavy that
fully protected.Keeping tnis in view, all asN. Y., in 1842, was graduated at Harvard,and
[Boston Herald,Mugwump.]
of United States bonds at market rates and he would shut up and crawl back to his began the pructice of law at Albany, N. Y„
Humiition of- a free-tradetheory or purpose
It is a clear, sound, practicable argument by the anticipationof interest on bonds at position with mighty little of his bluster left
vanisbes from the minds of the American peowhere he was very successful. In 18/j ho was
ple The message will inspire more dlsensston throughout.
any time. With such authority as this the if he gave me any such talk as that. More elected Attorney General of New York on the
SdfT toerBS 0ni°i th® 6xa°t relations of the
Secretary of the Treasury would be able to than that. I would tell the club manage- Democratic ticket. He was a candidatefor retariff to capital, industry, and trade than any
nomination in Jb77, but was defeated in the
COLLAPSE
TOWER,
relieve any stringencyin the fluancial mar- meat that if they did not sustain me in
convention by Augustus Schoonmaker, Jr. Mr.
Magistrate that ha" em,uiated from the Chief
ket by opening the doors of the cash-room. my action they could have my resignation, Fairchild hell no public office since that year,
Four Men Killed by the Fall of a Water
and after that I would lose no time after until, in 188 , he won appointed by President
EUGENE HIGGINH WILL GO.
Cleveland to to Assistant Secretary of the
Tower at Thomasvllle,Ga„ Three Oth.
Mr. Eugene Higgins, chief of the ap- the game in hunting up my man and givTreasure. In the meantimehe was Presldjent
ers Seriously Injured-HazardousRescue pointment division, says that the report ing him all the chance he wanted to ‘settle
of the New York State CharitiesAid Associatill it has become stale, and threadbare
of Other Workmen.
that he will shortly retire from the public wid me.’ I am in favor of giving the um- tion.
WILLIAM FRERMAN VILAS.
^ [Chicago News, Mugwump.]
Four men wore instantlykilled, three se- service is true. He will shortly tender his pire absolute controlupon a ball-field. Let
Mr, Vilas was born at Chelsea,Orange CounThere is no partisanship, no free trade, no apthere
be
no
appeal
from
their
decisions
by
resignation
to
Secretary
Fairchild,
but
has
riously and perhaps fatally injured, and
ty, Vt, July 9, 1840. When he was 11 years old
four left clinging like human lues to the not as yet fixed upon the exact date. He any man on either Ride — captain, or any he went to Wisconsin, where, a few months
ruins sixty-five feet aboTe the ground, by wanted it distinctly understood, however, one else. Make it compulsoryfor the um- after,he was entered as a pupil of the preparatory department of the university of that Mate.
the falling of a water-towerat Thomag- that his retirement was entirely voluntary, pire to fine a man not less than $10 nor
In la33 be matriculated in the freshman class
reform. His action must locus public attenville, Ga., the particulars of which are and was in no way due to the effort*of more than $25 for questioning a decision, of that institution,and was graduated there in
and
put
it out of the power of the club to
people
who
have
shown
so
much
dissatisfurnished in the following telegram trom
1851 After taking his academical degree be
«&vor«
remit that flue, save where it cau be proved studied law in Albany, N. Y.( and was gradufaction at his retentionin office.
that place;
The principal reason for the proposed beyond all doubt that it had been nnjnstiy ated from trie law school of that city in 1860.
[BostonGlobe, Dem.]
It was about 10 o'clock when the crash came
“Rr®81 ha* only to frame and pass a tariff It could be heard for half a mile, and people step, Mr. Higgins said, was hi* desire to administered. Of course, any player would After his admission to the Supreme Court of
New York he removed to Wisconsin,where, on
bill in the spirit and on the lines indicated in rushed to the scene from every direction.A
better his condition in life by going into have the right to appeal and the right to de- his birthday,July 9, i860, he made his first
G, ordertosolve horrible sight met their eyes. Protrudingfrom
mand investigation,after the game was fin- argument before the -Snpreme Court of that
the most difficult financial situation which in the ruins could be seen portions of the bodies basiness for himself. While not desiring
tela o^peace. has ever confrontedthe Amer- of the dead ana injured,the latter calling for to pose as a martyr, it was a fact that he ished, bnt under no circumstancesshould State. Upon the breaking ont of the war Mr.
Vilaa entered the army as Captain In the
assistance,while clingingto the sides of that retained his present office at a personal he be permitted to open his lips io protestor
portion of the tower etlll etandlng, with nothing sacrificemuch longer than he intended. a decision while a game is in progress.”
m ,Ne.W
MfiRWUmp.
.*r Cl.r.Jond has done an act of statesman- to clutch or rest their feet on but precariously Another reason why he had not resigned
The firm of A. G. Spalding A Bros. last
•to.P in the best >®nse. Recognizing a great projecting bricks, were four men left uninjured
week
gave the largest order for bicycles i !•? January
. 1,. 18M.
_____ The Supreme Court of
before
was
that
he
was
being
assailed
on
duty, he has performed it s^irith courage, with by the crash, but in imminentdangerof being
.Wisconsin appointed ColooelA Has one of the
firmness, and at the right time. Judged by an v dashed to pieces by falling to the stones below*. all sides, and he could not bring himself to ever given by any house in America. Their revisers of the statutes of the State in 1875, and
When the hook and lad- er company arrived retreatunder fire.
order was for 1,500 Victor bicycler, valued the revision of 1878, adopted by the t-tate, was
a now horror was added to the situation by the
partly made by him. He has held various posiAll the statement* made by Mr. Higgins at $195,000.
discovery that the ladders would not reach
Chicago is to have the wealthiest and tions of trust In Wisconsin,and In 1884-'8a wo* a
within twenty feet of the men above. A rescue as to the voluntary nature of hi* retirement
toniest toboggan club in this country or member of the lower house of the Legislature.
oan d*f®»t Wr® will of the maior- with ropes was the only chance left A brick are confirmed by those officials who are in
He is a fine orator, his famous eulogy of Grant
ity He has dona this on the eve of a national tied to a cord, which was in turn fastened to a a position to know, and it was added that Canada. A party of millionaire*have jtut at the Chicago banquet giving him a national
contest in which a considerablenumber of rope, was thrown into the air, and fell on the the Secretary is entirelvsatisfied with his organized the “Onaway Toboggan Club,” reputation. He presided over the National
men of influencein the party have been urg- other side of the walk A score- of bands quickand will erect a magniti ent private club Democratic Convention which nominated
ing him to avoid this issue, and threatening ly pulled the rope within reach of one of the management of the appointmentdivision,
Cleveland.
him and the party with disasterif ha did not imneriled men. Atthls moment the wall swa> ed and has never had cause to regret his ap- slide near the north end of Lincoln Park.
DON Mf. DICKINSON.
avoid it.
and looked as if it was about to tumble over pointment.
The slide will be the finest ever built in
Don M. Dickinson was born In Port Ontario,
and.add more victims to the death list, bnt it
America, and will be 1,500 feet long, with Oswego County, New York, Jon. 17, 184*. In
I£®w York 8nn, anti-Cleveland Dem,]
did not and the man released his hold of the
Mr. Clevelandhas never before in a publio
handsome club-houses, lookout-houses, 1848, when Don M. was but U years old, the
High License lii Pennsylvania.
paper taken aides sqnarelyupon the question. bricks, went down the rope hand over hand
Dickinsonsmoved to Michigan.
After passing
_ IV...,.,
and. waiting-rooms adjoining.Thr e hunHe has done so now in a manner that leaves until he reachad the top of the ladder,and dethrough the publio schools in Detroitbe enPhiladelphia special: “High license
room for no misunderstanding. It is a bold scended to the ground. As he reached the will go into effect January 1 in Pennsyl- dred members will be admitted. The club tered the law department of the Btate Uniearth a great cheer went up from the crowd,
costumes will be especially rich in de- versity.He was a good s'udent, and the degree
thing to do, and the President deserves credit
for the plainness of his speech. Nobody oan butitqulcklyeubsidedat remembrance of tho vania. In the large cities the minimum sign and color, and the famous “Star" to- of LL.B. made the young Detroiter a fulldanger the remainiug three men were still con- fee is fixed at $500 per annum, and each
fledged scholar. He achieved nluiost Instant
boggan will be used.
fronting The rope was moved from one of the
success as a lawyer, and It whs not long before
saloonkeeper has to give two bonds, signed
trio
to
the
other
until
at
last
all
stood
safe
beCharles
Snyder,
the
veteran
catcher
of
able, and in some respects the most important
his praotlce became the most luciativein the
low. Attention was next turned to thoee burled by different sureties,in the sum of $2,000 the CincinnatiClub, but now with the
Htate. Much of his attentionwas turned to
»n>duc®d •i"“ »<• p®- In the debris. Four were taken out dead, terClevelands, has returned to his home in biinkroptdvejuies, aud he aided largely iu franf_I-N®» York World, antUCleveland Dem.l
Washington to spend the winter. He looks ing the .Michiganinsolvency taws. His most
recent snooesswas as counsel in the telephone
Sbe admirable message of the President has doubtful
the picture of health.
aaee before the United States Supreme Court.
UOOCL
Mr. Hemphill expressedsatisfaction.
Mr. Randalldeclared that ho had nothing to
say on the subject at present. He was going to
read the message again.
Mr. Bland said : "It’s the best we ever had.
1 have not heard its equal since I have been in
Congress."
0? the Republican side Mr. McKinley said :
It is a splendid free-trade document. As good
as if written at the Cobden Club. Indeed, it
?.0u!r bebetter if taken from some of the
Cobden Club documents.I greet it with pleasure. And he smiled ironically.
Mr. Buchanan, of Now Jersey, said it put the
Democrats just where his party wanted them.
Cleveland had shown bis hand, and the campaign of *88 would be fought on that.
Mr. Bayne,©! Pennsylvania,said : "It is too
^ .r0, tt *ottld be suicidal to cut down
ubob
Gw balance of trade against
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Heaped npon

Is Gone.

community is too strong
All Want Fine Teeth.
disregarded by sanitary authoriIn this city, as all over the United
ties, and should prohibit its use for
States, the demi-mondainesare as fasthis purpose.”
tidious about their teeth as any one,
and will have none but the first quality
One Hundred Glasses a Day.
of work done for them. They are good
Bedr wagon drivers eat less and yauuun,
ww, ior
patrons, too,
for mey
they pay promptly
drink more than any class of people i and cheerfully, and will not submit to
hvmg. The speaker was a big brewer , inferior dentistry simply because the
and knew what he was talking about ' surgeon is affectionateand admiring.
Yes, he continued, the wagon dri- But they are not averse to a bit of
vers drink beer so frequentlyand so blackmail in their way.
continuously that they are almost con- j Some metaphvsicalcustomer says
stantly in a drowsy condition. They that “prudence is a dark feather
drmk mechanically, whether they want dropped from the wing of past folly.”
it or not, and I never knew one to re- 1 Most dentists have a number of dark
'n':it,atl™.t°tave more. They i feathere in their posae.sion,ami are
seem to thipk it is their duty to swill . getting correspondingly prudent,
all the beer they can put down.
You can’t find i dentist nowadays
classes of the

table in the office of
the Humane Society at the Oity Hall is
a mass of orueMooking whips, clubs,
and cudgels. Tags are being placed
upon them, telling from whom they
were taken, and the whole lot is to be
shipped to Bochester, N. Y., to be
placed on exhibition during the session
in that city of the American Humane
Society. Some of the weapons of tor*
ture are particularly savage in their
construction. There is a whip taken
from a car-driver on Ontario street.
The device consists of a heavy hickory
handle with a stout rope attached. The
latter is tied into knots, oiled, and
»

waxed to make them hard. There is
another whip there with wire wound
into the lash, and with an iron

.to be
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Whkn everythingelse fails, Dr. Sage’s
Catarrh Bemedy cures.
How to be happy, though married-try
and get on without the hired girl. -Syracuse Herald.
In General Debility,Emaciation,
Consumption, and wasting in children, Scott’e
Emulsion of Pure Cod liver Oil with Hypophosphites is a moat valuablefood and medicine. It createa an appetite for food, strengthene the nervoua eyatem, and builda np the
body. Please read: “I tried Bcott’a Emulsion
on a young man whom physicians at timea
gavo up hope. Sues he began using
ing the
Emulsion his cough has ceased, gained
led flesh
and strength,
from —all
.. — p — f and
— -- --w—
- appearances
— —hisme will be prolonged many years. "—John
Sullivan, HospitalSteward, Mor,
(organza,Fa.
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The first steps of love are found in the
admiring stares of the young couple.-Boaton Bulletin.

Mexican

rod in the handle. When the agent of Every brewery has what is called a
“
to
without the aid of a well-known physit he Humane Society took this from a
tap-room, which is nothing more nor cian and without the presence of some
For Cough* and Throat Dlnorred-faced citizen, the latter was ham- less than a free bar. Beer is always
arr* U83 Browns Bronchial Troches.—
female friend of the patient.
mering a horse over the head with the on tap there, and the employes have
Many of us have lady attendants to
heavy end. The horse’s crime was ina- free access to it, with the privilege of
preserve the proprieties. Some severebility to haul an unusually heavy load helping themselves whenever they
"tnru ,,w
looking, middle-aged woman is a good
up a slipperyhill. There is a hickory please. Whenever a brewery man goes
adjunct
to
the
office
and
leaves
no
clu
— '* two
A
club A1
there
inches thick, five feet to the tap-room for beer he never
It is a noticeable fact that the more the
chance for blackmail
cheek the less the bloom.
long, and as heavy as iron. A man in- drinks fewer than two glasses. These
PENETRATES MUSCLES to tho
A young girl once took laughing-gas
trusted with the care of horses was are turned off in the twinkling of an
in my office to have a tooth drawn, and
To
Denver
in Ono Nljht.
VERY
IT I
pounding an animal with this brutal eye. The
-i-ue men drink
arm* so much
mucli that they afterward declared that while under
On
December
4, 1887, tho Burlington Route,
—
— -------uu lose their natural inclination to eat like
weapon,
because
it v/uliiu
could uv/ii
not uau*
haul an
itfl influence I had kissed her repeated- u , ii. A Q. B. H, inaugurated a fast tram
overloaded wagon up Commercial street other people. They seldom eat a
Mrv*o® m follows: , Fast express train known
hill. There is a piece of water-pipe hearty meal, a bite now and again be- ly. This she persisted in asserting, as Iho Burlington’s Number Ooe” leaves
although her mother stood beside the Union Depot, corner Canal and Adams streets,
there, and this had also been used in tween drinks being sufficientto appease
chair during the whole operation,and Chica
Chicago, at 12:01 p. m. daily and runs to Denbeating a horse.
the appetite. There are few brewery- my assistant, a young man, w’as also ver soslid, arrivinga.
___ ____
at iv
10 p. ui.
m. tho
next day,
Some of the weapons of torture tak- men who drink less than 100 glasses of
thus making the run from Chicago to Denver
present, and both told her she was misen from fathers, mothers, or guard- beer a day, and I know of some who
in thirty-four
hours.
This
train
arrives HatV
--- -----—
w-a
VAMIU •ItlTUD
“'•531
The Great Liver and Stomach Remedr
taken.
Omaha at o a. m., making the run to Omaha Forthccureof
ians, can scarcelybe looked at without never go to bed without taking in that
alldiaonlm
That,
however,
is not an unusual ex- m seventeen hours. Corresponding fast
a shudder. The kuowledge that they number, and twenty-fivemore.
perience.I know of many patients train from Denver to Chicaga Direct conhave been placed beyond the reach of Philadelphia Bulletin.
nection made to and from St. Louis with
who have made tho same assertion on these trains, and at Denver with tho
men and women brutal enough to use
recovering;some angrily, others laugh- fast train of the D. A R. G. H. R.
them seems a sufficient guaranty that
Insects in Ears.
ingly, but each one fully believingit. for han Francisco and Pacificcoast points.
the Humane Society is worth all it has
I KnFK
Few troubles are more annoying or The first effect of the gas is rather in- Superb equipment on “The Burlington’sNumcost. One of the whips is made by more productive of serioup difficulty,if
ber One. ’ consisting of sleeping cars and
nailing nine .long, slender strips of not removed, than insects in ears. toxicating,arousing luxurious sensa- coaches from Chicago to Omaha and Chicago
food that is eat«noontions in a woman of warm tempera- to Denver without diange. Meals servoden
tor the supporter
leather to an oaken club two feet long. Lying upon soft meadow grass, or
route on tho famous Burlington route dining
ment.
That
may
be
one
cause
of
the
When this was confiscated it was being sleepingupon a camp-bed of fragrant
cars as far West as the Missouri River?
used in beating a little boy for run- spruce, bugs of different denomina- frequent hallucination, while another Omaha pasaengers will be allowed to remain
may
be
seeing
the mouth of the oper- in their sleepingcar until breakfasttime. Bee
ning away from home. It is a pecu- tions seem possessed with a desire to
tmp
i
‘MK!
liarly brntal weapon, but scarcely inspect our auricles. Once inside, ator near her own just previous to un- that your ticket reads via the G, R A Q. R. R.
It can be obtained of any conpon ticket agent
more so than one taken by Mr. Par- their frantic efforts to escape cause consciousness, taken in conjunction of its own or connecting lines, or by addressmelee from a woman at the Bethel such agony that people have gone tem- with the feeling of pressure from the ing Paul Morton, Gen’l Passenger and TickBlock. This was made of knotted porarily crazy with it This may be inhaler against the lips. Anyway, it et Agent
is well known in the profession,and in
atrips of clothes-linegathered up to- instantly stopped by pouring the ear
dealing
with such emotional and erCheap Farming Lands South.
gether, each one calculatedto cut into full of sweet oil, which suffocates the
It is a recognized fact that the cheapest
the flesh. Mr. Parmelee heard a child insect, and he is easily removed later ratic beings as women and girls one
Bcreaming in one of the rooms, and by a syringe and warm water. Avoid cannot be too careful— jSa?iF?'aneisco faming lands in America to-day are in the
Post.
South, and men of much or moderate
rushed to the door. It was locked, intrudingpins, etc., into the ears.
means, looking for real estate investments,
out he placed his shoulder against it Much harm may thus be done to their
Society in India.
or pemanent homes, should not fail to e “r u«2F’ P* “* &ctmbli'A1»-1 Pills bs hse
and broke it in. A woman had the ter- delicate mechanism,and little to the
BoonvlU®' : •Curedhlm whsn aUi
ther« t*iled.*
Society in Murree is like Indian so- visit the following points, where so many o^'e“UtS{?dli
rible weapon in her hand, and was lay- cause of all the trouble. If oil is not
Northern
people
are
now
settling,viz:
ing it with all her might over the readily accessibleuse water, which is ciety in general in all save the three Jackson, Tennessee; Aberdeen and Jackprincipalcities. The military element son, Mississippi; Hammond, Crowley,
boulders of a slender little boy. It almost as good.
very largely predominates and in cus- Jennings, Welsh and Lake Charles, Louwas snatched away from her, and she
Earache in any form may be quickly tom much of the etiquette of the first
isiana. Ropnd Trip Tourist tickets, limwas cautioned against a repetition of relieved by filling the organ with chlorothe offense. Mr. Parmelee’s efforts form vapor from an uncorked bottle, Anglo-Indian communities is still re- ited to June 1st, 1888, with stop-over privileges south of Cairo, Illinois, are on sale
were rewarded with a look of gratitude vapor only, not the liquid; and tained. English people in India have
to New Orleans, Jennings and Lake
not
yet
introduced
weekly
at-home
from the child, and a torrent of choice mamma’s bag should always contain a
Charles. For rotes apply to nearest ticket
Teutonic profanity from the mother. small vial of it, as it is useful in many days; but here, as in the plains, the agent, and be sure your tickets read via the
strictly fashionable calling time is beAnother weapon which was also used- ways. •_ Ten drops upon a lump of
Illinois Central Railroad from Chicago or
by a mother in flogging her little boy sugar is an excellent remedy for hic- tween twelve and two every day except St. Louis. For pamphlet entitled “SouthSunday—
a relic, it is said, of the past,
was made by slitting a two-inch strap cough or ordinary nausea, and I have
ern Home Seeker’s Guide,” and circulars
into strands. Heizing the heavv end recalled to life more than one person when our grandmothers and grand- concerningthe above named points, adof the same, she would beat the boy pronounceddead from sunstroke with a fathers consideredfour o’clock the state dress the undersigned, at Manchester, Iowa.
J. F. Merry, Gen. West. Pass. Agt.
A SURE CURE FOB
over the back and shoulders with a half-teaspoon ful, clear, poured down dinner hour. At twelve punctually,
therefore, each day the firing of the
INDIGESTION
and DYSPEPSIA.
weapon almost as cruel as a cat-o’-nine his throat.
A Popular Thoroughfare.
gun which sets the true time for the
tails. Still another instrument of torTho
Wisconsin
Central Line, althougha
station reminds people that they must
ture was a strap fully four feet long,
comparativelynow factor in tho railroad sysLiterary Use of Welsh.
be either starting to pay calls or pre- tems of the Northwest, has acquired an enviwhich was doubled into a weapon that
The extent to which the Welsh lan- paring to receive them. Duly at that able popularity. Through careful attention
would leave two great black-and-blue
FOR CHOLEU INFANTUM.
guage is employed for literary purposes time ladies sally forth on their formal to details, its service is as near perfection as
marks after every stroke.— Cleveland
might
be looked for. The train attendants
among the Welsh js but little under- duties, regardless of the power of a seem to regard their trusts as individual
Leader.
IT WELL RELIEVE CONST
stood in England, where it is very full tropical sun and tho probable property and as a result the public is served
For Summer Complaint*and Chronic Warrhea.'
generally supposed that it prevails chances,even in the hills, of an attack par-exoelleuce.The road now runs solid
Preservation of Meats and Fruits.
through fast trains tetween Chicago MilwauThe preservationof meats and fruits more or less as a spoken language of sunstroke.Those who are of home- kee, St Paul and Minneapolis with Pullman’s Tako DKiEHTYLIN.for til pain* and dUorden of
Indigestion. Ask
among
illiterate Cambrians but plays ly dispositions will ask their friends to
for use out of season and at remote
best and unequalled dining cars; it also runs
little part in the world of letters. It come and see them in the afternoon
through,
solid
sleepers
between
Chicago,
Ashpoints has assumed within the last few
appears, however, that its periodical but that has its drawbacks, as tennis land, Duluth and the famous mining regions
years great proportions. All sorts of
1“,u“ u
literature is very extensive, considering parties and other gayeties cause almost of Northern Wisconsin and Michigan.
plans and methods are employed.
WM. F. KIDDER A CO.,
population.
There
are
seventeen
the
whole
station
to*be
“not
at
home”
Manufacturing
Chemists,
S3
John
St,
N. T.
Many processes are so extremely simItching Piles.
MKNTlON THIS PAPER was* wsmw i» msitwsa
Symptoms-Mcistnre; intense itching and
ple that they can hardly be cheapened, weekly newspapers published in the after half-past four or five o’clock.
while otliers consume so much time vernacular in Wales, with a circulation The calling hours are, however, not the stinging;most at night; worse by scratching.
If allowed to contiune tumors form, which
PlSOS CURE FOR CONSU MPTI 0 N
and labor that the use of chemicals is altogetherof over 120,000. There is a only alteration in home customs which
monthly
Welsh
magazine
that
can
i *•
a
new
comer
huh
has
io
to
ouserve,
observe,
n
if
sue
she
resortedto, and hence these come into
STwide distribution as foods. One of the boast of a circulationof 37, 7< 0, and I would escape social ostracism, for En- bleeding heals ulceration, and in many cases
MXNTION THIS PAPER was* warn** to astmtuiu.
most common of chemicals employed is altogetherthe magazines published in glish etiquette is, in some respects, en- removes the tumor*. It is equally efficacious
the vernacular in Wales score a total tirely reversed.The last arrival, for
i>ng *Hkln 518etMM- Dr. Swayne A
salicylicacid. The physiological effects
Ron Proprietors. Philadelphia Hwayne’s
of 150,000 copies. A leading firm of instance, has to call upon all the other
of this compound have been carefully
Ointment can be obtained of druggists,or by
observed,and so pronouncedis its per- publishersin the principality are said visitors in the station, unless she hapnicious action on good health that its to have laid out a sum of £18,000 in pens to be a bride, and in that case,
C»tarrh Cured.
use has been prohibited in France since the production of a single Welsh work, she calls nowhere until others have
1881. Prof. E. H. Bartley of the Long with fair pecuniary results, and a honored her. Other customs, again, — - .«.>••>.•~u.w u.00»oo,^aiarrn,ana vainly
vTYIDlf rvorv
at last
I-.. a
___ % J
in of very recent introduction,such as trJrlDK,
^fry known
known ranin.lv
remedy, at
found
a
Island Couege Hospital has given this Welsh-Englishdictionary
course
of
production
has
taken
a
the
practice of every lady coming to npA"',Hnfmn ---- -----•
subject a thorougn going over, and
1-guinea quarto volume of 400 pages
hotel making a formal call upon nPAR/lfn I /llilSlAMrvn SN
_
states his conclusions in a recent num----- u
. .. to reach the end of the first letter of every other lady in the same hotel, are
ber of the American Analyst. It is a
matter of clinical observationthat sal- the alphabet That says even a larger noteworthy, not only for their local
volume for the copiousness of the peculiarity,but as typifying the exicylic acid when taken into the stomach
impairs the digestive powers, and, as it Welsh language, but it is not exactly treme formalities of Anglo-IndiansoConsumption Murelj Cured.
is eliminated unchanged by the kid- encouraging for any enterprisingEng- ciety.— Zoitdon Queen.
neys, irritates and inflames those or- lishman who may find his own literajsikmtiiii.
Though reading and conversation named disease. By Its timely use thousandsof
mall. BtoweliaOfe
gans. In fruits generally it is true ture insufficient, and may, therefore,
_
itrlestown.Men.
that small amounts of the acid are contemplate an incursion into that of may furnish us with many ideas of men
»am** to nTnn«*M.
Wales.— London Daily News.
and things, yet it 'is onr own meditation ™“5°*ny of yonr readers who have consmnp.
used, but “the quantity of salicylic acid
tlon if they will send me their Express and
must form our judgment.
P. O. address. Respectfully.
usually employed in wines is from six
Winning Ways.
T. A. SLOCUM. M. C., 181 Pearl fit, N. Y.
right grains
c
to eight
grains per
gallon, and in beer
Vanity is as ill at ease under indifThere
are
a
thousand
pretty,
engagfrom twelve to fifteengrains per gallon,
You will get more comfort for 25c. in Lyon’s
ference as tenderness under the love
or, in the case of beer, from one to one ing little ways which every person may which it cannot return.
Heel Stiffeners than in any other article you buy
and one-half grains per glass. As put on without running the risk of beIr afflicted with Bore Eyes, nee Dr. T— ™
many men drink habituallytwenty-five ing deemed either affected or foppish. A Pleasure Shared by Women Only.
Thompson's Eye Water. Druggiatesell it 25a
glasses during the day, they take from The sweet smile, the quiet, cordial
Malherbe,tho gifted French author, de\vhff **en *nd Women, Wide Awake,
twenty-five to thirty-livegrains of the bow, the earnest movement in address- clared that of all things that uiuu
man possess^,
jjuobrhhot,
allnr'afa?co,tl IS cent* for sample* of
acid per day.” Mr! Bartley calls a£ ing a friend, the inquiring glance, the women alone take pleasurein being possessed.
for a little»o\k Youc“ *et them •H- ** you hks,
This seems generally true of the sweeter sex.
tention to the fact that nursing mothers graceful attention, which is so captivat». LUTliKOP COMPARY, BOSTON.
Like the ivy plant, she longs for au object to
frequentlytake ale, or beer, or porter, ing when united with self-possession
cling to and love— to look. to for protection.
We doubt If there la, or can be, a ipedfie
and at the same time are troubled with these will insure us the good regards This being her prerogative,ought she not to
remedy for rheumaUam;hot thousand* who
of even a churl Above all, there is a be told that Dr. Pierce’s FavoirtePrescription have tuffered Ita paint have been greatly ben* temporary kidney disease. Mr. Bartis the physicalsalvationof her sex? It banefited by Hood’s Sanaparilia. If you have failed
ley conoludes this interesting paper as certain softness of manner which should
ishes those
.B-ua
tuv/w uiowoeoiug
distressing 1UUIUU1UB
maladiesthat
milt miKO
make her
UOr
follows: “1 should state that another be cultivated, and which, in either man life a burden, caring all painfulirregularities, to find relief, try thl* great remedy. It corrects
the acidity of the blood which Is the cause of tho
serious objectionto the use of salicylic or woman, adds a charm that almost uterine disorders,inflammation and ulcera- dUease, and buildsup tho whole system.
acid is the fact that many samples entirely compensates for lack of beauty, tion, prolapsus and kindred weaknesses.As
“ I was afflicted with rheumatismtwenty yean.
a nervine, it cures nervous exhaustion,prosIniUt upon srttlnir lb* “ rka
, ir
ably enhances the latter, if
found in the market eontain more or and inestimaU,
Prcvldu* to 1881 1 fonnd no relief,but grew worse,
tration, debility, relieves.mental anxiety and
until I was almost helpless. Hood’s Sanaparilia
less carbolic acid. It is now almost en- it does exist.— Golden Days.
hypochondria, and promotes refreshingsleep.
did me more good than oil tho other medicine
tirely manufactured from this very poiI ever had.” H.T.Dalcoh, ShirleyVillage, Mass.
L’Enfunt
Terrible.
sonous substance, and unless great
We confess to the weakness of liking to
care is exercised, an appreciableamount
Minister (dining with the family)— hear nice things said of uh.— Richmond
Sarsaparilla
of it is left in the finished product. You never go fishing on Sunday, do (Kg.) Climax.
Bold by all druggists.$1; six for $5. Made
Indeed, some writers think that some you, Bobby?
only by G L HOOD A CO., Lowell, Mass.
“What Drug Will Scour These Enof the fatal accidents from the use of
Bobby— Oh, no, sir.
Ud BtoM Boi l
glish Hence!”
lOO. Doses One Do'llar
salicylic acid have been due to the
Minister— That’s right, Bobby. Now,
Brnr *1*^® 5^5 prt* 0*
Wicked Macbeth, who murdered good King
presence in it of carbplic aeid. If the can you tell me why you don’t go fishwtlM thl« p«p«r a*4 addrto*
Duncan, asked this question in his despair.
use of thft acid is to lie counterbal- mg on Sunday?
Thousands of victims of disease are daily
Bobby—
anced, impure 'articles will *be used,
lobby— T'
Yes, sir. Pa says he doesn’t asking “What will scour the impuriUes from
AMONTH. Agent* wonted. W beat seUand greater damage may be done than want to be bothered with me. — New ray blood and bring me healthy* Dr. Pierce’s 1250
|JA ____
Golden Medical Discoverywill do it When
UCNTION THU PAPZS wmm
could come from the pure article. York Sun.
the purple life-tideis sluggish, causing drow1 i*P wre Ido not mean merely to atop them
From a careful bonsideration of the
aincss, headache, and lose of appetite,use
It is difficultto act a part long; for, this wonderful vitalize r, which never fails. It
whole subject I am compelled to ..reELY’S CREAM BALM
LEP8Y or PALLING HICK NUM eUta-loagkl omrl
gard the us§ of salicylic acid in foods where truth is not at the bottom, natnre forces tho liver into perfectaction, drive* out
Give* reliefat once and cures
superfluous
bile,
brings
the
glow
of
health
to
and drinks, and especially in lager will always be endeavoring to return, the cheek, and the natural sparkleto the eye.
«
INI Hi; AD, cure. Unn«t
beer, as at least open to serious ob- and will peep out and betray itself one All druggista
B
Catarrhand Hay Fever,
jections. If it be harmless to healthy time or other.
.
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adults, the evidence of its deleterious
notion

upon

V

the aged and certain other

Truth

impossible to be soiled
by any outward touch as a sunbeam.
is as
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®.
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«ot into a otek of troulight under a bushel.—

Hot a Liquid or IqnlT.
Apply Balm Into each nostra.
XLT BROS., Ut Gmowlct St, N.T.
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father can give his young son no bet-

ter present

than a year’s reading of the

ScientifeAmerican. Its contents will lead
the young mind in the path of thought,

and

if

frivolities

and be

of

some account, and

HOLIDAYJOODS

For the Clothing Store

he treads there a while, he'll forget

-OF-

i

!

he has an inventive or mechanical turn of

mind,

this paper will afford him

more en-

tertainment, as well as useful information,

JONKMAN

than he can obtain elsewhere. Copies of

Who

this

paper may

be seen

at

lliis'

weekly^

An

oculist is a

FALL AND WINTER

Meyer, Brouwer & Go.,

CLOTHING

RIVER STREET,

have the largest and best stock of

office and

subscriptions received. Price, $3 a year,

DYKEMA

Si

man who can make

FOR MEN AND BOYS

people open their eyes.

Have just received the

In the City.
To Our Beaders.

We cannot too strongly urge upon our
readers the necessityof subscribin'for a
family weekly newspaper of the first class
—such for instance,as The Independent,of
> Netj York. Were we obliged to select
one publication for habitual and careful
reading to the exclusion ot all others, we
should choose unhesitatingly The Independent. It is a newspaper, magazine, and
review, all In one. It is a religious,a literary, on educational, a story, an art, a
scientific, an agricultural,a financial,and
a political paper combined.. It has 32
• folio pages and 21 departments. No matter what a person’s religion, politics or
profession may be, no matter what tbe
age, sex, employment or condition may
be, The Indevendent will prove a help, an
instructor,an educator. Our readers can
- do no less than to send a postal for a free
specimen copy, or for thirty cents the
-paper will be sent a month, enabling one
to judge of its merits more critically. lis
yearly subscription is $3.00, or two years
for $5 00.
‘ Those who desire to subscribe for The
American Agriculturistas well as The Independentcannot make a better bargain
than by accapting The Independent's oiler
to send both papers for one year for the
sum of $2.75. Each subscriber will thus
save twenty-five cents on the two papers.
Address, The Independent, 221 Broadway, New York City.
Grow

are plenty

and

In all grades, styles, nud at all prices.

POWDER
Absolutely Pure.

York.

New

t

Call and See Us !
JONKMAN & DYKEMA.

T.

Keppbl.

Holland, Mich., Dec. 15,

Committee.
1887. 4G-4t

Notice.
To the Taxpayers of the City of Ilolland:

Notice is hereby given, that the tax roll
has been deliveredto me, and that the
taxes therein levied can be paid to me at
the Furniture Store of Wm. ‘Verbeek on
Eighth street, at any time every week day,
between the hours of 8 o’clock In the
morning and 6 o’clock in the evening, also after 6 o’clock on the evenings of Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, before the
first day of January, 1888, without any
Charge for collection,but that five per
cent fees will be charged and collected
upon all taxes remaining unpaid on said
first day of January.

.

m_ _

F. A. HARDY

disordered

TRADE

^ J

&

An

Elegant Line of

and

ex-officio City Collector.

_
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MARK.

Ayer’s Pills are a never failing remedy for Headaches caused by a Disordered Stomach. I suffered for years
from this infirmity, and never found anything to give me more than temporary
1f, until I began taking Ayer’s relief,
Pills.

Full Assortment of

.......

CARPET ROCKERS,

SPECTACLES
Keen and Easy VisionRestored.

Youth's

These glasses are ground on a

NEW

And

-

PRINCIPLE.whichgives
thoroughly, an occasional tfose being all
that is required to keen mo in perfect health.— Mrs. Harriet A. Marble,
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

requireswithout causing any strain or
sense of weariness. FOR

SALE

FANCY FURNITURE

Bj[

STEVENSON,

C. A.

I have found entire relief from Consti-

pation, Stomach troubles, and Nervous
Headache, by taking Ayer’s Cathartic
Pills. I suffered a long time from these
complaints, was under medical treat-

work;

also

a large assortment of

the aid the eye

JEWELER,

HOLLAND,

25-Rtnos.

.

.

l

.

M1CIL

pEzed,?;;

At greatly reduced

<.

BKESgsL'

ment, without obtainingrelief, and a
part of the time was unable to work.
A friend, who had been similarlyafflicted, urged me to take Ayer’s Pills. I
commenced using this remedy, and,

prices.

Also Agents for the UNIVERSAL TRIPOD, used as
a Coatjand Hat Rack. Tailor Easel, and for
Sewing Room and Sleeping Room, etc.

by the time I had takeii four boxes, was
cured.— F. L. Dobson, Topeka, Kans.

Pills,

Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer ft Co., Lowell, Mass.
Bold by all Dmggiata and Dealers in Medicine.

1629 Ajrotx Street, PtUlad’a. pQ.

OH! MY BACK!

Far CONSUMPTION, ASTHMA,BRONCHITIS, DT8PKP8IA.
CATARRH,HAT PETER, HEADACHE,DEBILITY,RHEUMATISM, XMCRAUJIA tad ail ChraaU aad Ktrvaaa Dtooi>
•tn.

COJMCE ART!) SEE.

A WELL-TRIED TREATMENT

“THE COMPOUND OXTQ1N TREATMENT" Dn.

Stark*/

U*1*".

*

for

Arth 8‘rwt, Phlladvlphla,hire bt«n atlag
tta la*t irventova y«*n, b a trltailD*adju.lmrat of

aUmaaU

&

Meyer, Brouwer
RIVER STREET,

Co.,

HOLLAND, MICH.

Ua

Oxyi*a aad Nitrogen magnetlaed, aad th*
compound U *o ronden.ed aad mad* porlabl* that It 1* Mai
all

of

«f»r th« world.

If

Dn. STARKEY k PALEN have the libertyto reftr to th*
Mlo«ta|.aam»d wtU-kaowa penoa* who kai* tried their
Troatmeat

I

HON. WM. D. KELLEY, Member of Conjm*, Philadelphia.
RET. TUTOR L. CONRAD, Editor of th* Lathoran Obaervtr, Philadelphia.

HILL’S

ENGLISH BUCHU
Is

Ki

One of the Best

y

d n e

INVESTIGATORSIN USE.®^
Will eur# All dl.fi.-iof tha Kldwri. RUddor. Irrititlon
of
the Neeli of the Bladder,Burning Urine, Gleet, Gonorrhcea In
all ita itagei. Mneen* Dleeliargee.
Congt.tion of the Kldneji,
Brick Doit DepoeitDlabete*. InllAiauiAtlon
of the Kldnere

PAIN

Acl'1

I.V

America.

Qrarelln
particularly
(n

Betaiu the Water,
life. IT J8 A KIDNEY
INVESTIGATORthat restore,th* Urine to lu natural color,
remove* the ae|d and huriiin*.
and the effect of the exceeclro
n*e of Intoxicating
drlnx.

PRICE, 81; Three
Delivered free

KB* Send

for

“COMPOUND OXTCKN-lt.Modonf

of

Bottles for S2.BO.
any charges.

Circular

. gold by

W. JOHNOTCN
Anuria.

ft

all

Drurriiu.

CO.,
DETROIT. MICH.

the title of
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cheap as ready-made. The small difference in first cost is
made up in the better quality of color and texture of
the cloth and the improved style and fitting qualities, to say
nothing of the freedom from annoyance resulting from poorly
made clothing. In ordering it is necessary to consider
Quality, Style, and Workmanship. In deciding where to
order you must consider that
fully

a

new hroehure

l)i>. Hlaiiey

A

Ujlei.,

of

trllou and lle.ulta,"
Inn hundred page*,puhlhhod

which glir*|j nil Inquirer*fall

la.

always keep m stock the latest styles in Cloths and Trimmings and do not spare trouble or expense in fully satisfying
eveiy customer.

formallnn a* to tht* reinnrhiiMn mritlte iir-ntand a rrrort
of trirralhundred »ur;irUini cure*In nwldu range of rhroal*

•aut-ninnyof ihtm nflrrImin* e-undonedto die by other
pbytlrlan.,tl.0 *• COR POUND OXYGEN— IU Origin and
Dnelopin...!." nn Intrmtlm? hook of one hundredpope*.
Boih or either will he millrd freo to any nddrm on applU
mtlun. Iti nd the hrochnni I

rms.

For Sale by Tates & Kane.

tea?
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STARKEY

I.MV

4

PALEN,

&

rch Street, I’lnluda., Pa.

27-10moB.

Van Duren

to order very nearly as

BRjUSSE BROS.

l.'nllrd Slate*.

I*

Suit or 'Winter Overcoat,

*

Urlac- Blood/Urine.
Prequent Urina-

In

you think of buying

Remember that Clothing can be made

ERNEST TURNER,Notllwghun.England.
JAIOIIWARD, Bowml, New Smith Wale*.
And thousand* of otbrn In every part of tho

all it. form., Inkliilltjr to

pennru advanced

A New

J. COKB, U. B. Ylre-Coniul, CataMtata,
Morocco.
M. V. ASHHROtIK, Red ttluff, Cal.

THK BACK, Il-teotlonof Urine,

tion,

Soli

RET. CHARLtS W. CUSIIINO,D. n„ BoeheotenN. T.
HON. WM. PENN NIXON, Xdltor Inter-Oeoao, Chltaf*, IH.
BET. A. W. MOORE, Editor The Oateaary,Lnnrwtor, S. C.
W. H. WORTHINGTON,Editor Ke* South, Blrmlaiham,Aid.
JIDGE H. P. TBOOMAN, Quenemo, Kiia.
MBS. MARY A. UTEKMORE, Helroat, KamaebutetU.
JUDOS R. 8. YOOBHEIS, New York City.
MR. I. C. KNIGHT, Philadelphia.
MR. PRANK SIDDALIs Merchant,Philadelphia.
HON. W. W. SCHUYLER,RatUa, Pa.
IDWARD L. WILSON, SM Broadway,N. T, Id. Phila.
adelphia Phototrapbrr.
FIDELIA H. LYON, Walmoa. Hawaii, RandwlehI*laad«.
ALEXANDER RITCHIE, In.traeu, Seotland,
MRS. MANUEL V. ORTEGA.Vroaalllo,Zaratera*,Mexico.
MRS. EMMA COOPER. Itllla, Spanlib Honduran,Ceutnl

Fine Gents’ Furnishing Goods and
a full stock of Hats and Caps.

Bros.
.

DEALERS IN

JOHN PESSINK &

BRO.,

WholcgMlersaad Retailers of

BOOTS,
Candies its, Bakers’ Goods

Just Received.
full line of material for

LOUNGES,

CO.’S

William Verbeek,

City Treasurer

A

RATTAN ROCKERS,

PRISN0ID1L

are the best medicine that can bo used.

Fuel Wanted.

_

1887. 11-ly

Holland, Mlcb., Sept. 15,

&

Proposals will be received by the undesigned, until Monday, Jan. 9, 1888, six
o’clock p. m., for the delivery at tbe Central School building, of sound, green,
sawed, body beach or hard maple wood,
as follows: 150 cords of 3 foot wood, or
125 cords of 4 foot wood. Bids will be
entertained for the whole or a part of the
above, and at the opening of the bids the
Board will decide whether they desire the
3 or the 4 foot wood.
By order of the Boaid of Education.
H. Kremers,

Line of

For this purpose, Ayer’s Cathartic Pills

Ayer’s

This remedy is becoming so well known
and so popular as to need# no special mention. All who have used Electric Bitters
sing the same song of praise.— A purer
medicine does not exist and it is euaranteed to do all that is claimed. Electric
Bitters will cure all diseases of the Liver
and Kidneys, will remove Pimples,Boils,
Salt Rheum and other afiections caused
by impure blood.— Will drive Malaria
from the system and prevent as well as
cure all Malarial fevers. — For cure of
Headache, Constipationand Indigestion
try Electric Bltters-Entire satisfaction
guaranteed,or money refunded.— Price
SOcts. and $1.00 per bottle at Yates
Kane’s. Holland, and A. De Kruif’s Drug
Store, Zeeland.

A Hew

50-48w.

condition,and that a laxative is needed.

look thou a little out. She cometh forth
in the evening in her 8unday-go-to-meeting duds; but in the morning she holdeth
down the bed while her mother doeth the
work. She sits in view of the window
when the buggy passeth and yearneth for
a beau; and when he cometh she lanketh

Electric Bitters.

the largest stock of Fur Caps in
the City. A big line.

AND UNDERWEAR.

Pain in the Side and Back, and Con-

a

Ever exhibited.

Everything sold at the closest possible
prices, We are bound to sell to all.

stipation, indicate that the digestiveand

excretory organs are in

CAPS,

ani

Gent’s Furnishing Goods

Headache,

full of mischief,

his purse. Ho wrappeth the lap robe
around her and huggeth her much and ere
he returnetb he pops the question and she
jumpetb at tbe chance.

We have

This powder never varies.A marvel of purity,
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary,kinds, aud cannot be sold in
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight alum or phosphatepowders. Sold only in
cans. Rotal Baki.su Powder Co., 100 Wall St.,

and whosoever is deceivedby them is unwise. When a girl cheweth ’gum in haste,
,

ROCKEJRiS

-OYERCOATSHATS

finest upholstered

the new clay

cheap yases, jars, etc., etc., for
D. M. Gee & Co.

decorating. Mrs.

Store.
—

SHOES,

CRACKERS, FOREION FRUITS, ETC.

Holiday Presents at C. A. Stevenson’s
Jewelry
45.^
-~r

ETC., ETC.,

Go and buy your Cloaks and Fur Trimmings at L. & 8. Van den Bkrgb & Co.
Be sure you visit C. A. Stevenson’s jewbefore jtou buy your Holiday

Presents.

The trade supplied with everything in this line at lowest prices

Always have

\
Apts
GrIVE TJS

a large assort-

We

ment of Goods on hand.

elry store

45.4l

are

for the Fairview

BuoUen'a Arnica Salve.
The best ealvein the world for Cuts,
Braiaes, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
Sores. Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,or
money refunded. Price 25 cenU per box
For sale by Yates & Kane, Holland, and
A. De Kruif. Zeeland. Mich.
Itch, Mange, and Scratches of every
kind on human or animals cured in 30
minutes by Woolford’a Sanitary Lotion.

This never fails. Sold by Kremers &
Bangs, Druggists, Holland, Mich. 42 6m

Cheese Factory.

A. OA3L.3L.2
/

We make a

Specialty

of Custom

Work.

N. B.— Wo are preparedto furnish Cakes for Wedding Receptions and Banquets
of every description,shape, style, and price.
!_

_

^

'J*

JOHN PEbSINK & BRO.
OUTOF ORDER.

Holland, Mich

,

Oct.

12,

1887.

OKEM

30 UNION 6QUARE.NX
NX- DALLAS,

REPAIRINGMeyer, Brouwer

Neatly and promptly executed.

VAN DUREN BROS.
Three doors

east of Poat-officei

Hollau.dMich., April

18,

1887.

18-tf.

Dealers

&

Co.,

Furniture,Curtains,
Wall Paper, Carpets, Picin

ture Frames,

etc.,

AND SHORT*

HAND SCHOOL.

1021.

Board and room, 18.00 per week. Euelleta,Boalnef*, Short-band and Typcwrltluzconraeetaosht.
Go to city for a busIneM education.Sevcoty-lJfe atndinta placed In poanlona In one year. Three
hundred studente.Under fame mroagement six years. Catalogue free.
Telephone
M. H. DA V18, Principal and Proprietor.

'.

the tired wife.
T JOBKPHINE POLLABD.
**

what she called His Lordship's vocal
powera In fact she acted the part

amna.

Thamilltarr fennart a hollow aqaara

widow of forty-five nearly always
does when she falls in love.
And so it came to pass that as they Iowa’s Return to Capital Punishment mad. a

abort aporcb, to wbiohha warnad jox.nu

A COWARDLY DEATH.

h*d been toiUnj,
“ ®*rt7 hour in th« mom,
A wi5hr*?a£<4J?nd ,#et wer« wnnrj
With the bordtnt that >h« had borne3“ ^••Wtoherutf: Thetronble
Thatwei^n on my mind ia thtaTliat Tom never thinka to give me
A comfortinghag or a km.
W,1f*

After a Period of Over

courted in the back parlor one evening,

His Lordsh:p said to hia adored

many

one ia longing
For worde that are never aaid
a

Eat Tom had

;

an inaplration,

And when he went home that day
Be petted hie wife and klaaed her
In the old time lover-likeway.

^^•hfr—anch enlgmaa are women
Who had held heraelf ap with pride,
I

At her haaband’a diaplay of fondnoea
Jnat bung on hia neck and cried.
-And he, by her grief r minded
Of troublea he might have ahared,

HER"

“

BY

A.

PROTECTOR.”
URBAN EVERETTE.

Mrs. Scot, who kept lodgers, had one
lault She was romantic, and she had
/lost considerablemoney by it.
Perhaps her sobs, now growing up,
were too fond of reminding her of it.
And perhaps her Cousin Frances was
also; but they never really quarreled
with each other until His Lordship
<ame and established himself in Mrs.
Scot's house without-asMiss. Frances
*aid-‘4paymg his board, or talking
«bout paying it, any more than as if he
hadn’t owed it -not a grain. ”
“But he will,,, said Mrs. Soot, “when
he comes into his property. And he is
* foreigner, you know, and all that."
Yes, and all that,” said Frances,
and yon are foolish not to sar ‘pack*
4o him."

cSTcitT

;

lodgers’ valuablestoo, were
and Mrs. Scot slept soundly with

ship had locked up and placed the
safe key under her door, and she
had thought again what a protectorhe
would be, and wakened out of a dream

cm

•

-day
kY be:
before,

and all the lodgers knew

The key was

they were “engaged."

fitted into its place,

i
^

“i0 ^tter8f

was coarse, ill-favored,and gruff. His
•coats were queer, and his hats funny.

Ho had

ezolaimed

.nr

ie

1

1

a

m

i

e

d

a

a in •
T am

ir

las*® don t,

1

innocent” In

1

am

eight

a

.

The most unkindest out

I
I

and, haring been clrrled aiUrmatliely.
a

The crime for which Bellows suffered
death penalty was the murder of hia
Alice Waterman. He had been living at

mb

•^,l^1*w®*gJvenhim.He waa taken
K0i ° uCthAUrc,a V*d haptlsed, after

twice
^
nege of

“

I

togxlly

1846 to

atill
J.

nox,
a

all
others

crowd,

—

•

New York
K
Some young men in San Antonia
Texas, have formed an Anti-Treating
Association. We do not suppose that
them from holding mom)ership in the Never Refuse a Drink
Society.- St/tfnpg.
will disqualify

-----

toal Iho publio

a™

PACanturArf

Sheriff war absent at the time. August 97 he
* ____

WM

I.”

We PbqokJ *

mmmm
108 Legislatureof 1879 met one of its
Principal aots was tho passsgo of a bill abol- 8QueD*ly the

riff

of

murder in the
^

111

first drgree

and that

the

teCf

lw“Ut

train

his
;

aWwlse

For hope and ambition wore high.
Tt ey day— ht b,m bftck

home, a week and a

wm

,how, a,*‘ “
to

W[th h,i

And our pride was as great m our pain.
The eirift train snntohed him away from our

B.

War*

^

nfacon tto.l«iiolaLl

r™

tnmk

* astray7

“d

his note went

^0^ w“FttonCa?2^1MdttSjSiV^harSS'ii*1^*°Jh#tofaiiiy.WT& IS

^

verdiot.

£

1878

^en

a|n^J(®C8d to be hangea Feb, 10,

w0*!*0* beforo heave^and'aaid

J0Qr to®0 have bees

entenoed to death in Iowa. The

first waa

W.

George, for the murder of Dr
Bt*etvf D#t Moin•,• Thi. occur:
Another Iowa Hanging in Prospect.
Sr. ilL18W*;The Judgment of the lower court
was affirmed, and under tho law he ebould
The Supremo Court of Iowa baa affirmed the
Imve been executed not later than fifteen .•Bt.aMotth.F.j.tt.District Cortln th!
a5*r^ntanodV BYt
waa I ®“® of Hei ry Schmidt convicted 'of thrm’uT
epilepey. Doubts arose as to hia 5®F^Laorotia1'eck on the night of September
Fountain

Th

by toe miHtary. Con-

mob disparted. MeComb's oass

Ec'Mm."
WooHom

bl*

ThA^3!.WT#n*.^ th him down to the
Gr&° k ln hlB

tb®

A California Murderer Hanged.
1 v-iP6* 7a,*t.hftnB®d
Bt Bakerafleld,

’

1

.

the

SaS'ffi-EE
Sd013
—

_

a

a“2S

i

-

*

amended.

tKSJ

a.m.taV-w.'im.W;bat

h. .book b.u,

-d”?

c“* ™b-’

h• ,,b,*p'r*1'

Two actors talking of a well-known
writer, F irst Actor — I cannot say
that he is a great writer, but the fact
that I am deeply indebted to him will
ever shield him against even my gentlest criticism. He has been a dear and
generous friend to me. Second Aot°r— I did not know that you were so
warmly attached to each ’other or I

would not have criticised him. You
must forgive me. First Actor (with
magnanimity)-! freely pardon you,
but mind you, do not in mv presence
speak ill of him again. Second Actor
I

will not, but tell

me

the cause of

your high esteem for him and in what
way he has been so goo*! a friend to
you? First Actor— Why," he wrote a
play some time ago and has not asked
me to read it—Arkansaw Traveler.
A few days ago at a regular Wednesday evening prayer-meeting of one of
the churches of Bismarck, Dak., tho
pastor, tho liev. Fairchild, came into

the chapel and found only about %
^M^erfthetownofGrtoMa^mievilllK
theT^M60}?6?
n0lr° lend d0lel?at®BfO
in the eastern part of the county. This was tho
J10*011 Congress at London dozen ladies present He looked
A.“l.d.way h®^®80
Aear:
was resolved to
aronnd a moment and said: “Sister
Wetherill, can you tell me

P11®
I

I‘

‘

the cause of this

remark-

able absence of the gentlemen
who have been in the habit of attending our regular meetings?” “Whv
hadn’t you heard about it?” replied the

rnwm
iBWimBi
............

lady addressed. “The Spotted-Front
grocery advertises to give away free
samples of a new brand of chewing tobacco this evening, and the gentlemen
have all gone there.” “Ha!” said the
worthy pastor as he removed his spec-

tacles and buttoned his coat, “I hadn’t
noticed the announcement. Just excuse me a moment, ladies, please. I
must step down to the Spotted Front
mvself. I haven’t had a good chew of
tobacco since I left Fargo I" and he
shot out the side door.— Fred U. CarWilliam Martlm ruth.

“!?ni,.n' ffha rapoit

or,

money,
w wwatch
---- -and chain,
•*•9 aeaava
and V/VAIOI
other Ul"
Dameqts, the safe contained much of
of
ihn
1
the waaUIi
wealth nf
of f.hA
the Aa4aRU-i.M>.A
establishment.

play ball

your house up for yon while you wait,
and if you paste two or three thioknesses of paper over it it is really quite
w_
a
coherent structure.—Puck.
to unlock the cell door, eo that he had
A “CANE RUSH” STUDENT.
morals 0°toing to do bqt to walk out The

to

v

to

discussion about 1870,
tioe of ooum * 1 *
to®1*1 tonderes.
---emm- ?iei^aof offar,ng toe Bheriffs11-ysar-old boy
tondereit side
to the deepeat-dyedcrimlmoney to indaoe him
did not really create a eort of contempt *n —
I"?8
of„ money

quite well-to-do.
»he had diamonds, ahd a great deal of
portable property, but, being timid,
*he had confided most of it to the safe.
It was a safe that had belonged to Mr.
Scot s business. It had a lock only
"
he opened by those who knew a single minutes
word. It was fire-proofand burglar- ^
K
proof.

___

Bee.

Old Lady (on her way to church)Don t you know, little boys, tbit it’s

In most of the booming towns in
New Jersey nowadays they will pot

Mrs. Brown was

J.*

When the world was new there was
naturallyan abundance of original sin.
Now wickedness of any kind is a chestnut— Afew Orleans Picayune.

Sun.

merer.

continent.

**My daughters think" or “My

KnatiiAfl \im QjwvA’m

rupt were nine children. The creditors
acted magnanimously, and let him keep
them.— 2’earas Siftings.

on Sunday? Litain’t playin’; we’re only
practicin’for ter morrow’s game.--

•hothimseU,
“^‘"g "P^h, which
wounda.
^ * granted. He protested hie tonnoence.
Tn«1l°W!ia ^ M Inan
executed in ?£?”a ^at George Lawrenee was
Iowa
«A«»i«r*weniy.LW(r
twenty-tWyears.
years, jrrom
From
1872,
1872,
-7; "•••
he did not murder
rnuruer Laura
“e nrit twenty-aix y*®"
years of ‘he
the CommonCommon- ^ A*
Ar
tois point cry was raised
wealth
few msn died on the gal- Lt??,U8.H18
'Take him baekl"
wi%M?2twai/a^,VHeth®n
but inflictedmerely flesh

daughters say.”

Several burglaries in the neighborthe lady boarders,
and, after awhile, even the gentlemen.

money into the
in your

your trnst

He Bpy- We

nelchstopping,

Whip

•conversed; while Mrs. Brown was
small, meek, and flat featured, and
Always prefaced her remarks with

hood had alarmed

pnt

money.— PAi/atfr/p/ria Call. J
The entire assets of a recent bank-

wioked

100 ^ him in oharge. There were
ln Gttumwa in those days and
conduct soon became suoh that he waa Rent wi5Le.q.u!“tl,T
00, convenientpiece to hang him.
awayJuly ii He went to the honae of a
naB3r PlEcad ln a wagon, driven a mile
bor. Chester Wilcox,where Alice waa
a ^P®?0* around hia neok. It was
“d, °jf®d her outdoor! and shot her
*h# mob were
while abe was on her kneea beggingfor
*h®Ir design when MoComb

senses returned to
j
Couit
FEDERATION OF LABOR.
She gave all necessary information H^t^I?.8r?!I1?ga,ly
ln tois state
and Hia
was caught before ho to
Encroachments of the Knights to Be Resisted— Mr. Gom per* Re-elected.
reached the
poiaoninghia wife. The woman had died aud(Baltimoreapeoial.
He was an old offender, and took
B1.n,k1®’.b*Ior® 8 year had eiapaed,
affair quietly; and it
.aid that u
I
veiled female visited him in
death.
• indictment
He toSk a P™8 todac®<ifrom i$ to
toj
- a Jent a montl
indlctoTt and arrest H.ttS
f of
Tho lodgers declared it was Mrs. Htokle-S
TAnnik fr\ mA
__ __ __ el All Kfafn
Scot. Was it possible? No one can Armim^tMa T?nu® « toe adjoiningcounty of I Al1 Slfto federationsare to ha taxed $25
ever tell what is possible to a woman;
they won. always called; they were bu"^^ Scoth T6"^8 *1, “ "T'''’1
large and buxom, parted their hair at ! b t M ?* fecoS ba(\ Put on her widow’s preme courf followed, but the judgmentbelow nnlonB h) unite into State federationswas
Iho
a. wrnrA
vaofa and
nnrt ««xii
iiu. cap again, and had taken a vow never. *^1~“m®d» aod Hinkle was sentenced to be reJeot®d.The constitutionwas adonted as
iho aid
side,
wore vests
collars like
KooJ
2,e,1.8th 01 Aa«08t- 1W8,
y
•gentlemen, and rather preached than never, never again to

marry.

It is bettor to put yonr

truet than to

Omaha

j00/ an<i th- Pfl#on<r was
j?.* Mk#d tor an hour to jirepare

fitap0 lb .buUt^am® here ln 1886 11011 weilt
live with the Watermans, a short distance
town Hia attention! to Alice and hia

that

—

clothes.— Puck.

®

Lrngg.niece,
the
Minto
from
general

Louis

m pronounce entence
sentencein accordance
a*«nrA»n/.a with the
*K‘*

prison.

of all is to
suit of

bo found in the average $8

never
died
^
her.Scot’s
^^Su^Wtheto^80^6
THE

™

deoved

rope

or

departed with some

m

minutes and fortytere. .ooead. after
The dead elephant Alice was distho trap was sprang Mumbled, however, on the date men£oned!
, ,
Bellows’ heart ceased ftnd' gathering around the Jail, aoon be- sected at Hartford and 800 penniea
to beat. His neek was broken. The
^"“owtrative, apparentlypo«. found m her stomach. It is believed
used wa. that intended for AnarchTt
she had started a monument fund.—

He had a good deal of queor looking had doubtless tied Up the silver. , LDBnilityiv,aw'' M Governor Sherman
After being convinced that the bur- GroraJ
b »ut a year
jewelry, but none of it was marked
J^r SSS
with his Lordship’s crest In glare had not murdered him, but
Va a^,aLUofexecution.
fact, it had a lot of differentmono- he himself was the robber, Mra

grams and letters on it Legacies
from aunts, uncles, grandmothers, and
grandfathers, he said they wera He
•explainedit all, and the collection was
very interesting. So said Mrs. Scot
80 said Mrs. Grey and Mrs. Cheney,
oo said the two Misses Brown and
their mother.
The Misses Brown and their mother

““6

as it were.

w^r;,foVb„;

ex-

cap

—
16,1

Scientists say that the
potato rot
0o~0IE!IT18Tf
«>. poUto rot
mes once in fom

1

There is no record of the Good Samaritan distributingtracts. He made
McComb, but finallyin the spring of 18 4 be tracks, but they were in the; direction
bY a Yoong soldier from Rook- of the unfortunate.— 2’&ra* Siftings.
JSS '-..“i"1 at CaPP McClelUn. at DavenPresence of mind ie well enongh in
under arreit March H, nnd
taken to pttumw^ where his trial resulted in a some oases, but when a man finds himentity June 14 following. The court
self in danger of freezingto death, he
thn 0d^Ahat,^
he hanged July !T. but
shouldn t try to keep too oooL— Rpock.

Sheri*

a-

placed the white
over his head, he

K

the

the door
Tho safe was as empty
emntv as
a« a
The opinion of most of the ladies was opened. The
that it was “splendid,” but the men de- last year’s neat Her silver, her money,
-clared that “Mrs Scot had made a fool all the lodgers’ treasure of jewelry— all
all were gone.
•of herself,” and that if his Lordship
"We’ve been robbed!” cried Mrs.
was a Lord, they, for their parts, had
Scot
“Call His Lordship! We’ve
*no wish to be English noblemen.
been
robbed!"
His Lordship, in fact, was neither
But His Lordship was not there to
well-mannered nor handsome. He
call

he

would seem natural fora carpen-

ter to walk with a lumbering gait

-

neck

up
K

affront

^

f

'

very coarse,” said Mrs.
•coot Don t you remember how we
cned over that novel where the poor,
'•destitute prince or baron— which was

the safe stood.

for

generally uses

If told to take a “back seat" one will
invariably t ike
*
It

tow it was
hanging or

no worry on her mind. His Lord-

finger of His Lordship the

Which Lad

Laura Jane Horror, alao of Rockford.Laura
an ay ,rot? b°m# to company wltb Mo Comb
and George Lawrence, and etae and Lawrence
Bel0‘t> Wia., before c^ing to
! STS;,,™
pa* ops* the Jefferoon Houno
I intHtomwaonMarch
va* •»
87,
# 18S0.
jowu. uaring
During vDotr
their
th# tW0 ““a WU tor
[CHARLES
(IOWA) COmBEOHI). irom frUn^lDT.*r,al!j0n.v0f
friendly toward the young woman. The
ENCE.J
noxt day they went to Eddyvllle,where the
Chester Bellows, the murderer of Alice
waterman, was hanged here on Friday last
He
— — —
had
--to be’ supported to the gallows, waa found in the river below the ford.
and as the rope waa It waa certain that murder had been commitplaced around hia

Hie Lips and Pleading
Hia Life.

«e

graced
“"•aced the

Lie

I?6 iIl”to.tw.e?tT‘,,x
s Statehood,

ofliving in a lordly castle, dressed in a
ruby velvet, with a train two yards
long and a pearl coronet on her bead,
when a tap came at her door and the
•he?— picked up a crust of bread in the question,“Who is that? What is the
matter?” The answer came, “Please’m,
atreet and ate it for his dinner?"
“Oh, yes, we were yonng and he was would you get out the silver? It is 8
— well a real prince. This impostor—" o’clock.”
“Gracious,I’ve overslept myself!”
It was then that the qnarrel began.
cried
the lady, suddenly tuckFrances, who was very useful and
unade pastry and puddings to perfec- ing herself into her ’dressingtion, packed her things and went away. gown and slippers. “Come in, Jane
And not two weeks after Mrs. Scot Dear me!” And this brought her tc
wore upon her finger a ring that had the door and into the little alcove where

“You

He Meets Hh Seem with a

for

The
there

I
I
|.

1,<1U0,,|

teWASTO.SyftS

ChAHce'watWT^

very loud noise.
“Well, perhaps, yon are right, my
detfk Lord,” said Mrs. Scot; bat anyway you couldn’t hinder the marketing.
With your princely ideas, you’d ruin
me m a week, and you couldn’t collect
the money. Very often I can’t And
yon wouldn’t look right, von horrid
man dnsting with a cap and feather
brush. And she gave him a little flap,
of a coquettish sort, with her pockethandkerchief.“And you could not
mix the puddings.”
“No; I could do none of those things,
well-belovedmadam,” said His Lordship, “but could lock up for you at
night, bar up the door, and carry up
spoons and ice-pitchers, and—”
“Yes, you could,” said Mrs. Scot,
only the boarders would laugh so.”
“Do not let them know anythins:
about it,” said His Lordship.
And so it was that his Lordship began with much zeal to help Mrs. Scot
lock up; and by and by he was taken
into the secret of the safe lock, and
used to send Mrs. Scot away to her
room and go softly about in his stockings, putting things away.
“What a thing it would be,” Mrs.
Scot thought, “to have a protector!"
It was Monday night All the lodgers had paid up. A little country place
being in the market, had been sold and
the lawyers had sent in the purchasemoney. It lay for that night in the
safe.

Vl* a,n 0<

trade.

Tbade in stock
one s stock in

aftarnoon two-thirds of tha vast nambar of

“I snap my fingers at proper,” said
His Lordship,doing the same with a
'Then the counted over and over
The year* abe had been Tom’a wife.

I
hmn

Twenty

Tears.

one, “You have on your mind too many
troubles of housekeeping. I must beln
yon a little. So?"
“Oh, my dear Lord, some day!” said
Mrs. Scot “Just now it would not be
proper.”

willing to do my duty,
To nee all my atrongth and ikill
an making the home attractive
In atriving my place to fill ;

^khj

PITH AND POINT.

that a

—

animala
assess pstmi-ssi llpts^
but that of their near
olose friends> ond
sionallv their not
.

ir.

relaocca-

totes*- a tailornamed Giuick returned hwne
KmfJ!rm^i,Irkryk?,?xlk*asked
^hteh to buy biead. He

apathy,

'

^•-<-*—

*

«

---- - *

«

His Lordship had asked to have his
Won : Second Vioe President,
bad bB®“ • “Wtor in
hox of relics put there. Old Mr. Blink often show more than an entire
. an^actualpAuwouic,
aw the
me HigUL
pleasure, at
sight O
of toraeyJUi^ete^aent Ben*M?hajnuels! told the Philadelphia Brotherhood of Carpenters and
who had made a will for the purpose of even
The EnglLh Sparrow,
•disinheritingall his kin and disappoint- pain inflicted upon animals, and some
Joiners;Treasurer. GabrielEdmondson of tha
The
curses
which were heaped on the
^Mbhigton Brother i.ood of Carpenters and
ing everybody, had had that document with whom we need not now concern
celebratedjackdaw of Rheims are now
deposited there. And there was some onrselves,take a delight that to grown
it I* "»8 decided to hold the next conven- exceeded in virulence by the fulminapeople seems almost fiendish in torjoking of Mra Scot being a banker.
tion in St. Louie.
tions hurled in all aerionsness at the
It is curious enough that a woman who menting their weaker play-fellows.—
common
English honse sparrow in
jHaon
had
ordered
that
the
execution
be
mode
thewar on whisky.
has been very particular in the choice Popular Science Monthly.
publi
hlic. The gallows was built on * sandy
America Dr. Merriam, ornithologist
of a husband will take almost anybody
plate
‘*^au a _
short
----* Eacle
“ _ distance
__ south
of
Platform of the Anti-SaloonRepublican to the department of agriculture,in
Point
Got the Symptoms.
as a second. That is why widows genhis report to the American government,
Party of New York.
^ally marry. Judging from his porFather, who has just returned home
says that the bird “is a curse of snob
(Syracuse |N. Y.; special. 1
trait, Mr. Scot had been a fine, full- •—Where is Tommy?
Jhe Anti- Saloon Hepnblkan State Com- virulencethat it ought to l>e systemHayden put a guard of sworn deputies around
whiskered man of the army and navy
Mother— I don’t know. He is acting It
There were three large, well drilled,hand- mittee adopted a plaifonn declaring that atically attacked and destroyed beJ very strange.
•omeljruniformed military companies in Du- there ia an irrepreiwble conflictbetween fore it becomes necessary to deplete
“How so?"
His Lordship seemed to be made u
the liquor trafficand Chrietiancivilization: the publio treasury for the purpose,
of other noblemen’s legs and arms, am
“He said he wouldn’t wipe his feet quested that as he had been a soldier, these that the saloon onght to be utterly extir- as has l>een done in other countries.”
:§
BtillUry companies escort him to the callows, paled, because the proprietorshare comto have lost his lordly head and had an- on any such Christianas yon are. "
He makes several recommendation
ad, in order to comply with Ms wishes, 1-heriff
“Did he say that?”
other — borrowed from the rogue’s galHsyden ordered that they tur out as protooone of which is
that it
i* .tb.t
it shou
.hou d be
lery. and screwed on in its place. He
“Yes, and he said if you give him an/ “S0* “A*0 2u®n “Y disturbance that mikht
and
distillers
has
reached
a
point*
here
mi.H(*emeMor
Pujfetable
by
fine or it
•te ipth a loud noise, and he ate all sass he’d have yonr hide the fence arise. The day of execution came. Dubuque
never saw such a cro d. It seemed ae If the the Republicanparty must accept the issoe 1 l^18onmeQ^ or both, to give food'
withm reach of his long arms, and before you knew it"
psople of Iowa. Wisconsin and Illinoisfor sixty and with "no tmceiuin sound declare de- ! 8heltor * sparrow, except with
_____
called for more.
“Well, we must humor Tommy, and miles shoot had flocked .into the city ft termined hostility to these • nemies of good view
‘
to its nltimate destruction—]
wa» ®rtimatedthat there were 40,OQJ to
He was constantly boastiexrof his perhaps he will be a great boy.”
uiuintoouu
iue BROi
and the
sac. sa
ad inHntations
inslitutionsof onr
our fact, that nothing should be left nndoc
60,000 strangers in Dnbuqne that morning. morale
in toL “on of “licking" certain offensive
Preacher— He’s got the symptoms, It was a beautiful day. The cortege start* Jwid. or abandon their claims to be a parte to compass the complete destruction<
jdftw. tt.
With1, muite?, wrnSS
people. Mrs. Scot only thought this sure.— Texas Siftings.
the unforivnate little pariah.- Trull
headed by the Germania rand, in front
manly. He sang hideouslyin German.
* • hmyiahe to which Gililok rod# with
Sheriff, and two companies in the rear, points to Pennsylnnis as an example of
Mrs. Scot understood neither German
Open to question — The month of an the
while a line ofgnards was on either side ol sneoe sresnliing from a bold stand, and
No man can be provident of hia tin
nor musio; but she was delighted with inquisitive person.
the carriage.The band played a dead msreh I avers proh bition amendments and local who is not prndent in the choice of h
troxa '-he jail to the gallows, a distance of over
option and restriction by taxation.
company.— Jeremy Taylor,

"

^ippsif
______

pattern.
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father can give his young son no bet-

ter present than a year's reading of the
Scientific American. Its contents will lead

the young mind in the path of thought

and

if

and be

frivolities

of

some account,and

-

-

if

OF

he has an inventive or mechanical turn of

mind,

this

HiojireooDS!

For the Clothing Store

he treads there a while, he’ll forget

paper will afford him more en-

tertainment, as well as useful information

JONKMAN & DYKEMA

than he con obtain elsewhere. Copies of

Who

this

FALL AND WINTER

subscriptions received. Price, $3 a year,

CLOTHING

weekly.

An

oculist is

Meyer, Brouwer &

have the Inrgcst end best stock of

paper may be seen at nils office and

a man who can make

FOR MEN AND BOYS

people open their eyes.

In

RIVER STREET,

Have just received the

the City.

Gibw

-OVERCOATSIn

his purse. Ho wrappoth the lap robe
around her and huggeth her much and ere
he returnetb he pops the question and she
jumpeth at the chance.

becoming so well known
and so popular aa to need.no special mention. All who have used Electric Bitters
sing the same song of praise.— A purer
medicine does not exist and It is guaranteed to do all that is claimed. Electric
Bitters will care all diseases of the Liver I
and Kidneys, will remove Pimples, Boils,
Salt Rheum and other affections can set
by impure blood.— Will drive Malaria
from the system and prevent as well as
cure all Malarial fevers.— For cure of
Headache, Constipationand Indigestion
try Electric Bitters-Entire satisfaction
guaranteed,or money refunded.— Price
50 cts. and $1.00 per bottle at Yates
Kane’s. Holland, and A. De Kruif’s Drug
This remedy

is

_

of

H.
T.

Education.

Kremers,
Kbppbl.

Committee.
Holland, Mich., Dec. 15, 1887. 4G-4t

TRADE

condition,and that a laxative is needed.
For this purpose, Ayer’s Cathartic Pills

thoroughly, an occasional uose being all
that is required to keep mo in perfect health.— Mrs. Harriet A. Marble,
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
I have found entire relief from Constipation, Stomach troubles, and Nervous
Headache, by taking Ayer’s Cathartic
Pills. I suffered a long time from these
complaints, was under medical treat-

$$

S

A

OH! MY BACK!

CARPET ROCKERS,

Youth'sKeen and Easy VisionRestored.

These glasses are ground on a
PRI

NEW

And a large assortment of

NCIPLE, which gives the aid the eye

requireswithout causing any strain or
sense of weariness. FOR

FANCY FURNITURE

SALE~Bf

STEVENSON,

C. A.

JEWELER,

HOLLAND,

l

MIC

II.

pSEEISJi

25-fimos.

d

Also Agents for the UNIVERSAL TRIPOD, used as
a Coatjand Hat Rack. Tailor Easel, and for
Sewing Room and Sleeping Room, etc.

OOJMCE

1629 Arch Street, PtUlad’a, Pa*

RIVER STREET,

Dn. BUrkjr
p,u“t *•- »*• Srtk Slroot,Phllidrlpkl*.hm been uUg
for U* lut mthUm y*»n, b a wUntl A* idjuitarnt of tba
••Mb of Ot/|*a and Altrogm fflagneUxed,and tk*
compound b •• toadtufdand mad* pur table that It b Mat
•U «fir tht world.

If
Dn. BTA1KIY k PALES bar* the liberty to rtNr to tht
woU-kaowa penon* nho kai* tried Ualr

fbllowlag-aaatd
Treatatat i

01. WM. D. KKLL1Y, M»aber of Cower***, Philadelphia.
RRT. VICTOR L CO 5 RAD, Editor of tho LathtraaOb*
Mrrtr,Philadelphia.
RKT. CHARLES W. CCSHIXO,
Moehaten 5. T.
"OS. VW* PIKN KIXOS| Editor Intrr-Oftui, CbleAfo, III#
R£V. A. W, MOORE, Editor The Centenary, Laaraatar,S. C.

D.

FfR.

HILL’S

ENGLISH BUCHU
la

One of the Beat

INVESTIGATORSIN USE.®^

WHl eor* all dlmiM °f tho Kidntr*.Bl»dd«r. IrriUUonof
the Neck

the Bladder.Boral.i*Urine. Gleet. Gonorrhoea In
(dl iUiURee. Macon*DiMhargB*.
Coo fe.tionof the Kidney*.
Brkik Dmt Dep««ltDiabete*, Iniiamiuailonof the Kidney*
of

JIDGI H. P. YBOOHAS, Quananio, Kuo.
MRS. HART a. LIVLKMOUK,Hclro**, Maaaehnaatti.
JUDGE R. g. Y00HHEE5,Aaw York City.
IR. E. C. RAIGHT, I’hlladrlphla.
MR. PRAAE 6IDDALL. Merchant,Philadelphia.
BOA. VC. W. SCHUYLER. Katun, Pa.
J* "U-SO A, IS3 Broad-ay, A. Y\, 14. Pkila*
adtlphla Photographer.

Kidney
^

FIDELIA I. LYOA, Walmi-a. Hawaii, Fondwlehbland*.
ALEXANDER RITCHIE, Iiwarneta,Srolland,
Rfl. HAKUEL T. ORTEGA, Kmnlllo, Zaentreaa,leileo.
MRS. IHUA COOPER, ttllln, Spnolih Honduran,Central

tion.

Qr»»el In

all

lu form., Ir.al.lUiyu» Retain the Water.

PW»eiW advanced

In

re«t/.re. the Urine to

Yates & Kane.

44 8t

l.'nllrd Slate*.

cheap vases, jars. etc., etc., for
D. M. Gee & Co.

COMPni AD OXTGKA— It* Rode of teflon and RetulU,"
a new brochure of two hundredpn«t*, puhllihod
by l)i>. NlailieyA I'alei.,which Rite*lo all Im.nlren full Information n*

to

cheap as ready-made. The small difference in first cost is
fully made up in the better quality of color and texture of
the cloth and the improved style and fitting qualities, to say
nothing of the freedom from annoyance resulting from poorly
made clothing. In ordering it is necessary xo consider
Quality, Style, and Workmanship. In deciding where to
order yon must consider that

BRjUSSE BROS.
ways keep in stock the latest styles in Cloths and Trimmings and do not spare trouble or expense in fully satisfying
every customer.

thl> rentnrhnhl*roratlt*axrnt and a record

letrml hnmlred tarjirMn-

mm

In n

wltloranpo of rhroal*

ihim afterlieintabandoned („ rfl, fc. ot||ff
pb,»leUn.. il.0 •• (OMPOIAD OXYUEA— Ita Origin and
Df.elopn.rnt," nn Inlemtlnghook of on* hundredpap^
Boih or either -HI be mMIrd fre* to any nddrett on appID
tatet-uiany of

lallun.

It.

line Gents’ furnishing Goods and

ml (he lirorhnr*!

DUS.

STARKEY

&

PALEN,

a full stock of

15^* ,C JJ'JO Arch Street, I'hlluda., Pa.

Presents.

,

'

JOHN PESSHTK &

SuoUen’i Arnica Salve.

— -

Itch, Mange, and Scratches of every
kind on human or animals cured in 80
minutes by Woolford’s SanitaryLotion.
fails.

Sold by Kremers

Bangs, Druggists,Holland, Mich.

&

426m

BRO.,

Whotyaileraand Retailers of

BOOTS,
Candies

SHOES,

Nuts, Bakers’

CRACKfeRS,

ETC., ETC.,

Always have a

of Custom

We

are

Apts

GIVE

lowest prices

for the Fairview

TTS A.

Cheese Factory.

OAUJ!
/

Specialty

N.

NEVER

VAN DUREN BROS.
Three doors easrof Post-office.
18,

1887.

OUTOF ORDER.

gttouis.MQ.

Holland,Mich

18-tf.

Dealers

Wedding Receptions aud Banquets
4

JOHN PESSINK & BRO.
,

Ocl.

12,

1887.

SARFRAIiaJtvarti

Meyer, Brouwer & Co.,

Neally and -promptly executed.

price. -

B.—We

are preparedlo furnish Cakes for
of every description, shape, style, and

Work.

REPAimaHolian.dMich., April

this line at

i

large assort-

ment of Goods on hand.

We make a

Goods

FOREIGN FEUITS, ETC.

The trade supplied with everything in

454t

The beat salve in tbe world for Cuts.
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Halt Rheum, Fever
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction, or
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by Yates & Kane, Holland, and
A. De Krulf, Zeeland.Mich.

Hats and Caps.

Bros.

Store.

Be sure you visit 0. A. Stevenson’s jewelry store before ybu buy your Holiday

to order very nearly ns

Ih* title of

It

Holiday Presents at C. A. Stevenson’s
Jewelry
45-4t

Go and buy yonr Cloaks and Fur Trimmings at L. & 8. Van den Bkrgb & Co.

you think of buying

al

tbe new clay

decorating. Mbs.

Co.,

HOLLAND, MICH.

Remember that Clothing can be made

IRA KMT TUKXER, Xcttl*'liaM. Farlaad.
JACOB WARD, Ru— ml, At- S.iulh Hale*,
And thouiand* of oilier.In eicry part of tha

Just Received.
full line of material for

&

Suit or Winter Overcoat,

William Verbeek,
ex-officioCity Collector.

SEE.

Anirrlra.

of

PRICE, 81; Three Bottlesfor S2.B0.

A Uew

J. CURB, C. 8. Tleo-Conaql, Cuahlanen,Morocco,
K. V. AHHHKOOK,Red IllulT, Cal.

PAIVIN^THKRAr
Vtlne- ™ne,
THK BACK> IIrt*ntlenof Urine. Kreqowt Urina-

Van Duran

and

-AJXITD

Meyer, Brouwer

COKSCIPTIOX, ASTHMA,BROSCHITIS, DYSPEPSIA.
CATARRH,HAT FETIR, HEADACHE,DEBILITY,RHIUXATISR, KRIRAUilAud all Cbroale tad Ain*** DUor-

For

“THR fOIFOUAD OXYOIA TRIATIKAT"

For

This never

At greatly reduced prices.

BBSHH
STEREJf

*

AaiMT*.

City Treasurer

LOUNGES,

A WELL-TRIED TREATMENT

Circular

also

Elegant Line of

Full Assortment of

Pills,

Notice is hereby given, that the tax rol.
Send for
• 8nU hy all DruxriaU.
has been deliveredto me, and that the
W. JOHN8TCN A CO.,
taxes therein levied can be paid to me at
Bolm
DETROIT. MICH.
the Furniture Store of Wm. -Verbeek on
Eighth street, at any time every week day,
Sale by
between tbe hours of 8 o’clock In the 37-10mO(!.
morning and C o’clock In the evening, also after 6 o’clock on the evenings of Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday,before the
first day of January, 1888, without any
charge for collection,but that five per
cent fees will be charged and collected
upon all taxes remaining unpaid on said
DEALERS IN
first day of January.

work;

An

SPECTACLES

Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.
Bold by all DruggiaU and Dealers in Medicine.

Delivered frte of any chargvi.

A

RATTAN ROCKERS,

CO.’S

MARK.

ment, without obtainingrelief, and a
part of the time was unable to work.
A friend, who had been similarlyafflicted, urged me to take Ayer’s Pills. I
commenced using this remedy, and,
by the time I had takeii four boxes, was
cured.— F. L. Dobson, Topeka, Kans.

life. IT IS A KIDNEY
It* natural color,
remove* the acid and hundn*.»nd tho effect of the exeewlTe
OMoflDtoxleatin* drink.

To the Taxpayers of the City of Holland:

Liao of

PRISIOIDIL

are the best medicine that can be used.

,n

Notice.

m

F. I. HARDY

disordered

Ayer’s Pills are a never failing remedy for Headaches caused by a Disordered Stomach. I suffered for years
from this infirmity, and never found anything to give me more than temporary
relief, until I began taking Ayer’s Pills.
This medicine always acts promptlyand

A New

AND UNDERWEAR.

Pain in the Side and Back, and Con.

INVESTIGATORthat

.

big line.

W0l4™*Ii<,'r0S, Editor Ac* South, Blralnihaa, Ala*

Proposals will be received by the underrigned, until Monday, Jan. 9, 1888, six
o’clock p. m., for tbe delivery at tbe Central School building, of sound, green,
sawed, body beach or hard maple wood,
as follows: 150 cords of 8 foot wood, or
125 cords of 4 foot wood. Bids will be
entertained for the whole or a part of the
above, and at the opening of the bids the
Board will decide whether they desire the
8 or tbe 4 foot wood.

Board

A

Ever exhibited.

in

Holland, Mich., Sept. 15, 1887. 11-ly

Fuel Wanted.

of the

stock of Fur Caps

Call and See Us !
JONKMAN & DYKEMA.

Store, Zeeland.

By order

largest

Everything sold at the closest possible
prices, We are bound to sell to all.

stipation, indicatethat the digestiveand

a

prices.

Gent’s Furnishing Goods

Headache,
excretory organs are in

have the

all

and CAFS,

the Cily.

Absolutely Pure.

Ayer’s

Electric Sitters.

We

This powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
strength ami wholesomenesa.
More economical
than the ordinary,kinds, ami cannot be sold in
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight alum or phosphatepowders . Bold only in
cans. Rotal Bakino Powder Co., 106 Wall St.,
New
r>0-48w.

are plenty and full of mischief,
and whosoever is deceived by them is unwise. When a girl cheweth gum in haste,
look thou a littleout. She cometh forth
in the evening in her Sunday-go-to-meeting duds; but in the morning she holdelh
down the bed while her mother doeth the
work. She sits in view of the window
when the buggy passeth and yearneth for
a beau; and when he cometh she lanketh
.

HATS

POWDER
York.

grades, styles, and at

all

finest upholstered

rockers

To (far Headers.

We cannot too strongly urge upon our
readers the necessity of subscribin' for a
family weekly newspaper of the first-class
—such for instance,as The Independent,of
> Nev| York. Were we obliged to select
one publication for habitual and careful
reading to the exclusion of all others, we
should choose unhesitatingly The Independent. It is a newspaper, magazine, and
review, all In one. It is a religious,a literary, an educational, a story, an art, a
scientific, an agricultural,a financial, and
a political paper combined.. It has 82
• folio pages and 21 departments. No matter what a person’sreligion, politicsor
profession may be, no matter what tbe
age, sex, employment or condition may
be, The Indevcndcnt will prove a help, an
instructor,an educator. Our readers can
do no less than to send a postal for a free
specimen copy, or for thirty cents the
-piper will be sent a month, enabling one
to judge of its merits more critically. Its
yearly subscription is $3.00, or two years
for $5.00.
‘ Those who desire to subscribe for The
American Agriculturistas well as The Independent cannot make a better bargain
than by acceptingThe Independent's offer
to send both papers for one year for the
sum of $2.75. Each subscriber will thus
save twenty-five cents on the two papers.
' Address, The Independent, 221 Broadway, New York City.

Go.,

Furniture,Curtains,
Wall Paper, Carpets, Pic-

and

SHORT-

HAND SCHOOL.

in

ture

Frames,

etc.,

hundred ttodentg. Ucder fame rntnagementsix jears. Catalogue free.
Telephone 1021.
M. H. DAVIS, Principal and Proprietor.
45-5t.

